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Executive Summary
To date, almost all efforts to combat sprawl have focused on “Smart Growth” strategies,
which primarily seek to create denser settlement by changing land use practices. Our
findings indicate this approach will have limited success in saving rural land from development because it fails to address a key reason for sprawl — population growth.
Our calculations show that about half the loss of rural land in recent decades is attributable to increases in the U.S. population, while changes in land use account for the
other half. New immigration and births to immigrants now account for more than
three-fourths of U.S. population growth. Therefore, population growth and the immigration policies that drive it must be an integral focus of efforts to preserve rural land.
As opposed to the Smart Growth approach, this study takes a “conservationist”
approach, examining only the loss of rural land to new development and not the quality of urban planning. We focus on state increases in developed land between 1982 and
1997. We also analyze the expansion of urbanized land in the nation’s 100 largest cities
between 1970 and 1990.
At the most basic level, there can only be three reasons for sprawl: either there
is a rise in per capita land use, a rise in the population, or a rise in both. Quantifying
the relative role of population growth is important because almost all anti-sprawl organizations have focused on Smart Growth and have generally been dismissive of population growth’s role. These groups are not alone. A New York Times editorial in 2000
called it “absurd” to suggest that population growth and the immigration that drives it
contribute significantly to sprawl. Our findings indicate that this view is incorrect.
Among the study’s findings:
•

The more a state’s population grew, the more the state sprawled (see
Figure A). For example, states that grew in population by more than 30 percent
between 1982 and 1997 sprawled 46 percent on average. In contrast, states that
grew in population by less than 10 percent sprawled only 26 percent on average.

•

On average, each 10,000-person increase in state population resulted in 1,600 acres
of undeveloped rural land being developed, even controlling for other factors such
as changes in population density.

•

Apportioning the share of sprawl that is due to increases in population versus increases in per-capita land consumption shows that, nationally, population growth
accounted for 52 percent of the loss of rural land between 1982 and 1997, while
increases in per-capita land consumption accounted for 48 percent.

•

While population growth is a key factor driving sprawl, our findings indicate that
Smart Growth must also play a significant role in anti-sprawl efforts because percapita land use has been increasing. Between 1982 and 1997, land use per person
rose 16 percent from 0.32 acres to 0.37 acres.
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•

There is significant variation between states in the factors accounting for sprawl.
For example, population growth accounted for more than half of sprawl in five of
the 10 states that lost the most land, while increases in per-capita land use accounted for more than half of sprawl in the other five worst sprawling states.

•

An examination of the nation’s largest urban areas reveals the same pattern as in the
states. Between 1970 and 1990, population growth accounted for slightly more
than half of the expansion of urbanized land in the nation’s 100 largest cities.

•

In the 1990s, new immigration and immigrant fertility accounted for most of the
33-million increase in the U.S. population. Census Bureau data from 2002 indicate that the more than 1.5 million legal and illegal immigrants who settle in the
country each year along with 750,000 yearly births to immigrants are equal to 87
percent of the annual increase in the U.S. population.

•

Contrary to the common perception, about half the country’s immigrants now live
in the nation’s suburbs. The pull of the suburbs is even greater in the second generation. Of the children of immigrants who have settled down and purchased a
home, only 24 percent have done so in the nation’s central cities.

•

The suburbanization of immigrants and their children is a welcomed sign of integration. But it also means that they contribute to sprawl just like other Americans.

Figure A. States with higher population growth rates have more sprawl
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In short, Smart Growth efforts to slow or stop the increase in per capita land
use are being negated by population growth. Immigration-driven population growth,
in effect, is “out-smarting” Smart Growth initiatives by forcing continued rural land
destruction.
What makes this study different from most of the research on sprawl is its focus
on the destruction of undeveloped rural land. While concern over the loss of rural land
is one of the central issues driving the public’s desire to reduce sprawl, most studies in
this field and most anti-sprawl organizations have not focused on this problem. Instead, they have evaluated the density of new development or the employment of various urban planning techniques. This is true even of organizations and researchers with
an environmental orientation. While such studies are valid for analyzing various aspects of sprawl, they fail as measures for conservation goals; their approach has the
distinct disadvantage of making the actual loss of agricultural land and natural habitat
largely irrelevant because all of the emphasis is on the quality of the planning or the
density in the new development. By examining the actual loss of undeveloped rural
land, this study avoids this problem.

Why Americans Hate Sprawl
Sprawl was once something that only a few environmentalists worried about, but in
recent years it has become one of the hottest topics in local, state, and national politics.
Americans are increasingly concerned about worsening traffic, longer commutes, the
loss of open spaces near residential areas, increasing congestion, and the environmental
impact of ever-expanding development. Such concerns seem justified as, between just
1982 and 1997, America converted approximately 25 million acres (39,000 square
miles) of rural land — forests, rangeland, pastures, cropland, and wetlands — to developed land: that is, subdivisions, freeways, factories, strip malls, airports, and the like. If
losses on such an enormous scale are allowed to continue, it seems very likely that
sprawl will continue to be an increasingly important political concern into the foreseeable future.

Data Sources and Analysis
Data SSour
our
ces. This study relies on two sources of data to measure sprawl. The
ources.
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), which is part of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, conducts complete inventories every five years of the nation’s
non-federal land in every state but Alaska. Developed land is defined as any built-up
tract of land of at least 0.25 acres or transportation infrastructure, such as roads and
railroads, outside of these built-up areas. Although we focus on the NRCS data, we also
perform a separate analysis on the expansion of urbanized area in the nation’s 100
largest urban areas between 1970 and 1990. The Census Bureau defines urbanized
land as contiguous populated areas, including a city’s urban core and its suburbs, with
a population density of more than 1,000 per square mile.
Analysis of D
ata. We first employed a variety of descriptive statistics comparing the
Data.
amount of sprawl in the states and cities that grew the most and least in population. If
population growth did not contribute significantly to sprawl, as some have contended,
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Figure B. Average Sprawl of Cities Grouped by % Population Growth
Average Sprawl, 1970-1990
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then we would expect there to be no correlation between increases in population and
sprawl. This study, however, indicates a strong relationship between the two (see Figures A and B). We also employed a linear regression model on the state data where
sprawl is the dependent variable, with population growth, changes in population density, and other factors as the independent variables. Finally, we utilize the “Holdren
Method” developed by Harvard physicist John Holdren to apportion the share of sprawl
that is due to increases in per-capita land use versus population growth. The Holdren
formula is commonly used in environmental science to examine increases in the use of
different resources. In the case of sprawl, the resource in question is land.

Policy Implications
Our findings show clearly that both land use practices and population growth must be
addressed for any solution to the problem of sprawl. We focus on population growth
because so little attention has been paid to this problem. Not surprisingly, in a country
with a fertility rate just below replacement level for three decades, U.S. population
growth has little to do with native birthrates. That leaves the solution to high population growth resting almost entirely on changing immigration policies. Fortunately,
immigration policies can be changed relatively easily in comparison to any attempt to
lower birthrates.
At present, around 1.5 million immigrants (legal and illegal) are allowed to
settle in the United States each year. Reducing immigration to its historic average of
200,000 to 300,000 a year could dramatically slow the rate of population growth in the
United States. A bipartisan national commission chaired by the late Barbara Jordan in
the mid-1990s suggested many cuts that would achieve lower numbers. A presidential
commission on sustainable development chaired by former Sen. Tim Wirth during the
same time period also called for immigration reductions as essential for environmental
protection. These commissions commented that making an argument for less immigration is not anti-immigrant, but rather is simply common sense if one wishes to meet
certain societal objectives — in this case, the objective of reducing the rate of sprawl.
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Of course, reducing immigration and the resulting population growth is only
part of the solution. Our results clearly indicate that changes in land use patterns
account for about half of sprawl. Thus, both Smart Growth efforts and immigration
policy changes are integral parts of efforts to combat sprawl.

Conclusion
This study emphasizes the role of population growth because most anti-sprawl efforts
ignore it while focusing only on the urban planning approach embodied by Smart
Growth. To the extent that population is discussed in the context of sprawl it has
generally been dismissed as a cause. It is often argued, for example, that since sprawl
occurs where there is no population growth, increases in population must be a minor
factor in sprawl. As a moment’s reflection should reveal, such observations only make
sense in reaction to an assertion that population growth is the only factor generating
sprawl. We make no such assertion. Our findings show that population growth is a key
factor, but it is by no means the only factor. There are certainly individual places where
population growth played little or no role in sprawl, just as there are places where
population growth accounted for all of sprawl. But, overall, our analysis shows that
increases in population nationally accounted for about half the loss of undeveloped
rural land. Thus reducing population growth by reducing immigration must become
an important part of any long-term effort to save rural land.
Our conclusion that population growth accounts for half of sprawl is not only
consistent with the available evidence, it is also consistent with common sense. Those
most directly involved in sprawl certainly believe that population is one of main reasons for sprawl. In fact, the president of the National Association of Home Builders
chided the Sierra Club for its 1999 sprawl report because it “…failed to acknowledge
the significant underlying forces driving growth in suburban America — a rapidly increasing population and consumer preferences.” Homebuilders and real estate developers are clearly pleased with the high rate of U.S. population growth. But they, of
course, have a very different point of view from anti-sprawl organizations as well as
most Americans.
Assuming population growth continues to drive about half of all sprawl, as it
has in recent decades, federal immigration policy would appear to be the single largest
factor in determining how much sprawl will occur over the next 50-100 years. Population growth can only be dealt with effectively on a national scale by reducing immigration because new immigration and births to immigrants now account for most of the
increase in the U.S. population. Given the population pressure America faces as a
result of immigration, local efforts to discourage population growth by, say, low-density zoning, will almost certainly result in “leapfrog” development and legal challenges.
Moreover, intensified Smart Growth programs in the face of rapid population growth
will require increased governmental regulation which, in turn, will almost certainly
undermine political support for such programs. Absent population growth, Smart
Growth policies would be more successful and would encounter less opposition.
While our conclusions may seem obvious to most readers, some may find them
controversial. Part of the reason most anti-sprawl organizations ignore population growth
is that they are unaware of its role. It is our hope that this study will help correct this.
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However, some involved in anti-sprawl efforts avoid dealing with population growth
because they know that doing so will inevitably lead to a debate over U.S. immigration
policy, making it seem as if immigrants are being “blamed” for sprawl. This is something that anti-sprawl organizations (and the authors of this report) understandably
wish to avoid. But such concerns seem misplaced since anti-sprawl organizations can
make clear that immigration must be reduced due to rapid population increase rather
than because of the characteristics of immigrants. It might also be helpful for such
organizations to indicate their support for policies designed to help legal immigrants
already here integrate into American society. Moreover, advocating less immigration in
the future for conservationist reasons is likely to be politically popular given that public
opinion polls show most Americans, including minorities, want less immigration.
While significantly reducing immigration may be very helpful in reducing sprawl,
some may worry that doing so might harm the economy. The available data suggest
otherwise, however. A 1997 report by the National Academy of Sciences entitled The
New Americans concluded that the net economic benefits from immigration are very
small and are, in fact, entirely outweighed by the fiscal drain immigrants impose on
taxpayers. The nation’s leading immigration economist, George Borjas of Harvard, comes
to much the same conclusion in his recent book Heaven’s Door. Policymakers can reduce future immigration secure in the knowledge that doing so will not harm America’s
economy.
At present, about 11 million people are allowed to settle legally in the United
States each decade. Bringing this number down to three million, coupled with increased efforts to reduce illegal immigration, still would allow the United States to
accept more immigrants than any other country in the world. One may favor high
immigration for any number of reasons, but our study makes clear that those concerned about sprawl must at least understand that dramatically increasing the size of
the U.S. population though immigration has enormous long-term implications for the
preservation of rural land. It is very difficult to see how it could be otherwise.
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Introduction: Why This Study Is Necessary
Findings of this study vary markedly from other recent sprawl studies. Unlike most
sprawl studies that have measured for population density or urban planning techniques,
this study keeps its eye on the loss of rural land — that is, the development that destroys natural habitat and agricultural land, especially denying the rewards of open
space near where most Americans live.
While past studies on density and urban planning are important to understanding sprawl, they have left a gaping hole in knowledge about the conservationist
aspect of sprawl. Thus, this study is the first to shine the spotlight on the actual loss of
rural land as the result of sprawl and on the relative importance of major factors contributing to that loss.
Table 1 ranks 49 states (excluding Alaska) according to where the most destruction of rural land has occurred between1982 and 1997. Table 2 ranks the states according to the greatest percentage increase in developed land. In terms of the anti-sprawl
goal of protecting rural land, the two charts provide the best measure of which states
are doing the best job (those at the bottom of the list) and which are the greatest
failures (those at the top of the list).

Conservation Focus Draws Attention to Population Growth
The major conclusion of this conservation-oriented study is that sprawl is strongly
linked to U.S. population growth and cannot be tamed in a practical manner unless
population growth is substantially slowed or halted.
To many Americans, that conclusion is unremarkable. After all, those new
subdivisions, industrial parks, and strip malls sprouting up like crabgrass across the
country are not being built on a whim but rather to provide housing, places to work,
and marketplaces for more and more people; around 33 million more were added to
the U.S. in the 1990s alone.1
However, our major conclusion is likely to be controversial among policy analysts and policy makers who have largely ignored sprawl’s connection to this country’s
current, largest-ever population boom. The authors began this study after a literature
survey found that although anti-sprawlers nationwide propose dozens of solutions to
sprawl, virtually none of them include any reference to slowing population growth.
Many never even mention the concept of population growth as they describe the devastation of sprawl, enumerate its causes, and propose vast public policy agendas to slow
the development and urbanization of rural land and open spaces.
On the infrequent occasion population growth has been cited in sprawl studies, it usually is in the context of minimizing the effect of population growth. Most
commonly, population growth is dismissed as being unimportant because (1) sprawl
occurs even in urban areas that have no population growth or (2) the rate of sprawl is
far greater than the rate of population growth in most areas. Both are true. But neither
contradicts this study’s finding that population growth nationally is related to approximately half of all rural land that is lost to development.

The Missing Factor
Population growth as a sprawl factor is particularly ignored by the Smart Growth movement, a loose, eclectic coalition of environmentalists, local growth-control activists,
11
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Table 1. Ranking of 49 States by
New Acres Developed (1982-1997)*
State
1. Texas
2. Florida
3. Georgia
4. North Carolina
5. California
6. Pennsylvania
7. Tennessee
8. Ohio
9. Michigan
10. Virginia
11. South Carolina
12. Alabama
13. Kentucky
14. New York
15. Washington
16. New Jersey
17. Illinois
18. Minnesota
19. Massachusetts
20. Missouri
21. Wisconsin
22. Indiana
23. Colorado
24. Arizona
25. Louisiana
26. New Mexico
27. Mississippi
28. Oklahoma
29. Maryland
30. West Virginia
31. Oregon
32. Arkansas
33. Kansas
34. New Hampshire
35. Idaho
36. Maine
37. Utah
38. Montana
39. Connecticut
40. South Dakota
41. Iowa
42. Nevada
43. Nebraska
44. Wyoming
45. Vermont
46. Delaware
47. North Dakota
48. Rhode Island
49. Hawaii

Growth in Developed Land
(in 1,000 acres)
2,281
1,913
1,590
1,440
1,318
1,164
866
829
820
785
748
636
592
548
528
513
492
466
445
434
429
426
415
403
390
372
354
333
323
290
267
266
221
210
205
203
192
154
123
122
120
109
94
94
75
59
58
33
31

* The State of Alaska was not included in the original data.
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New Urbanists, municipal and regional
planners, think tanks, the federal government and many state governments,
and even some home-builders and
developers.
For example, neither the
website of the American Planning
Commissioners Journal nor the Vermont Forum on Sprawl identifies population growth as a source of sprawl, let
alone mentions taming it as one of
sprawl’s solutions. A long article entitled “Stemming the Tide of Sprawl”
in the February, 1999 issue of The
Chronicle of Philanthropy described the
growing support for combating sprawl
on the part of a number of large foundations; it omitted any mention of
stemming the tide of population
growth. Similarly, in the 90-page, 1998
publication How Smart Growth Can
Stop Sprawl by David Bollier for the
anti-sprawl group Sprawl Watch Clearinghouse, the words “population
growth” never appear. A four-page letter and two-page survey on sprawl and
disappearing farmland included in a
recent direct mail campaign by the
American Farmland Trust failed to
mention population growth once.
In a major report on sprawl issued in 2000, the National Governors
Association at least mentioned population, but only to minimize its influence: “The development of suburban
land since 1960 has far outpaced population growth in every region of the
country.” An urban policy expert at
Rutgers University, a well-known and
well-regarded center of scholarly research on sprawl, did mention population growth in comments to The Washington Post, but only to slight its contribution to sprawl. A spokesman for
the leading anti-sprawl group in the
Washington, D.C. area, Smart Growth
America, denied that population
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Table 2. Ranking of 49 States by
Percentage Increase in Overall
Development (1982-1997)*
Percent Growth in Land Area
State
67.2 %
1. Georgia
59.6 %
2. North Carolina
58.5 %
3. Florida
57.5 %
4. Tennessee
55.5 %
5. South Carolina
55.3 %
6. New Hampshire
51.7 %
7. Kentucky
49.6 %
8. West Virginia
47.6 %
9. New Mexico
43.1 %
10. Massachusetts
42.6 %
11. Virginia
41.3 %
12. Pennsylvania
40.7 %
13. Utah
40.5 %
14. New Jersey
40.1 %
15. Nevada
39.7 %
16. Maine
39.3 %
17. Alabama
37.2 %
18. Idaho
37.0 %
19. Arizona
36.3 %
20. Texas
35.3 %
21. Maryland
35.0 %
22. Delaware
34.3 %
23. Washington
33.6 %
24. Colorado
31.9 %
25. California
31.6 %
26. Louisiana
31.6 %
27. Mississippi
30.8 %
28. Vermont
30.1 %
29. Michigan
29.8 %
30. Ohio
27.9 %
31. Oregon
27.1 %
32. Minnesota
23.2 %
33. Arkansas
23.2 %
34. Indiana
21.6 %
35. Wisconsin
20.9 %
36. Oklahoma
20.8 %
37. Missouri
20.8 %
38. New York
20.4 %
39. Hawaii
19.8 %
40. Rhode Island
18.3 %
41. Illinois
17.5 %
42. Montana
17.1 %
43. Wyoming
16.4 %
44. Connecticut
14.6 %
45. South Dakota
12.9 %
46. Kansas
8.5 %
47. Nebraska
7.6 %
48. Iowa
6.2 %
49. North Dakota
* The State of Alaska was not included in the original data.
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growth and immigration in the region
bore any responsibility for sprawl.
A stark demonstration of all this
was evident at the 1998 annual conference of the Society of Environmental
Journalists in Chattanooga. Sprawl was
a top issue throughout the conference.
One of the most popular workshops
was on the coverage of sprawl issues.
Several reporters described their newspapers’ intensive efforts in this area.
When an audience member asked why
none of them had mentioned any coverage of the role of population growth
in sprawl, all the reporters on the panel
acknowledged that population growth
was a major factor in sprawl. But, they
said, they didn’t write about it because
it wasn’t something that public policy
could affect. The same sort of fatalism
pervades the National Governors Association report mentioned above, which
lumps controlling population growth
in with reducing economic growth and
controlling family preferences as impractical solutions to sprawl.
In the back of the room at the
Chattanooga sprawl workshop, the Sierra Club had a display table devoted
to its massive campaign against sprawl.
But the Sierra sprawl publications did
not mention U.S. population growth
as contributing to sprawl. For example,
“Suburban Sprawl Costs Us All” does
not include support for population
growth reduction among its list of steps
to stop sprawl. Likewise, the Club’s report “The Dark Side of the American
Dream” does not list slowing population growth among its “Smart Growth
Solutions.” More recently, under pressure from dissident members like those
of Sierrans for U.S. Population Stabilization (SUSPS), the Club’s anti-sprawl
campaign materials have belatedly recognized that population growth is an
ingredient of sprawl, but still insist that
other factors are far more important.
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A number of writers for environmental publications have told this study’s authors about taboos against addressing population connections to sprawl. Politicians
have imitated the media and Smart Growth advocates as they have taken up the antisprawl cause. In January of 1999, 27 governors — 19 Republicans and eight Democrats — referred to Smart Growth in their state-of-the-state speeches. Not one noted
federal policies that cause high U.S. population growth.
In light of all of that, this study’s conclusion that population growth is the
single greatest factor in this nation’s struggles with sprawl is boldly out of step with
most public comments of anti-sprawl groups and experts.
So what is going on here? Is it really true — as the anti-sprawl movement’s
silence on the subject seems to suggest — that adding more than three million people
to the United States each year is not a significant factor in sprawl? Or has an entire
movement somehow missed one of the most important solutions to the problem it is
trying to confront?

Other Studies Address Different Sprawl Goals
An explanation as to why most other studies fail to find the population/sprawl connections discovered here is that their analyses use fundamentally different measuring tools
with different goals in mind.
Like many mass political and social movements, the anti-sprawl effort combines several impulses under one banner. Even the term “sprawl,” as will be discussed
in the Background section, has many definitions. “Anti-sprawlers” are not at all united
in their goals. Some primarily work for more attractive or more energy-efficient urban
planning. Others concentrate on increasing residential density, while still others focus
mainly on saving rural land from urbanization and other development. These different
branches of the anti-sprawl movement may be outlined like this:

Conservation category
1. Land Conser
ranch
Conservvation B
Branch
The conservation of rural land is the key measure of success and is the focus of
sprawl studies among this branch of anti-sprawlers.

Smart Growth category (divided into two branches)
2. Density B
ranch
Branch
Increasing the density of residents is the key measure of success for this branch and
is the focus of its sprawl studies.
3. Urban P
lanning B
ranch
Planning
Branch
Better urban planning is the key measure of success for this branch and is the focus
of its sprawl studies. Increasing density is not a primary goal.
The three branches of the anti-sprawl movement are not mutually exclusive.
Each one contains some elements of the other two and, for the most part, they are not
working at cross purposes. But because each has different goals and measures for suc14
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cess, it should not be surprising that studies from the perspective of one branch would
not be sufficient for another branch.
Most in the Density and Urban Planning branches of the Smart Growth category are not opposed to conserving rural land. But neither are they primarily concerned with reducing the spread of cities over nearby open spaces, natural recreational
places, farmland, wetlands, woodlands, and other bird and animal habitats. Because of
that, most in these two branches are relatively unconcerned about the current pace of
U.S. population growth, which the Census Bureau projects will add more than 130
million people over the next 50 years (nearly 300 million more by the end of the
century).2
Population growth actually can help the goals of the two Smart Growth branches.
A recent Brookings study found population density generally increases when the population of an area is growing rapidly.3 If one’s chief goal is to increase the density in
which Americans live, rapid population growth can be very helpful. Likewise, additional population growth can help urban planners carry out desired projects by providing more consumers and residents to share the costs of renovation, or for in-filling to
make desired transportation projects more feasible.
But population growth almost never has a positive impact on the conservation
goal of protecting rural land. Thus, on the issue of population growth, the two categories of the anti-sprawl movement appear to be at odds.
Furthermore, the way that the Density and Urban Planning branches measure
sprawl often leaves out any concern for preserving actual acreage of rural land:
•

Density branch: Using population density as a chief measure of the success of antisprawl efforts can lead to results that have no connection to the conservation of
rural land. One example is a major study conducted and published by USA Today
in 2001.4 It focused on density and defined sprawl as straggling, disorderly, haphazard growth. Like many studies and reports from the Density branch, it did not
label the destruction of rural land as sprawl if the new development was densely
populated. The newspaper created a “USA Today Sprawl Index” to rank cities by
“how densely developed a metro area is today, and how that changed during the
‘90s.” By stressing density, it could hold up Los Angeles as a pretty good model.
Even though the Los Angeles urbanized area expanded to cover another 394 square
miles of natural habitat and agricultural land from 1970 to 1990, it could be considered “not so sprawling after all,” because the residents of the area were living
more densely.

•

Urban P
lanning branch: Although plenty of urban planners are concerned about
Planning
increasing population density, the main concern of this branch is to have more
attractive and more energy-efficient development. Eben Fodor, author and community planning consultant, notes: “Smart Growth is simply a more orderly and
less chaotic process of land development. It may or may not involve greater density
and therefore greater efficiency in land use. For example, a great deal of Smart
Growth is focused on having growth occur near existing services to reduce costs to
taxpayers. This alone doesn’t reduce per-capita land consumption to any significant
degree. In the worst-case scenario, Smart Growth is merely the planned, orderly
destruction of our remaining natural environment.”5 One part of the Urban Plan15
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ning branch is dominated by developers, builders, and real estate people who want
to bring higher standards to their industries. Far from wanting to preserve rural
land, they strongly favor its development. They simply want the transformation of
rural to urban to occur in tasteful, well-planned ways. Another part of the Urban
Planning branch is more neutral about destroying rural land, reflected in the statement of the head of Smart Growth America about that national group’s 2002 study
of sprawl: “the study does not look at the rate of land consumption — the conversion of rural land to suburban subdivision.”6
Smart Growth America is a nationwide coalition of over 80 national and regional business, government, and environmental organizations. Its study and general
approach to sprawl reveals the main reason until now that the need to reduce population growth to control sprawl has been missing from the debate: Most sprawl studies
have defined sprawl in such a way as to exclude population growth as a factor. The
Smart Growth America study ranked sprawl in metropolitan areas based on four
factors:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

residential density;
strength of activity centers and downtown areas;
the mix of home, jobs and services; and
accessibility of street networks.

Actual loss of rural land was not considered. And what was the definition of
sprawl? Sprawl is “the process in which the spread of development across the landscape
outpaces population growth.” Thus, any rural land that is destroyed at the same rate of
population growth is not sprawl under the non-conservationist approach to sprawl. If
our population grew by 50 percent, and the additional 145 million Americans caused
the developed area to expand by 50 percent over 49 million additional acres, none of
that would be sprawl under the Smart Growth America study’s definition.

Looking at Sprawl with a Concern for Protecting Rural Land
Clearly, the definitions and measurements of sprawl vary because of the differing goals
of those doing the measuring. Because of that, it is easy to misinterpret results of studies that operate in different contexts. If one is interested in reducing ugly, inefficient
developmental sprawl, the Urban Planning branch studies will be of most assistance. If
one is interested in increasing the density at which Americans live, the Density branch
of the Smart Growth movement will have the most helpful studies.
But if one is interested in slowing the destruction of natural habitat and farmland by developmental forces, studies from the Urban Planning and Density branches
will be of limited help. Instead, one needs to look at conservation-oriented studies that
focus on the actual loss of rural land.
This is just such a conservation study. It does not define away any destruction
of rural land. No matter what the cause of the destruction, this study considers it to be
sprawl to be measured. The authors began with the hypothesis that adding large numbers of new residents to a state is a significant factor in the development of additional
rural land. The purpose of the study was to find an objective way to test that hypoth16
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esis. The authors worked with scholars and experts around the country to devise a
credible means of measuring the impact of population growth on the development of
open spaces, relying entirely on governmental surveys of rural land loss and time-tested
mathematical analysis. (The methodology is presented in Appendices D and E of this
report.)
The findings are unambiguous: Population growth not only is a significant
factor in sprawl but is roughly equal to all other factors combined. Massive population
growth may sometimes be helpful to Smart Growth goals of density and better urban
planning, but it is a profoundly negative factor in trying to stop the spread of cities over
the countryside.
The general principles behind the findings are not without some prior support. That is, our series of studies (including earlier ones on California and Florida
urbanized areas) may be the first to attempt to systematically quantify the role of population growth in sprawl, but the general principle that population growth is related to
sprawl has been endorsed in many places outside the advocacy pronouncements of the
Smart Growth groups and politicians.
The U.S. General Accounting Office in 1999 issued a study on sprawl and
noted that suburban growth “began in response to a number of social, economic, demographic and technological factors, including the postwar population boom… .”7 As
one might expect, the population control organization Population Connection (formally, Zero Population Growth) also sees a strong connection: “The driving force behind sprawl is population growth.”8 In the last few years, a number of Sierra Club
chapters passed resolutions urging their national organization to incorporate U.S. population stabilization as an anti-sprawl strategy. Their resolution stated in part:
“WHEREAS population growth is a major factor in sprawl… .”9 Club population
activists forced the Sierra Board of Directors to hold a national referendum of members
early in 2001 on whether to integrate population into the Club’s anti-sprawl campaign. Opposed by the national Board of Directors as micromanaging the Club’s staff,
the referendum was narrowly defeated 54 percent to 46 percent.
Dev
elopers R
ecogniz
ole of P
Role
Population.
evelopers
Recogniz
ecognizee R
opulation. Especially forthright in recognizing the
connection between population growth and the urbanization of rural land are
homebuilders and land developers. “Growth in population creates a need not only for
housing but also for supporting real estate facilities such as shopping centers, service
stations, medical clinics, schools, office buildings, and so on,” explains one real estate
development manual.10 “Demand for real estate at the national level is influenced by
national population growth and demographic change, coupled with expanding employment opportunities and rising per capita incomes,” points out another.11 The president of the National Association of Home Builders chided the Sierra Club for not
giving population growth its due in the Club’s 1999 sprawl report:
“…the Sierra Club failed to acknowledge the significant underlying forces driving growth
in suburban America – a rapidly increasing population and consumer preferences. The
U.S. needs to construct between 1.3 and 1.5 million new housing units annually during
the next decade simply to accommodate an anticipated 30 million increase in the nation’s
population.12
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The bulk of leaders in the home-building and real estate development industry applaud the development of farmland, natural habitat, and open spaces as a sign of
economic prosperity, although many call for new urbanization to occur in a more compact and esthetically pleasing manner. And they are pleased with the high U.S. population growth that drives that development. A demographer from Boston Financial
expressed excitement to a packed room of real estate professionals at an October, 1999,
Urban Land Institute meeting in Phoenix that Hispanic and Asian immigrants constitute groups that would continue to grow into the biggest consumers of new homes in
the U.S. through 2030: “Through 2030, as much as 60 percent of the United States’
population growth will come from new U.S. residents … Bolstered by a huge influx of
immigrants. … That flow of people could create 1.2 million more households each
year, which is welcome news for businesses with a product to sell.”13
In a recent feature story on a NumbersUSA study titled “Weighing Sprawl
Factors in Large U.S. Cities,” the Home Builders Association of Northern California
declared that: “Local officials should reject no-growthers’ ‘sprawl’ label and OK smartgrowth projects needed for an expanding population.” And the association’s CEO
declared that “population growth is a fact of life.”14
So, those who welcome sprawl have readily acknowledged the connection to
population growth, while most leaders who oppose sprawl from the Density and Urban Planning branches of the movement have been silent about it or have greatly minimized its importance.
On the other hand, nothing in this study suggests that the anti-sprawl movement, including its Smart Growth subset, has been wrong in trying to tackle poor
planning, inefficient development and a couple of dozen other factors causing an increase in land consumption per person. This study finds that trends toward higher per
capita land consumption are responsible for around half of all sprawl. Obviously, the
anti-sprawlers are correct to lend their attention to that half of the problem.
But the authors believe that for those leaders and organizations who truly desire a brake on the irrevocable loss of farmland and natural habitats, this study provides
powerful new information that will result in their opening up significant additional
fronts in their battle against sprawl. Until now, they have been handicapped by the lack
of a credible statistical rationale for trying to tame the nation’s population growth.
The authors hope that this effort to quantify population’s role will serve as a
“lest we forget” reminder that, nationwide:
(1) population growth is a major factor behind sprawl, associated with
roughly half of all sprawl nationwide;
(2) that simply ignoring population growth will not make it go away, and;
(3) that unless it is addressed forthrightly, all other efforts to stop sprawl
are likely to fall short over the long term. These efforts will only slow
sprawl, not stop it. A given stretch of open countryside will take 10
years to fill up instead of just five. Is this good enough? We think not.
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Background
Sprawl: Growing into a National Issue
“Long considered a local fringe issue dominated by pie-in-the-sky environmentalists,
sprawl is suddenly one of the hottest topics in state and national politics.”
— Dan Eggen, The Washington Post, October 28,1998
For several decades, many Americans have felt the disquieting sensation that
the wide open spaces and picturesque countryside that helped to forge our national
character and still form an integral part of our national and natural endowment are
rapidly disappearing under concrete, asphalt, steel, and cinderblock. And for just as
long, they have been assured that their fears are unfounded — that there is no current
or impending shortage of land or resources.15 Reporter Gregg Easterbrook writes
“…within the boundaries of the United States lies an astonishing vastness of land that
has not undergone the concrete conversion experience…”16 In his conservation classic
The Quiet Crisis, former Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall referred to this persistent belief on the part of some Americans that our natural resources were all but inexhaustible as the “Myth of Superabundance.”17
Yet the perception of swiftly spreading development and rapidly retreating open
spaces is rooted in reality. In just the 15 years from 1982 to 1997, America converted
approximately 25 million acres (39,000 square miles) of rural land — forests, rangeland, pastures, and cropland — to developed land, that is, subdivisions, freeways, factories, strip malls, airports, and the like.18 That’s an area about equal to Maine and
New Hampshire combined. These losses occurred at an average rate of 1.7 million
acres per year. And according to the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS), which has conducted these inventories of the nation’s ecologically productive
land base every five years since 1982, in the 1990s the rate at which rural land was
developed accelerated, rising to about 2.2 million acres per year. These losses are shown
in Table 1.
If this rate of 2.2 million acres per year continues to the year 2050 — when
today’s toddlers are middle-aged — the United States will have lost an additional 110
million acres of rural countryside. That’s 172,000 square miles, about equal to the
combined areas of Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Vermont, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, and Virginia. Added to the loss of an area equivalent to Maine and New Hampshire from 1982-1997, that amounts to much of the
Eastern Seaboard. Anyone who has flown at night from New York to Florida and seen
the vast clusters of lights below sweeping away as far as the eye can see knows just how
far advanced this process of mass urbanization already is.
Moreover, the measured area of developed or built-up land per se underestimates its actual pervasiveness in the American landscape because urbanized land affects
activities and environmental quality on adjacent rural areas by means of water demands,
noise, views, odors, air pollution, and water pollution. For example:
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•

Coal-burning power plants in the Ohio River Valley that supply electricity to tens
of millions of consumers in large Eastern cities generate sulfur dioxide emissions
that impede visibility in the countryside and then fall to earth as acid rain hundreds
of miles away in wilderness areas of the Adirondacks, Canada, and New England.
The once densely-forested summit of Mt. Mitchell in North Carolina’s Great Smoky
Mountains, highest point in eastern North America, has been stripped to skeletal
tree remains from being bathed in acid-laced clouds.

•

Water quality in the East Coast’s most important estuary, the Chesapeake Bay, is
threatened by the sheer spread of pavement and other impervious surfaces within
its 64,000-square-mile watershed. By 1990, some 11,480 square miles had already
been developed, and analysis of satellite imagery and other ground-based data indicates that in the 1990s an additional acre was being developed every six to 10
minutes. Residential and related land development degrades local streams and
sends “water-fouling” nutrients (primarily nitrogen and phosphorus compounds)
into the bay, which threaten to overwhelm hard-won, costly reductions in these
“loadings.”19

•

Urban growth demands water that, especially in the arid West, must be diverted
from farmers. Suburban neighborhoods with lawns and pools are particularly water-consumptive. Of California’s 350 water basins, 40 are seriously overdrafted,
and by 2020 water planners predict a water supply deficit of two to eight million
acre-feet.20

•

One of the reasons farmers are forced to quit farming as suburbia encroaches is that
livestock odors invariably drift into adjacent subdivisions and cause complaints.
Likewise, the pungent smells of factories, pulp mills, and smelters can diffuse across
vast areas.

•

The sprawl and smog of Los Angeles degrades air quality not only in Joshua Tree
National Park and the Mojave Desert 100 miles to the east, but even in Arizona’s
Grand Canyon, hundreds of miles away.

•

More and more around the country, sightseers at local viewpoints must gaze out
over clutter where once there had been mostly open landscapes. Hikers in California and Colorado reach summits only to be rewarded with vistas of new subdivisions under construction. Sprawl threatens the bucolic ambience of such national
historic treasures as Mt. Vernon and the hallowed Civil War battlefields of ManassasBull Run, Antietam, Fredericksburg, and Gettysburg, among others.

•

Noise from airports and highways propagates over empty spaces beyond. At
Petroglyphs National Monument west of Albuquerque, jets roaring overhead intrude upon the sense of tranquility and the timelessness of mute, centuries-old
Indian rock carvings.

Altogether, these influences convey a sense of congestion, heavy human presence, and environmental blight that extends well beyond the immediate confines of
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the built-up space itself. By way of further example, a study in the February 2000 issue
of the journal Conservation Biology estimated that while the four million miles of roads
in the United States only cover 1 percent of the country’s surface area, they directly
affect the ecology of nearly 20 percent of U.S. land by blocking wildlife migration
routes, helping spread non-native species, disturbing birds with traffic noise (and reducing their numbers by one-third), channelizing watercourses, and partially draining
wetlands.21
Loss of F
armland. The National Resources Inventory estimates that the nation lost 44
Farmland.
million acres of cropland, 12 million acres of pastureland, and 11 million acres of
rangeland from 1982 to 1997, for a total loss to our agricultural land base of 67 million
acres.22 (One explanation of the much higher acreage of lost cropland than pastureland
and rangeland is that a larger fraction of the cropland acreage was not “lost” per se, but
deliberately “retired” from active production into the so-called Conservation Reserve
Program or CRP, a program administered by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Farm Service Agency. These were lands of marginal quality and high erodibility, lands
on which modern, intensive agriculture is not sustainable.) All 49 states inventoried
lost cropland. The impacts of the loss of this land extend beyond agriculture. The
USDA has estimated that each person added to the U.S. population requires slightly
more than one acre of land for urbanization and highways.23 Clearly, more land is
required as more people are added to our population.
A comparison of acreage — 25 million acres of newly developed land over this
period and 67 million acres of agricultural land lost shows that development is not
responsible for all or even half of agricultural land loss. Arable land is also subject to
other natural and manmade phenomena such as soil erosion, salinization, and waterlogging that can rob its productivity and eventually force its retirement. Much of these
losses are due to over-exploitation by intensive agricultural practices needed to constantly raise agricultural productivity (yield per acre) in order to provide ever more food
for America’s and the world’s growing populations.
Thus, the potent combination of relentless development and land degradation
from soil erosion and other factors is reducing America’s productive agricultural land
base even as the demands on that same land base from a growing population are increasing. If the rates of agricultural land loss that have prevailed in recent years (from
1992-1997, so that the CRP does not bias the results) continue to 2050, the nation
will have lost 53 million of its remaining 377 million acres of cropland, or 14 percent
of it, even as the U.S. population grows by over 40 percent from 283 million to 420
million.24 Continuing onto 2100, the discrepancy widens even further. The Census
Bureau’s medium range projection is 571 million, almost a doubling of today’s U.S.
population. If the same rate of cropland loss were to continue, the United States will
lose approximately 106 million acres of its remaining 377 million acres of cropland, or
nearly 30 percent. Cropland per capita, that is, the acreage of land to grow grains and
other crops for each resident, will have declined from 1.4 acres in 1997 to 0.47 acres in
2100, a 66 percent reduction. If this happens, biotechnology will have to work miracles
in raising yields per acre in order to maintain the sort of diet Americans have come to
expect.
These ominous, divergent trends — an increasing population and declining
arable land — have led some scientists to think the unthinkable: that one day America
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may no longer be able to feed herself, let alone to enjoy a food surplus for export to the
world. Cornell University agricultural and food scientists David and Marcia Pimentel
and Mario Giampietro of the Istituto Nazionale della Nutrizione in Rome have argued
that by approximately 2025, the United States will most likely cease to be a food exporter. Food grown in this country will be needed for domestic purposes. And by
2050, the ratio of arable land per capita may have dropped to the point that, “the diet
of the average American will, of necessity, include more grains, legumes, tubers, fruits
and vegetables, and significantly less animal products.”25 While this may in fact constitute a healthier diet, it would also represent a significant loss of choice.
Traffic, C
Crrowding, etc. With the lowest food prices in the world for the present, most
Americans have more immediate concerns with sprawl, like worsening traffic, longer
commutes, overcrowded schools and other facilities, rising taxes, and the loss of greenery that lends beauty and charm to urban and suburban living. These concerns have
made sprawl and how to curb it a hot political issue around the country.26 A February
2000 national survey conducted by Princeton Survey Research Associates for the Pew
Center for Civic Journalism found that Americans rated the complex of issues called
“Development/Sprawl/Traffic/Roads” along with “Crime/Violence” as the most important local issues in the country today, ahead of such perennial concerns as the economy
and education.27 In rapidly growing urban areas such as San Francisco and Denver,
sprawl is a “huge” issue, according to the Pew survey. Sprawl figured in 13 state and
226 local ballot initiatives and referenda in the fall of 1998, of which 72 percent were
considered victories for the anti-sprawl forces.28 As one newspaper reporter in the
northern Virginia suburbs of Washington, D.C. wrote: “Voters across Northern Virginia sent a strong message to their newly elected leaders: They are fed up with their
steadily increasing commute times, the clearing of what few trees are left for another
house or office building and having to send their children to school in portable trailers.”29 In the 2000 elections, voters overwhelmingly approved referenda to fund open
space protection, passing 174 of 209 (83 percent) of such ballot questions.30
Politicians of both political parties have recognized that they stand to win or
lose elections based on how voters perceive how serious they are in standing up to
sprawl. Until he turned his attention to his presidential candidacy, former vice president Al Gore was the most prominent politician on the national stage who made sprawl,
and its reputed solution, “Smart Growth,” a centerpiece of his message.31 But a number of Democrats and Republicans alike at the state and local levels, like former Maryland Governor Paris Glendening and former New Jersey Governor turned EPA Administrator Christie Todd Whitman, have made political hay with efforts to tame
sprawl.32 In January 1999, 27 governors — 19 Republicans and eight Democrats —
discussed Smart Growth in their state-of-the-state speeches.33 The Sierra Club, the
National Trust for Historic Preservation, and the free-market, libertarian think-tank
the Cato Institute each tout their own interpretations and solutions to the problem.
Others are less willing to grant that there is even a problem. The Sprawl Watch Clearinghouse claims that opposition to anti-sprawl initiatives comes from “a small number
of vocal critics affiliated with ‘property rights’ organizations, free market think tanks,
and home builder and development interests.”34
The authoritative government statistics above on increases in developed land
and declines in agricultural land should put to rest any uncertainty as to whether a
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significant shift in land use is underway in America. The U.S. Census Bureau’s decennial reports on Urbanized Land also show dramatic increases in the physical area of
many towns and cities.
This study will show how these increases in urbanized or developed land —
that is, “sprawl” — can be mathematically divided into two factors: population growth
and increases in land used per capita (or declining density), the second of which is
comprised of 20 or more sub-factors.

“Sprawl” Defined and Measured
After the suffering and sacrifice of the Great Depression and the tragedy and triumph
of World War II, the United States embarked on an era of good times — an era that has
now endured with only minor slowdowns for more than half a century. An unprecedented economic and population boom has raised aggregate natural resource consumption and waste generation to levels without parallel in this nation’s — or any
nation’s — history. This dramatic expansion in American enterprise led to a number of
adverse environmental side-effects, or “externalities” in the economists’ parlance. Two
one-syllable words in particular — smog and sprawl — joined America’s popular vocabulary in the post-World War II epoch to describe a set of undesirable side-effects
that spectacular affluence and population growth left in their wake.
Like “smog,” which entered the nation’s lexicon as a convenient, if imprecise,
term for a complex phenomenon — one type of air pollution — the word “sprawl” has
emerged in recent decades as shorthand for the relentless spread of cities and their
suburbs. Five features of sprawl are emphasized by many of its definers:
(1) progressive loss of open space at urban perimeters as an urban area grows
and spreads into the surrounding countryside;
(2) low-density character, in contrast to compact urban cores;
(3) chaotic, or unplanned nature;
(4) dependence on the automobile; and
(5) connection with the decay of inner cities.
This study uses a readily quantifiable measure of sprawl – the conversion of
open space or rural land to built-up, developed, or urbanized land over time. The
advantage of this straightforward measure is that it acknowledges the successive, cumulative loss of agricultural lands and natural habitat to spreading urbanization, regardless
of the density of that development.
Measuring sprawl in this way implicitly incorporates the density factor. The
lower the average population density, the greater the amount of land developed. If the
population of a given urban area grows by 25 percent over a given 20-year period, and
the amount of land per resident also grows by 25 percent, then the city will have sprawled
56.25 percent over that period. If, however, the population does not grow at all but
the amount of land per resident increases by 25 percent, then the total increase in land
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area of the city will be exactly 25 percent. Alternatively, if the land area per resident
remains constant, and the population increases by 25 percent, then the total increase in
land area is also 25 percent.
Thus it can be seen that if sprawl is measured as increasing urbanized or developed land area, then at any given population size:
•
•

Less land per person (higher density) = less overall land consumption (sprawl)
More land per person (lower density) = more overall land consumption (sprawl)

These concepts and how sprawl is mathematically apportioned between its
population and density shares are explained more fully under the section of this report
titled Findings, and in Appendices D and E.
Using land consumption to measure sprawl also enables use of extensive data
compiled by two federal agencies that catalogue land use at regular intervals: the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service inventories (NRI,
or National Resources Inventory) of “developed land” every five years, from 1982 to
1997, and the U.S. Census Bureau’s delineations of “urbanized land area” every decade
since 1950.
Nearly every organization and most researchers that address sprawl rely on either the Urbanized Area data or the NRI data as the foundation of any quantification
of total sprawl. What they haven’t done is use those same data to quantify the relative
roles of population growth and per capita land consumption in generating that sprawl.
Yet it is possible to measure sprawl from half-decade to multi-decade intervals by noting the change in overall acreage of a specific urbanized area or developed land within
a given state.
Quantity or Q
uality? It is instructive to compare our quantitative measure of sprawl
Quality?
with the more qualitative concepts promoted by other prominent definers of the term.
Former vice president Al Gore, in a December 1998 speech to the Democratic Leadership Council Annual Conference, painted a vivid “panorama” of sprawl as: “the chaotic, ill-planned development that makes it impossible for neighbors to greet one another on a sidewalk, makes us use up a quart of gasoline to buy a quart of milk, and
makes it hard for kids to walk to school…”35 The Sierra Club, in its 1998 report The
Dark Side of the American Dream, defined sprawl as “low-density development beyond
the edge of service and employment, which separates where people live from where
they shop, work, recreate, and educate – thus requiring cars to move between zones.”36
The American Farmland Trust has characterized urban sprawl as “low density development that spreads out from cities, leaving the core hollowed out and in decline, while
wastefully consuming some of America’s most productive farmland.”37 And the president of the National Trust for Historic Preservation said, “sprawl is the poorly planned,
low-density, auto-oriented development that spreads out from the edges of
communities.”38
As stated above, the measure of sprawl used in this study implicitly incorporates the concerns about density expressed by these individuals and groups.
But most recent studies and reports on sprawl, while measuring density, have
neglected the actual amount of lost rural land, even dismissing some urbanization of
rural land as not constituting sprawl. For example, the 1999 publication Covering
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Urban Sprawl: Rethinking the American Dream weighs in that “Sprawl is associated
with rapid suburban growth, but not all growth is sprawl. It’s a pattern of development
that puts miles of asphalt between home and work, work and school, shops and home,
Mom and the soccer-plex — and connects them with the automobile…. Sprawl is
occurring when, as in most metro areas, suburban expansion consumes land at a faster
rate than population grows, even as central cities and inner suburbs decline.”39 In like
fashion, the 2001 Brookings study on “who sprawls most” specifically excluded those
extended cities in which the rate of population growth outpaced the rate of land development or urbanization. By this peculiar definition, greater Los Angeles, which expanded across nearly 400 square miles of undeveloped land from 1970 to 1990, did not
sprawl at all, simply because it was growing denser (from population growth) at the
same time. On the contrary, a common-sense understanding of sprawl recognizes that
land-devouring sprawl can be either low-density or high-density.
Some anti-sprawl activists and organizations further emphasize the density dimension by using the term “suburban sprawl” in place of merely “sprawl” or “urban
sprawl,” which was the term of choice in the 1960s and 1970s. The principal flaw in
defining sprawl as only low-density, unplanned, or auto-dependent is that even if new
development were as high-density, well-planned, and mass transit-friendly as urban
cores themselves or as Smart Growth supporters advocate, considerable amounts of
land would still be consumed every year by expanding cities and towns. For instance,
if all of the Atlanta Urbanized Area’s 1970-1990 population growth had been accommodated at the same density as that city’s 1970 urban core (rather than at the lower
suburban densities at which it actually occurred), this would still have covered 166,820
acres (261 square miles) of rural land. Much new residential development is taking
place at higher densities than 20 years ago — witness the veritable explosion of
townhouses, rowhouses, condominiums, and apartments — but substantial new quantities of rural land are still being urbanized.
If the term “sprawl” is to be meaningful, it must account for this loss of open
space, whether to high or low-density development.40
In sum, sprawl can be measured for both quality and quantity. This nationallevel study of sprawl, however, limits itself to quantification — measuring the amount
of urban sprawl.
We use the term “overall sprawl” to refer to the increase of the total size of
developed land. Overall sprawl is the loss of rural land at the periphery of a city or
development in rural areas. This involves the conversion of open space or rural land
into built-up, developed, or urbanized land over time, whatever the quality of that
conversion.
We believe this measurement by amount most closely resembles the most common American understanding of sprawl. If 25 square miles of open spaces around a
city are urbanized, most Americans would consider that to be 25 square miles of sprawl,
regardless of whether it was developed tastefully or not. They might be more offended
by the sprawl if it included ugly or garish development, but the amount of sprawl —
and the number of rural acres lost — would be the same. Thus, using this measure, it
is possible to have well-planned sprawl or chaotic sprawl, to have high-density or lowdensity sprawl, to have auto-dependent or mass-transit-oriented sprawl. But regardless
of the quality of the sprawl, the bottom line is that the amount of sprawl is measured by
the square miles of rural land converted by development into built-up, urban land.
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The quantity of sprawl is of great importance to environmental and agricultural considerations. But it also is significant in the quality of life of urban dwellers.
The larger an urban area, the more difficult it will be for the average resident to reach
the open spaces beyond the urban perimeter; increasing urban distances can also affect
commuting time, mobility, and a resident’s feeling of being “trapped.” The vaster the
city, the greater one’s sense of estrangement from nature and the greater the illusion
that the world was built by and for humankind alone.

Why Americans Don’t Like Sprawl
In recent years, on top of the loss of natural habitats and farmland documented in the
introduction, sprawl has been blamed for a wide array of societal maladies ranging
from urban decay and suburban alienation to increased taxes and flooding. Surveying
the colorful but overheated rhetoric of sprawl’s harshest critics, one could be excused
for thinking they regard the freedom of millions of individual homebuyers to settle
into detached houses with yards in the suburbs as no more wholesome than the freedom of millions of cigarette smokers to court lung cancer and emphysema: An “unrelenting pathogen…sucking the marrow from our cities and towns;” “A strange collection of objects flung across the landscape;” “It creates the conditions for social decay
and behavioral pathology.” According to the National Trust for Historic Preservation
report Challenging Sprawl: Organizational Responses to a National Problem, these quotes
come from a businessman, a real estate developer and a clinical psychologist.41
The most strident anti-sprawl activists argue passionately that the country desperately needs to awaken from the American Dream before it produces nightmarish
consequences. Impassioned denunciations aside, however, sprawl does indeed entail a
number of environmental, economic, and social effects, which are mentioned in turn
below. For the most part, we do not treat these exhaustively because there is a burgeoning popular and scholarly literature on the consequences — real and alleged — of
sprawl.

Environmental Effects
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erating loss of undeveloped countryside around the fringes of cities and towns is perhaps the greatest direct effect of urban and suburban growth, and the one that causes
the greatest consternation. The Madison, Wis., based Biodiversity Project, for example, has identified sprawl as a top concern: “…human settlements are nibbling at
the edges of what was once productive habitat. Roads are carving up the core areas and
cutting off the natural corridors. In some cases, new development simply swallows up
the natural landscape, and malls and houses stand where there were once productive
fields and forests. Poorly controlled development — sprawl — is a primary cause of
habitat loss….” 42
The loss of suitable natural habitat is perhaps the main threat to endangered
species and biodiversity in the United States. Habitat loss generally, though not always,
accompanies conversion from rural to urban land, depending on the intensity of development and the particular habitat needs of a given species. A report by the National
Wildlife Federation found sprawl and associated habitat loss to be the leading cause of
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species imperilment in California – the state with the greatest richness (after Hawaii) of
endemic species (those which occur nowhere else). Sprawl is responsible at least in part
for the precarious state of 188 of the 286 species of plants and animals listed by the
federal government as threatened or endangered in California.43 Thus, sprawl has
helped turn the state into one of the Earth’s “biodiversity hotspots.” That is, comparatively speaking, a very high fraction of the state’s unique and endemic plant and animal
species — and the living communities and ecosystems they comprise — are jeopardized by human activity and development associated with Californians’ vast numbers
and consumption.44
Not just natural habitats are at risk from sprawl. Indeed, farmland may be even
more susceptible to urbanization pressures, because the best cropland is flat — just
where development is easiest and least expensive. Furthermore, cities often were located in or near the richest farmland, both to act as centers of agricultural commerce
and to have an ample supply of “truck crops” to feed the populace. Not surprisingly,
cities cannot spread out without destroying some of the nation’s prime farmland.
California’s Central Valley, which cultivates the most valuable agricultural product of
any comparably sized area in the world, is extremely vulnerable to sprawl.45 Agricultural scientist David Pimentel has estimated that the state of California (which lost
385,000 acres of agricultural land in 2001) as a whole could lose half of its cropland to
development over the next two decades if current conversion rates continue — more
than 120,000 acres per year, jeopardizing its $13 billion in annual agricultural production.46 Similarly, half of Florida’s agriculturally productive land will be lost during the
coming half-century if existing conversion rates continue.47
According to Urbanized Land Area statistics from the U.S. Census Bureau,
from 1970 to 1990, the largest 100 cities in America collectively consumed more than
14,500 square miles of rural America. In just 20 years, they grew in area by over 50
percent. From 1960 to 2000, the total number of all urbanized areas in the country
(i.e. built-up areas with a population of 50,000 or more, as defined by the Census
Bureau) grew from 213 to 465, an increase of 118 percent. More telling is that over the
same 40-year period, total urbanized land area (i.e. the sum of all land in all urbanized
areas) nearly tripled — from 24,979 square miles to 73,763 square miles.
In terms of development in both rural and urban-edge areas, the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service estimated that 39,000 square miles (almost 25 million acres) of rural land — an area larger than Pennsylvania — was newly developed in
just the 15 years between 1982 and 1997. Developed lands accounted for 6 to 7
percent of the nation’s non-federal land in 1997 and the percentage was growing at an
accelerating rate. In 1982, only 15 years before, developed lands had accounted for just
4 percent of non-federal land. The ratio of rural acres to developed acres plummeted
from 26-1 to 14-1.
Furthermore, as discussed more fully in the introduction, noise, sights, odors,
pollution, and other effects from activities and structures on developed land spill over
into wide swaths of undeveloped land nearby. Moreover, the “ecological footprint” of
Americans — the amount of ecologically productive land needed to furnish each consumer with food, fiber, energy, and other resources — is much greater (roughly 40
times) than the area of built-up land itself.48 A typical American has an ecological
footprint of about 24 acres.49 Again, this is “green land” that is effectively co-opted to
provide for resource consumption and to assimilate or sequester the waste generation
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of American consumers. The American population of 290 million would thus have an
aggregate ecological footprint of almost 11 million square miles, about three times the
U.S. land area of 3.7 million square miles.
Those critics of anti-sprawl efforts who point out that two centuries of urban/
suburban development have still consumed less than 10 percent of the country’s land
base miss a fundamental ecological reality — that the only reason dense human population centers can exist at all is that they draw heavily upon abundant resources from
thinly populated hinterlands, like forests, farmlands, pasture and rangelands, watersheds, and marine areas. In ecological terminology, cities display an “obligate dependency” on the resources of the biosphere. The notion that our spreading cities have the
entire land area of the country or planet at their disposal is inaccurate. Long before
humanity could ever envelop this surface with buildings and pavement, the biosphere
upon which human survival and economic well-being ultimately depends would be
overtaxed, and would cease to function in a healthy and viable manner.
In the meantime, natural habitats that furnish sanctuaries for wildlife and the
human spirit are at risk from sprawl. The National Wildlife Federation considers sprawl
one of the top threats to wetlands nationwide.50 More than half of the nation’s and
nearly 99 percent of California’s wetlands have been filled, drained, or dredged.51 The
Chesapeake Bay Foundation declares that “…quite simply, the Bay cannot afford to
continue down the path of sprawl.”52
The “fragmentation” of wildlife habitat by sprawling development has been
implicated in recent population declines of a number of species. Fragmentation is the
splitting up of large, unbroken blocks of, say, forest or native grasslands, into many
smaller blocks, without necessarily reducing substantially the overall area of habitat.53
Although eastern North America actually contained more forest in the year 2000 than
it did in 1900, many tracts of forest have been bisected by highways, power line rights
of way, and development.54 At risk are those animals with large habitat requirements,
such as many larger predators, as well as others adversely impacted by “edge effects,”
which increase along with fragmentation. Edge effects include changing micro-climate,
predation, and parasitism.55 Many songbirds and “neo-tropical migrants” (birds which
nest in North America and winter in Central or South America and the Caribbean),
including many warblers and vireos, the wood thrush, scarlet tanager, and Baltimore
oriole, are subject to these pressures.56 As a brochure from the coalition “Partners in
Flight” explains: “Midwestern and tropical landscapes have both drastically changed
over the years, leaving less habitat for migrant songbirds. When a forest, wetland or
grassland is lost or fragmented, birds return to find part of their habitat missing. They
must locate another suitable area or perish.”57
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reliance upon private automobiles (as opposed to public transport, bicycles, and walking), and increases average trip distances — to work, shop, attend school, and recreate.58 In 1947, before the age of significant sprawl, 26 percent of Americans commuted to work by walking or bicycling, compared to just 4 percent in 1999.59 Also in
1947, 32 percent drove to work, while 88 percent did in 1999. At the same time,
public transportation dropped in popularity as private auto ownership soared, cheap
gasoline became readily available, and jobs dispersed from the urban center to throughout the metropolitan region (making commutes by bus, train, trolley, or subway much
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longer and more complicated).60 According to the California Energy Commission,
between 1970 and 1990 the total number of miles driven by cars and trucks in that
state grew by 100 percent.61
More cars are on the road, traveling greater distances within expanded urban
areas. As traffic congestion inevitably worsens, average speeds and engine efficiencies
drop, and fuel consumption increases. The average driver in Los Angeles wastes 82
hours a year caught in traffic. Residents of the National Capital region that includes
Washington, D.C., and the Maryland and Virginia suburbs are close behind at 76
hours.62
A sort of “chicken and egg” debate has developed over whether building more
roads and widening existing ones in the outer suburbs is the cause or the solution to
worsening traffic congestion.63 On the one hand, expanding capacity would seem to
offer at least a short-term fix for too many vehicles crowding the highways. On the
other, this strategy may be self-defeating if it encourages the use of ever-more vehicles
to exploit the expanded capacity. As an EPA official observes, “…it is increasingly
accepted that road capacity expansion creates its own demand, known as ‘induced demand.’” 64 The familiar pattern has become:
congestion 
expand capacity 
facilitate more vehicles 
congestion 
expand capacity even further 
facilitate still more vehicles 
congestion 
expand capacity 
As long as growth in the number of vehicles and average distance traveled continues unabated, there never will be a permanent solution to the congestion problem.
Additional energy consumption is also incurred by more luxurious suburban
lifestyles: the heating and air conditioning of the larger, detached houses homebuyers
can typically afford in outer suburbs; the mowing of larger lawns; the pumping of water
to irrigate those lawns and to fill swimming pools; and so forth.
At present this energy is largely supplied with fossil fuels (especially the petroleum-derived liquid fuels used in transportation), the combustion of which releases
carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere. There is a broad (though not undisputed)
scientific consensus that average temperatures have risen in the last century at least in
part from man-made emissions, and that rising CO2 levels will cause further global
warming.65 In the mid-1990’s, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC,
an international committee of climatologists and other earth scientists) predicted that
in the absence of a concerted international effort to reduce CO2 emissions, moderate
population and economic growth over the next century will raise average global surface
temperatures by 2°C (4° F) and sea levels by 0.5 meters (1.7 feet).66 In 2001, the IPCC
revised their temperature predictions upward, to as high as 10° F.67 The U.S. Global
Change Research Program predicts that warming of such magnitude would lead to
more extreme weather events and major stresses on certain vulnerable natural ecosystems in the U.S. Unique habitats and treasured landscapes, such as alpine meadows in
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the Rocky Mountains, glaciers in the West, and mangroves and coral reefs in Florida,
may vanish altogether.68
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sumption just discussed, as a result of greater vehicular emissions due to longer distances traveled and less efficient transport. Major tailpipe emissions are carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons or VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds), and nitrogen oxides.
The latter two react in the presence of sunlight to form ozone (O3), a key constituent of
smog. In contrast to stratospheric ozone (i.e. the ozone layer much in the news in
recent decades), which protects living organisms on the earth’s surface from harmful
ultraviolet (UV-B) radiation, ground-level or tropospheric ozone is harmful to human
health and even some kinds of vegetation.
Although major strides have been made in reducing automobile tailpipe emissions in recent decades, improving ambient urban air quality in urban areas across the
country, the dramatic increase in the number of vehicles and the number of miles
traveled by those vehicles has offset many air quality gains.69 While Los Angeles’ legendary smog levels have been cut back to the point where federal health-based ozone
standards are now exceeded on “only” one of every three days, and Stage II smog episodes are all but eliminated, the South Coast Air Quality Management District estimates that some 1,600 people still die annually in the L.A. basin due to smog.70
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surfaces causes water pollution and flooding. Instead of soaking into the ground, where
it can replenish an aquifer or be gradually released to surface streams, rainfall runs
immediately along paved surfaces, where it picks up contaminants ranging from pet
dung to oil and asbestos residues. This storm runoff then surges into drainage ditches,
flood control channels, or streams, where it may cause erosion or, if it overtops banks,
flooding to adjacent structures.
In general, wetlands can also serve to reduce the intensity of flooding by absorbing and holding onto water.71 The loss of wetlands to development thus exacerbates the flooding problem. Building on the floodplains of rivers both diminishes the
ability of those areas to contain water and exposes the built-up properties to flood
hazard.
Contaminants, like fertilizer, that originate from widespread, dispersed sources
associated with broad land uses are known as “non-point sources” and are considered
by the Environmental Protection Agency as the major threat confronting water quality
in the United States today. Pollutant “loadings” to sensitive aquatic habitats can even
occur from atmospheric fallout, as happens with nitrogen oxides emitted by vehicles.72

Economic and Fiscal Effects
Bur
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ers. Over time, population growth in and around cities almost inurden
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variably raises the tax burden on existing residents to pay for more complex infrastructure, larger facilities, and more services.73 Per capita taxes rise more or less proportionately with city size.74 Water and sewage systems exemplify facilities that are typically
collectivized as an area urbanizes — and are funded by raising property taxes or other
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assessments on residents and property owners. Although rural residents often have
their own drinking water wells and septic systems, these private facilities are usually
replaced with much more complex public water supply systems (including reservoirs,
treatment plants, water tanks, raw and treated water transmission mains, and distribution lines) and public sewage collection and treatment systems (including sewer lines,
sewage treatment plants, sludge disposal operations, etc.) as the area grows. All of this
comes with a hefty price tag.
Oregon planning consultant Eben Fodor estimated that in Oregon, each new
single-family house cost taxpayers more than $33,200 to pay for the expanded public
facilities and infrastructure needed to accommodate this permanent increase in the size
of the local population. This comes to about $16,300 for each new resident. Items
included in this tally were schools, sanitary sewerage, transportation facilities, water
systems, parks/recreation facilities, stormwater drainage, fire protection facilities, library facilities, and electric power generation and distribution facilities.75 Only the
capital costs of these public sector facilities, not the operation and maintenance costs,
were included in Fodor’s analysis. Other types of costs — such as police, jail and
corrections facilities, solid waste disposal facilities, and general government facilities
were omitted from the study due to budgetary constraints. Privately-funded costs,
such as local streets, sidewalks, water and sewer lines, were also excluded. Fodor concluded that existing communities acted as “cash cows” for the new development.76
Carrying Capacity Network extrapolated Fodor’s findings to 730 municipalities around the United States.77 The national average cost of each person added to the
population was approximately $15,400, or $31,400 for a typical, new three-bedroom
single family house. Costs per new resident ranged from about $12,600 in several
towns in the South to almost $24,000 in King Salmon, Ala.
The costs of low-density population growth in particular have been documented
in a number of studies since the publication of the now-classic report The Cost of Sprawl
in 1974.78 Rutgers University’s George Sternlieb, Robert Burchell, and colleagues pioneered the development of analytical techniques to measure the fiscal impacts of lowdensity sprawl.79
In a nutshell, the cost of providing facilities and services to low-density residential development is higher because more miles of roads, sewer, water, and other utility
lines are needed to serve a more widely dispersed population.80 School facilities are
used less efficiently and buses must travel further. As the Bank of America points out,
many of these costs are “hidden” from the family purchasing what seems to be a cheaper
house in the suburbs.81
The Maine State Planning Office released a study in 1997 documenting how
the dispersion of that state’s residents was helping to force upward state and local government expenditures per household.82 Between 1975 and 1995, Maine state government alone committed $727 million to new school construction and additions at a
time when the state’s K-12 student population was actually decreasing. This capacity
was redundant — needed to serve students whose families had moved outward into
suburbs and rural areas. During the 1980s, highway expenditures by state and local
government grew by one-third in response to the 57 percent increase in total miles
driven within the state over the same time period (at a time when the state population
grew by less than 10 percent). Finally, in the 1980s total government expenditures in
the state on police protection rose by 40 percent even as crime was declining, in part
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because of the dispersal of the population, criminals, and crime. “It just costs more, on
a per-unit basis, to serve families who are widely dispersed than it does to serve families
who live in traditional neighborhoods,” concluded the report.
Similar findings have been obtained in a number of places. For instance, a
study of low-density residential development in the suburban fringe of Chicago found
that these subdivisions did not contribute enough in taxes to pay for the cost of maintaining public roads.83 The deficits were covered both by state taxpayers and homeowners
and commercial property owners of adjoining municipalities.
The H
idden Cost to IInner
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investment away from urban centers and toward the outer fringes of cities and metro
areas generates economic winners and losers. Generally speaking, the residents and
businesses of newer suburbs on the periphery are the beneficiaries of generous subsidies
on the part of federal and state taxpayers and nearby established municipalities. As one
scholarly research paper observes, “…sprawl is not only a land-use issue but also an
egalitarian issue. Within the community, high-density subdivisions subsidize low-density subdivisions….politically disadvantaged and financially weak communities are subject to negative financial impact by politically favored and financially healthy
communities.”84
When the lion’s share of private investment in job creation abandons urban
cores for the suburbs and satellite cities, economically-distressed, minority communities are stressed further. Urban expert David Rusk sees a direct link between sprawl,
race, and poverty, with sprawl contributing to increased segregation and increased poverty in the inner city neighborhoods left behind.85 In a 1999 report on the Washington, D.C., area, the Brookings Institution found a widening chasm between “haves”
and “have-nots” and a link between the social ills of urban areas and aggressive growth
on the fringes. “The Washington region is divided by race, income, jobs, and opportunity,” the report concluded. “The problems of hyper growth on the one hand and
social distress on the other are intertwined.”86 One of the report’s co-authors, Minnesota state legislator Myron Orfield, said that its findings gave both inner and outer
suburbs and the District of Columbia reason to cooperate in creating more jobs and
affordable housing near the region’s center and better planning on the perimeter.87
The Cost to B
usiness. Some business leaders are apparently coming to realize that
Business.
stopping sprawl can “boost the bottom line.”88 They worry about sprawl-induced
traffic jams, air pollution, and a lack of open space, all of which can rob companies of
the best workers, who opt to live in places with more amenities and fewer inconveniences. Thus, some executives are supporting anti-sprawl ballot measures and urban
growth boundaries. So professed a study of Smart Growth by the National Association
of Local Government Environmental Professionals, representing 120 local governments
in 35 states.89
Among many others, Kentucky executives were lauded for protecting the rural
character of that state; DaimlerChrysler for promoting urban redevelopment; South
Florida developers for overcoming barriers to infill development; and the MCI Center
in Washington, D.C., for revitalizing the District’s downtown. On one hand, the
report found: “In recent years, more and more business leaders have begun to realize
that sprawl can be bad for their bottom-lines and economic competitiveness.” On the
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other, it also found that “most businesses are not aware of the negative impacts of
sprawl on business competitiveness and profitability.”
In its study of sprawl in California, the Bank of America concurs on sprawl’s
impact on the private sector, noting:
•

Adverse impacts on the state’s business climate;

•

Higher direct business costs and taxes to offset the side-effects of sprawl, such as
onerous air-quality regulations forcing business to take a number of steps to fight
air pollution;

•

A geographical mismatch between workers and jobs, leading to higher labor costs
and reduced worker productivity;

•

Costly abandoned investments in older communities which become economically
uncompetitive as growth shifts elsewhere.90

Social and Cultural Effects
Traffic Congestion. Perhaps nothing exemplifies the stress and frustration of modern
urban living more than the daily battle with local traffic congestion. Americans are
driving more and enjoying it less. The average American drove 4,485 miles annually in
1970. By 1993, the number had increased 41 percent to 6,330 miles.91 And there
were tens of millions more drivers on the road.
In 1996, congestion cost Americans 4.6 billion hours of delay, 6.7 billion gallons of excess fuel, and $74 billion in fuel and time, according to the Texas Transportation Institute, which conducts an annual survey of congestion nationwide. The Institute, which has evaluated travel conditions and operations of freeways and principal
arterial networks in 68 urbanized areas across the nation from 1982 to 1997, found
that uncongested areas declined from 65 percent in 1982 to 46 percent in 1990 to 36
percent in 1997. Meanwhile, the percentage of areas with “severe” and “extreme”
congestion climbed from 14 percent in 1982 to 30 percent in 1990 to 36 percent in
1997.92
There is no consensus on the role of sprawl in increasing traffic congestion.
Population growth by itself increases the number of potential drivers. But the density
at which a given population lives and its pattern of spatial dispersion can have direct
and indirect effects on the ability to create viable mass transit systems and on the distance people must commute between home and workplace.
“Anyplace USA” — The H
omogenization of America. One of the greatest if less
Homogenization
tangible costs of sprawl is the blurring and erasure of the unique qualities that gave
communities their own character and distinguished them from thousands of other
towns and neighborhoods across America. Until sprawl’s relentless spread began in
earnest after World War II, each city, town, district, and village was distinct in its own
way. Now, more and more, virtually every corner of the country “is under assault by
forces that want to turn it into another version of Paramus, New Jersey, with all the
highway crud, chain store servitude, and loss of community that pattern of develop33
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ment entails,” grumbles architecture critic James Howard Kunstler.93 He continues his
harangue in another article: “We drive up and down the gruesome, tragic suburban
boulevards of commerce, and we’re overwhelmed at the fantastic, awesome, stupefying
ugliness of absolutely everything in sight…as though the whole thing had been designed by some diabolical force bent on making human beings miserable. And naturally, this experience can make us feel glum about the nature and future of our
civilization.”94
While Kunstler may be overly glum, his overarching argument about the loss of
community and a “sense of place” in America today is a compelling one. Most Americans would probably agree, even as they drive to shop at the local Wal-Mart after supping at McDonald’s. Since World War II, the United States has come into its own as
the land of mass consumption and has emerged as the ultimate “throwaway” society.
Kunstler and other “New Urbanists” argue persuasively and passionately that our throwaway society extends its habits not only to beverage containers but also to our blighted
and abandoned urban cores. Instead of picking up after ourselves, instead of designing,
building, maintaining, and loving our buildings, neighborhoods, and districts, it’s easier
to jettison them and head for the horizon. Perhaps this is a modern version of Americans’ “frontier ethic.”
The Maine State Planning Office points out that the flight from city to country harms both settings – abandoned town centers have lost historic buildings, department stores, and churches, even as rural areas have lost their working farms, forests, and
fisheries.95 As observed elsewhere in this report, many newcomers to the countryside
see traditional rural activities merely as “nuisances” and may even oppose them on
environmental grounds. “The active, working landscape of farms, mills, fishing boats,
and gravel pits, where land means livelihood, is being replaced by subdivisions and laws
– land as passive scenery,” concludes the Maine report sadly.
Lost SSense
ense of Community
Community.. This is one of the most hotly debated issues in the entire
96
sprawl debate. However, it is an open-ended discussion that cannot be focused on
sprawl alone, because it must invariably reckon with a wide range of forces and trends
that have transformed the United States in the last half-century. These include technological innovation, increasing mobility and transience, the rise of corporations, globalization, the advent of women in the workforce, the Baby Boom, the aging population,
racial integration, school busing, and immigration. The first of these alone, technology, has delivered many new electronic products and gadgets that have all but revolutionized how Americans relate to their neighbors and conceive of “community,” from
garage-door openers to television, cable TV, satellite communications, personal computers and now the Internet and e-mail.
Anti-sprawlers and New Urbanists argue that the residents of new suburbs are
more interested in their own jobs, careers, commutes, individual house features, appreciating real estate value, and school quality than they are in forming a tight-knit community with neighborly interaction. Journalist David Goldberg writes they must
“…spend all their waking hours commuting to and from work, running errands, chaperoning children, and tending to their homes and lawns.”97 There is little leftover
time or energy to share a cup of coffee with the next-door neighbors or volunteer in
community organizations. And before long, these transients have moved on to a bigger
house in a “better,” if similarly atomized area, or have been transferred by their com34
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pany to another city altogether. This is not exactly a recipe for forging close, lasting
ties.
This negative characterization is sharply disputed by defenders of the suburbs.
They claim that, if anything, home-owning suburbanites display greater neighborly
and civic virtues than their counterparts elsewhere. There is less turnover, more interaction with neighbors, and greater participation in everything from PTAs to soccer and
little leagues. In any case, some argue new technology has offered Americans the ability
to choose whom to associate with, based on common values and interests, and to form
“virtual” communities independent of geography and physical proximity.
Moreover, the “loss of community” criticisms, while perhaps correct to some degree, are really best directed at a much broader swath of contemporary American society than just the suburbs. The much-debated article by Robert Putnam, “Bowling
Alone,” laments the alleged decline in civic engagement across the board by Americans.
Putnam argues that the “vibrancy of American civil society has notably declined over
the past several decades.”98 We appear to have withdrawn from civic life and from our
neighbors. By way of example, one of the authors of this report recently lived for five
years in a moderately upscale apartment complex in Washington, D.C.’s northern Virginia suburbs. With its high density and considerable ethnic, racial, and even linguistic
mixture (with many immigrants), this situation reflected the compactness and
multicultural diversity touted by the anti-sprawl movement. Yet there was little sense
of broader community; each group tended to associate only with its own kind. And in
spite of such amenities as attractive landscaping, playgrounds for small children, a tennis court, and two swimming pools, the turnover rate was very high, perhaps just two
years on average. For many upwardly mobile professional immigrants who passed
through, it was but a way station on the route to ownership of a private, single family
dwelling, a la the American Dream.

Pro-Sprawl vs. Anti-Sprawl: Other Evaluations
To be sure, sprawl critics have their own critics. As the anti-sprawl movement has
gained momentum, a number of libertarian and free-market media columnists, think
tanks, and politicians have risen not only to oppose anti-sprawl measures but to extol
the virtues of sprawl.
Not one of the items listed earlier is uncontested. That is not to say that each
and every point is rebutted, but that their significance for society is called into question
by the defenders of the sprawling status quo. For instance, are existing rates of farmland and natural habitat loss really all that significant in the larger scheme of things, in
view of the vast amounts of rural land in this country, the long-term gains in agricultural productivity, the promise of biotechnology, and the increasing land areas dedicated to parks and wilderness? 99
In our own view, nay-sayers have the luxury of doubting these long-term trends
in loss and degradation primarily because they have not yet run their course. The
trends are truly long-term, occurring on a time scale of decades and centuries. While
the nay-sayers properly deflate the most extravagant predictions of environmental “doomsayers” — and certainly there have been many of these — this does not in any way
justify an attitude that there are virtually no limits to human expansion and appropriation of the biosphere.
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Very few agricultural scientists would have the hubris to claim that humanity
can make do without prime soils and water; no biologists believe biotechnology from
the lab will be able to replace biodiversity in the landscape. It is telling that a large
majority of critics of the anti-sprawl movement on natural resource grounds do not
themselves come from a natural resources management or environmental science background. Rather, they tend to emerge from the social sciences, such as economics and
business, fields with completely different orientations and, one might say, a vested
interest in “business as usual.”
The “anti-anti-sprawlers” are on more solid ground when they emphasize popular
American values that are threatened by anti-sprawl proposals. Cherished concepts like
individual freedom are especially vulnerable to anti-sprawl tools that attempt to restrict
or channel where people live, how they live, and how they travel. While there is a
growing body of evidence that government subsidies and developer choices sometimes
force or entice people into contributing to sprawl, the pro-sprawlers also can point to
major evidence that Americans gravitate to the suburbs because the suburbs provide
just what they want in affordability, free parking, mobility, space, yards, and proximity
to greener surroundings.
The individuals and organizations in the anti-anti-sprawl camp tend to emphasize the freedom of private consumers to make their own housing choices free of “social
engineering.” They also play down environmental, economic, and social costs, and
play up the potential for techno-fixes, the costs of sprawl’s solutions, and the argument
that sprawl is an inevitable, if not entirely desirable, consequence of a robust economy.
Some go as far as saying that, as a sign of economic vitality, sprawl should actually be
encouraged.100 Still other critics of sprawl’s critics contend that efforts to bottle up
sprawl are an overblown concern of an intellectual elite supporting exclusionary zoning
in disguise. “One person’s greenspace preservation is another’s denied housing permit,” writes journalist Gregg Easterbrook.101
Perhaps one of the most objective evaluations of the pros and cons of sprawl
was compiled by a team led by sprawl scholar David Burchell of the Center for Urban
Policy Research at Rutgers University for the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences.102 These were summarized in a much-anticipated 1999
report by the federal General Accounting Office (GAO), Extent of Federal Influence on
‘Urban Sprawl’ Is Unclear.103 The studies reviewed were examined for their assessment
of sprawl’s alleged impacts on five areas:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

public/private costs;
transportation and travel costs;
land/natural habitat preservation;
quality of life; and
social issues.

The GAO report was not about its own study of sprawl but its evaluation of
numerous other studies by diverse authors. The GAO looked for signs of agreement
among the sprawl studies. This is what it found:
Public and P
riv
ate Capital and O
perating Costs. There was “some” agreement among
Priv
rivate
Operating
the studies that sprawl was strongly linked to higher infrastructure costs, more adverse
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public impacts, and higher aggregate land costs. There was no such agreement about
whether sprawl was strongly linked to higher operating costs. With regard to alleged
positive impacts, there was some agreement that sprawl was strongly linked to less
expensive private residential and non-residential development.
Transpor
tation and Trav
el Costs. There was “general” agreement that sprawl was
ransportation
ravel
strongly linked to more total vehicle miles traveled, more automobile trips, and some
agreement that sprawl was linked to higher household transportation spending, less
cost-effective and efficient transport, and higher social costs of travel (e.g. air and water
pollution, noise). There was no agreement that sprawl led to longer individual travel
times. This seems to contradict the consensus that it is linked with more total vehicle
miles traveled in a given metro area. One possible explanation for this apparent contradiction is that greater numbers of commuters are typically associated with most sprawling cites, leading to a rise in total vehicle miles traveled if not individual commuting
times. Another possible explanation is that sprawl, at least in its early stages, before the
onset of gradually worsening traffic congestion, leads to greater average commuting
speeds on more highways, freeways, and rail, compensating for longer distances
traveled.
With regard to sprawl’s alleged positive impacts on transportation and travel
costs, the studies did not agree on whether it is linked to shorter commuting times, less
congestion, and lower governmental costs for transportation. There was general agreement that sprawl made automobiles the most efficient mode of transportation.
Land/N
atural H
abitat P
Land/Natural
Habitat
Prreser
eservvation. There was general agreement that sprawl was
strongly linked to loss of agricultural land and fragile environmental lands. There was
not, however, a consensus that sprawl led to reduced farmland productivity and viability, and reduced regional open space. With regard to sprawl’s alleged positive impacts,
there was no consensus that it enhanced personal and public open space.
Quality of Life. There was less agreement on sprawl’s alleged impacts, perhaps because
this area is so subjective, that is, “in the eyes of the beholder.” There was “no clear
outcome” from the studies as to whether sprawl development was aesthetically displeasing, led to a lessened sense of community, higher energy consumption, more air
pollution, and lessened historic preservation. The one alleged negative impact on which
there was some agreement was that sprawl was strongly linked to greater stress. With
regard to alleged positive impacts on quality of life, there was some agreement that
sprawl satisfies a preference for low-density living and fosters greater economic wellbeing. There was no consensus among the studies, however, that it was strongly linked
to lower crime rates and reduced costs of public and private goods.
Social IIssues.
ssues. With regard to negative social impacts, there was some agreement that
sprawl fosters spatial mismatch (i.e. creating new jobs in the suburbs when many lowskilled workers live in inner-city neighborhoods, which tends to worsen the already
high rates of unemployment in those neighborhoods), worsens city fiscal stress, and
worsens inner-city deterioration. There was no consensus that sprawl fostered residential segregation or suburban exclusion (exclusionary zoning which increases the concentration of low-income households in certain neighborhoods). On the positive side
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of the ledger, the studies reviewed showed sprawl to be strongly linked with enhanced
municipal diversity and choice, and greater localized land-use decisions.
While this review of studies showed substantial agreement on a number of
positive effects and negative effects, it also showed a lack of consensus in the conclusions of scholarly studies on some issues that sprawl opponents take as the gospel truth.
Nevertheless, on balance, there were more negative than positive effects from sprawl.
Of course, how one weighs or prioritizes these different effects will determine which
side one takes. Most people probably recognize that it has advantages and disadvantages. Most suburbanites probably recognize that even if, all things considered, the
pattern of development to which they contribute has benefited them personally, there
can be “too much of a good thing,” if millions clamor for the same suburban lifestyle.
This realization has led many suburbanites into the “no-growth” or “slow-growth”
movement and the subsequent charge that they are guilty of hypocritical NIMBYism
(the Not-In-My-Back-Yard syndrome). But it should not be surprising to see people
fight to preserve the very qualities that drew them to an area in the first place.
It appears that most of the benefits of sprawl flow to people when they first
contribute to it by moving to urban edges and beyond. The negatives of sprawl tend to
fall on everybody else — including the new suburban residents themselves when the
next wave of “sprawlers” arrives.

The Multiple Factors in Sprawl
Like most observers of the phenomenon, the authors do not subscribe to a single “silver
bullet” theory of cause and effect when it comes to sprawl. We believe the evidence
points to a number of interdependent factors which, with one major exception, are
difficult to isolate from one another. As the GAO said in its 1999 report Extent of
Federal Influence on “Urban Sprawl” Is Unclear, “…so many factors contribute to it
[urban sprawl] and the relationships among these factors are so complex that researchers have had great difficulty isolating the impact of individual factors. As a result,
researchers have generally been unable to assign a cost or level of influence to individual
factors.”104
As mentioned earlier in this report, it is possible to divide sprawl-promoting
factors into two broad categories:
(1) growth in the number of residents; and
(2) growth in the average amount of land used per resident.
Per capita land consumption, or land area per resident of a given city, is the
mathematical inverse of population density. It is a measure of how thinly or thickly a
population is spread across the landscape.105
The amount of land taken up by a city, town, metropolitan area, developed
area, or urbanized area is the simple product of the number of residents times the
amount of land consumed per resident, as shown in the following expression:
A = (P) * (a)
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Table 3. Factors Contributing to Declining Population
Density and Those Contributing to Increasing Population
Factors Contributing to Declining Population
Density (Increasing Land per Person, “a” )

Factors Contributing to Increasing
Population (“P” ) In Urbanized Areas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

1.
2.

Public subsidies
Zoning ordinances
Racism, “white flight,” etc.
Crime
Quality of schools
Cheap gasoline
Lower land prices
More red tape and regulations in inner areas
“Brownfield” liability concerns
Consumer housing preferences
Business sector preferences
Telecommunications advances
Rising affluence
Freeways and interstates
Housing policies
Competition for tax revenue
Reduction in household size
“NIMBYism”
“Environmental Justice”
Fear of terrorism

3.

Births to the native born
Immigration
a. New immigrants
b. Births to immigrants
Internal in-migration

Where:
A = Area of urbanized/developed land in acres or square miles
P = Population of the urban/suburban area
a = urbanized land per person
Sprawl is then defined as growth in “A” over time. Appendix E contains a
detailed explanation of the mathematical procedure for apportioning sprawl between
the population and density factors, and how data from the Census Bureau and the
National Resources Inventory were used to derive the results presented in this study.
Factors contributing to declining population density (increasing “a”) and those
contributing to increasing population (“P”) are shown in Table 3.

Declining Population Density and Increasing Population
Here we briefly describe a number of the factors put forth by various observers, analysts, and Smart Growth proponents that contribute to the declining population density which, in turn, leads to sprawl. As with the effects of sprawl discussed earlier, there
is not unanimous agreement among observers that each of the factors mentioned below is a significant cause of sprawl. Indeed, the April 1999 GAO report quoted above
disappointed some activists because it did not find emphatic evidence, no “smoking
gun,” that certain federal policies encourage sprawl, as Smart-Growth advocates claim.106
Neither the order of the factors listed below, nor the space given to each, is intended to
indicate relative importance:
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Greater P
ublic SSubsidies
ubsidies for D
ev
elopment in P
eripheral R
egions. It is suggested
Public
Dev
evelopment
Peripheral
Regions.
that massive taxpayer-funded subsidies for infrastructure and facilities like roads, public buildings, water, sewer, and schools in the outer suburbs reduces the cost of development to private developers, businesses, and residents. Thus, more sprawl takes place
than otherwise would because the beneficiaries are not paying the true cost of development on the fringe. Some municipalities charge development fees in an effort to recover at least some of the public costs incurred.
Zoning O
igher D
ensities and M
ix
ed U
ses. New UrbanOrrdinances that P
Prrohibit H
Higher
Densities
Mix
ixed
Uses.
ists contend that overly restrictive zoning ordinances in cities and suburbs contribute to
sprawl by prohibiting the higher population densities and mixed residential and commercial uses that occurred in traditional American towns and cities. The earliest application of land-use zoning power by local government occurred in San Francisco in
1867, “to isolate obnoxious land uses in such a way as to protect the environment, both
physical and social, of existing residences.”107
Widespread adoption of zoning occurred in the second decade of the 20th century as an explicit response to inner city overcrowding exacerbated by “unbelievable
numbers of immigrants crowded into cities totally unprepared to cater for their basic
needs” and technological innovations such as the steel frame and elevator, which enabled taller buildings and much higher densities in city centers.108 New York City
passed the country’s first comprehensive zoning ordinance in 1916; by 1929, 754 local
governments containing 60 percent of America’s urban population had adopted zoning
ordinances.
The complete exclusion of industrial, commercial, and high-density residential
land uses from exclusive low-density residential zones and their isolation by large distances came about during the era of prosperity and the automobile that followed WWII.
“This increased exclusion of uses from zones, coupled with a penchant for low development density (low-density-is-best-density) resulted in vast spread cities of huge zones
of developmental uniformity and life-style conformity,” observed Lawrence Gerckens
in the Planning Commissioners Journal.109
Racism, ““White
White F
light,” C
ultur
hock. “White flight” from the cities and inner
Flight,”
Cultur
ulturee SShock.
suburbs as blacks and other minorities began integrating neighborhoods and schools is
often put forward as a root cause of sprawl. How much of this was due to racism or a
desire for racial homogeneity on the part of whites versus a fear of declining educational standards, social tensions, and rising crime is impossible to quantify. Historian
Kenneth T. Jackson argues that, “reflecting the racist tradition of the United States,”
the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), established in the 1930s to improve housing standards and provide mortgage insurance, “was extraordinarily concerned with
‘inharmonious racial or nationality groups.’ It feared that an entire area could lose its
investment value if rigid white-black separation was not maintained.”110 Thus, “…FHA
insurance went to [largely white] new residential developments on the edges of metropolitan areas, to the neglect of core cities” that were disproportionately black.
The advent of court-ordered busing to achieve racial balance probably instigated substantial white flight to the suburbs for reasons that included racial ones.
Since the 1980s, another type of racially and ethnically motivated flight to the
suburbs has arisen among not just whites but also among blacks and other minorities
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who flee heavy urban concentrations of recent immigrants from different racial and
ethnic backgrounds. An aversion to living in a different, unfamiliar culture appears to
be pervasive among large parts of the population and likely provides significant impetus to movement toward newer suburbs.
Crime. This has been and remains a key reason urbanites pack up and head for the
suburbs. In a 1999 National Association of Home Builders survey on growth issues,
respondents ranked the local crime rate higher than any other factor in buying a new
home, even higher than the price, size, and features of the home, with 84 percent rating
it as “very important.”111 The perception and the reality are that urban cores have
much higher crime rates than the suburbs.
Crime (and the next two factors) are major reasons that the flight to the suburbs long ago ceased to be simply “white flight.” The phenomenon of “black flight”
from cities to suburbs has emerged as a strong trend. From 1980 to 1990, the black
population in the suburbs grew 34 percent.112 Blacks have left South-Central Los
Angeles in droves for the outlying towns and suburbs on the fringes of the L.A. basin.
They have also left Washington, D.C., in large numbers for the surrounding suburbs,
in particular those of Prince George’s County, Maryland, where they now constitute a
majority.
Both Hispanics and Asians are following suit. From 1980 to 1990, the suburban Latino population grew by almost 70 percent, and the suburban Asian population
by over 125 percent. “Members of minority groups, like others who choose to flee the
cities, move to the suburbs for a variety of reasons: affordable housing, better schools,
lower cost of living, and amenities like space and greenery. But most often they say
they move to escape the violence and incivility associated with cities,” wrote New York
Times reporter Karen DeWitt.113
Quality of Schools. Public perception (and often the reality) is that inner cities and
inner suburbs have major problems in their public school systems. Conscientious parents unable to afford private schools often make the decision to move to the suburbs so
that their kids will obtain a better education, access to better facilities, better and higherpaid teachers, association with peers whose parents tend to be better-educated and
motivated, greater personal safety, and the assumption of less exposure to such injurious influences as drugs and gangs. The movement of these highly motivated families
helps ensure and accelerate the educational deterioration from which they flee.
Cheap G
asoline. When inflation is taken into account, even with recent hikes, gasoGasoline.
line in the United States is inexpensive both historically and in comparison with other
developed countries, which tax it much more heavily. Low prices at the gasoline pump
have not only discouraged the use of mass transit, but encouraged outward expansion
by keeping the cost of commuting by car (and SUV) very affordable.114 It is often
pointed out that U.S. gasoline taxes do not come close to paying the full price of
building and maintaining highways and streets. Rarely addressed, however, are the
wider social and environmental costs that gasoline combustion imposes in the form of
smog, acid rain, global warming, oil spills, and military expenditures to keep oil flowing from distant or dangerous places like Alaska and the Middle East.115 Some analysts
have suggested that a “user tax” to recover these public costs (“externalities”) would
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cause prices at the pump to jump, which would discourage waste of this non-renewable
resource, and in the process, help discourage sprawl.116
Lo
wer Land P
rices in P
eripheral Ar
eas. Undeveloped land on the suburban fringe is
Low
Prices
Peripheral
Areas.
cheaper than most land in city cores and inner suburbs. Thus, homebuyers naturally
gravitate outward instead of inward, because they can get “more house for their dollar.”
egulations in IInner
nner Ar
eas. Developers have been known to
Mor
ed Tape and R
Areas.
oree R
Red
Regulations
complain that the onerous regulatory apparatus of core cities and inner suburbs is a
disincentive to redevelopment there. The National Association of Home Builders refers to “local governments that have erected barriers to higher density development” as
an impediment to more efficient development in older suburbs and inner cities.117
Presumably some of these barriers respond to pressure from residents “opposed to higher
density development in their own backyards.”
Envir
onmental and Liability Concerns R
elated to “B
nvironmental
Related
“Brrownfields.” Brownfields are
former industrial sites, many of which are tainted with toxic waste. The intent of the
“Superfund” law or CERCLA (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act), enacted in 1980, was to protect the public from past improper
hazardous waste disposal (e.g. the infamous case of Love Canal) and impose cleanup
costs on liable parties, such as land and business owners.118 An unintended consequence of this law has been to discourage new ownership and development of thousands of contaminated or potentially contaminated sites, many of them within cities,
and many which could be rehabilitated at reasonable cost if the liability questions could
be resolved. Removal of these sites from the real estate market removes one source of
urban land and increases pressure on outlying areas.
Consumer H
ousing P
ences. Whether due to an innate human or a uniquely
Housing
Prrefer
eferences.
American desire for “elbow room” and greater freedom, or to the success of a relentless
propaganda campaign over the last 50 years, there is a undeniable desire on the part of
consumers for suburban or semi-rural lifestyles with larger homes and large yards, a
safer environment, more contact with nature, and less traffic congestion.119 A 1948
General Motors advertisement in Life magazine carried the headline “Give a Man some
room to Roam in!” beside a drawing of a boy and his dog playing in the “wide open
spaces.” The text of the ad boomed: “…as cars grew better and more useful, cities and
towns changed. They ‘exploded’ into the countryside, spreading real estate developments, suburbs and smart new neighborhoods all over the local map.”120
In an April 1999 “Consumer Survey on Growth Issues” of 5,000 households
nationwide, the Smart Growth Task Force of the National Association of Home Builders found that “Americans overwhelmingly prefer a single-family detached home on a
large lot in the suburbs to any other type of home.” According to this survey, which
was carried out by a trade organization with a strong vested interest in building highvalue houses, 83 percent of the respondents prefer to live in a single family detached
home, 6 percent in a townhouse, and just 2 percent in an apartment in a multifamily
building.121
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Prefer
ences of the P
riv
ate B
usiness SSector
ector
eferences
Priv
rivate
Business
ector.. Some analysts believe that business and
industry, including commercial tenants, have expressed a preference for easy highway
access and plenty of free parking for their employees and customers. Commercial
lending practices for building construction loans are also claimed to favor suburban
locations.122
More and more businesses are moving their bases of operation from core cities
to suburban office parks and “campuses.” For example, in 2001, the offices of the
nationally-distributed newspaper USA Today and its parent company Gannett moved
from Rosslyn, Virginia, just across the Potomac River from downtown Washington,
out to the Tyson’s Corner area just beyond the Capital Beltway. In part, businesses are
making themselves more convenient to where their executives and many of their employees live. But their moves also confound expensive hub-and-spoke mass transit systems and provide yet another disincentive for their employees to live in the core cities
and inner suburbs.
Telecommunications A
dv
ances. The personal computer and the Internet, e-mail, and
Adv
dvances.
World Wide Web, in addition to telephones, cellular telephones, and the capability of
teleconferencing have all enabled employees and the self-employed alike to sever the
link that formerly bound them to their work places on a daily basis. With the ability to
work at home and not have to face the daily commuting grind, some workers are being
released from having to live within a certain distance of their workplaces. The home
itself becomes a secondary or primary workplace. This phenomenon not only makes it
easier to live in the outer suburbs, but also contributes to the exurban explosion in
some areas. Workers can live beyond the confines of urbanized areas altogether, in
scenic, rural settings like California’s Sierra Nevada foothills, the Colorado Front Range,
or Virginia’s Blue Ridge Mountains and Shenandoah Valley.
Rising Affluence. There have been suggestions that greater affluence itself fosters sprawl.
Simply put, consumers of greater means consume more, and one way of consuming
more is to purchase a larger home on a larger lot with two or more expensive cars in the
driveway, and perhaps even a pool in the backyard, all in a more spacious, park-like,
low-density neighborhood. The desire for greenery and open space now seems deeply
imbedded in our culture: witness the number of upper middle class families with second homes or cottages in the country, and the number of celebrities with ranches or
homes in the likes of Jackson Hole, Aspen, and Taos. Should the affluent continue to
become even more affluent in the 21st century, there is likely to be an ever-intensifying
land rush in the more scenic parts of the country, as seen in the Rocky Mountain West.
Free
ways and the IInterstate
nterstate H
ighway SSystem.
ystem. “While the Interstate Highway Syseeways
Highway
tem has had a multitude of impacts, many positive, it has also led to dispersal of growth
and development,” notes the Planning Commissioners Journal.123 The President who
launched the extensive development of interstates, Dwight D. Eisenhower, wrote of
how it transformed the face of America:
“On June 26, 1956 I signed [the Federal Aid Highway Act] into law. It was not only the
most gigantic federal undertaking in road-building in the century and a half since the
federal government got into this field… it was the biggest peacetime construction project
of any description ever undertaken by the United States or any other country. ...
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“The amount of concrete poured to form these roadways would build eighty Hoover
Dams or six sidewalks to the moon. To build them, bulldozers and shovels would move
enough dirt and rock to bury all of Connecticut two feet deep. More than any single
action by the government since the end of the war, this one would change the face of
America…. Its impact on the American economy — the jobs it would produce in manufacturing and construction, the rural areas it would open up — was beyond
calculation.124
Eisenhower’s “pivotal” role in launching the interstate highway system was acknowledged in 1990 when President George H. W. Bush signed legislation that changed
its name to the “Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense Highways.”125
“The construction of free beltways and expressways has subsidized suburban development,” insists transportation writer Howard P. Wood in a publication of the free-market, libertarian-oriented Cato Institute.126 One of the unexpected side-effects of the
new subsidized highway networks has been the sprouting of so-called “edge cities,”
auto-dependent centers in the suburban fringe with substantial office space, leasable
retail space, and more jobs than bedrooms. A classic example is Tyson’s Corner, adjacent to the “Beltway” (Interstate 495) in Washington, D.C.’s, northern Virginia suburbs, with its bustling office buildings, shopping (including two large malls), restaurants, hotels, and entertainment.127
The American love affair with roads and cars symbolizes the mobility and freedom we cherish. Even if our means of expressing these values have advanced remarkably in the last century, the values themselves are not new. Walt Whitman wrote of
them in the 1800s in his poem “Song of the Open Road.” Writers as diverse as Robert
Frost and Jack Kerouac have used roads as metaphors for life in their poetry and prose.
Some have gone as far as to suggest that roads “symbolize the essence of our culture.”128
The bitter irony of course, is that with sprawl comes traffic congestion — and roads
that come to resemble parking lots more than freeways. The more drivers there are
chasing the freedom of the open road, the more it vanishes like a mirage.
Housing P
olicies. Federal housing policy since the 1930s has helped facilitate the
Policies.
movement of the middle-class out of the city centers into an ever-widening suburban
periphery.129 The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) was created in 1934 to encourage improvements in housing standards and conditions and provide for a system of
mutual mortgage insurance. “The creation of the FHA also guaranteed that the dominant American dwelling unit of the future would be the single family home on a suburban lot…” argues planning historian Laurence Gerckens.130
In addition, some observers have cited the federal income tax deduction for
home mortgage interest payments as contributing to sprawl, because this subsidy provides a financial incentive to lower-density private home ownership vis-a-vis higherdensity apartment dwelling.
Competition for Tax R
Rev
evenue.
ev
enue. Among others, former EPA Administrator Christie
Todd Whitman, while New Jersey Governor, identified the scramble for development
between competing municipalities as a source of sprawl: “… too many towns bend over
backwards to pursue development, hoping it will help balance their budgets. In the
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process, they strain not only their backs but also the services needed to support this
development. The result is a double whammy: less open space and higher property
taxes.” 131
Reduction in H
ousehold SSiz
iz
e. Over the last 30 or 40 years, the American household
Household
ize.
has undergone a dramatic change. Overall, there are fewer and later marriages, fewer
children, a higher divorce rate, and many more single adults living alone. In 1970 the
average household was 3.14 people; by 1990 it was 2.65. This is a 0.49 person change
or a 15.6 percent reduction.132
All of this has increased the ratio of households to population. The net result is
a greater number of homes per 100 people than there once was — that is, a lower
population density. These homes take up additional space, increasing pressure for sprawl.
“NIMBYism.” Not In My Backyard! is what many suburbanites and urbanites holler
when confronted with proposals for new projects in their own neighborhoods, whether
for affordable housing, higher-density development, stadiums/sports arenas, shopping
malls, new freeways, or hazardous waste incinerators.133 The term NIMBY has a generally pejorative connotation because it was coined by those frustrated with NIMBYism.
The position is frequently criticized as selfish and hypocritical by local politicians, public officials, and private project proponents exasperated by fierce local opposition to a
given project that they believe has broad collective benefits. On the other hand, as one
California community activist noted: “The dismissive NIMBY term pops up with
such dismaying frequency in local public policy debates that a translation of the acronym is not necessary…. It is as if business imperialists who never seem to inhabit the
communities they wish to strip mine can wave away citizen soldiers defending their
neighborhoods with a single rhetorical flourish.” 134
The upshot of NIMBYism in terms of the sprawl issue is that it is often easier
and less controversial to site major new projects, be they subdivisions or airports, in less
populated sites at or beyond the fringe of the urban area. There are simply fewer
neighbors to get upset, and many of the affected property owners may actually be
speculators looking to reap windfall profits by selling their real estate investments to
developers. Since “time is money” in the business world, the threat or reality of delays,
lawsuits and injunctions bogging down a project must be taken seriously. When the
Walt Disney Corporation pulled out of its proposed “Disney’s America” theme park in
Northern Virginia in 1994, this was more the exception than the rule. It took the
proximity of hallowed ground — the first battle of the Civil War at Manassas/Bull Run
— to galvanize opposition to the proposal by some local interests and nationally renowned historic preservationists.
“E
nvir
onmental JJustice.”
ustice.” On February 11, 1994, President Clinton signed Executive
“Envir
nvironmental
Order 12898 — Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low Income Populations — officially ordering federal agencies to “make
achieving environmental justice part of their mission.” 135 The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response has been designated the lead agency to ensure implementation of this Executive Order. EPA defines
Environmental Justice (EJ) as the “fair treatment for people of all races, cultures, and
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incomes, regarding the development of environmental laws, regulations, and
policies.” 136
The premise of Environmental Justice and its mirror opposite, “environmental
racism,” is that minority and poor communities have been subjected systematically and
disproportionately to pollution, toxic health threats, and other environmental insults.
Activist scholars like sociologist Robert Bullard provided the theory and empirical studies
that helped concerned minority citizens scattered around the country “coalesce into a
movement challenging what they saw as an unmistakable and insidious tendency to
make communities of color society’s dumping ground.”137
There has been some disagreement among Environmental Justice advocates
and other observers as to whether minority and poor communities have been specifically targeted out of disregard or actual racism on the part of private interests and
indifferent public officials, or whether this outcome has been more indirect, as a result
of the comparative powerlessness of the poor and minorities in American society. As a
representative of one waste management company writes: “Most hazardous waste sites
are located on property that was used as a disposal site long before modern technologies
were available. The communities around these sites are typically economically depressed as a result of past activities. Poor people may be forced to live there because of
economic constraints. It is unfair to blame the ‘siting’ of these particular facilities to
the current demography of the area.”138
As with NIMBY’s discussed above, the major implication for sprawl of the
emergence of environmental justice over the last 15 years is that it has become more
difficult to locate with impunity job-creating but environmentally dubious projects in
majority-minority, inner-city neighborhoods. As Brookings Institution scholar Christopher H. Foreman, Jr., observes: “Environmental justice advocates assert, plausibly
enough, that poor and minority areas are a magnet for environmental hazards in part
because wealthier and whiter ones that are better able to defend their interests can shun
them. But whatever may have been true in the past, these days minorities and whites
alike often effectively marshal local outrage to play the ‘Not In My Backyard’ (NIMBY)
game.” 139 What this likely means is more development pressure on the urban periphery and rural areas, i.e. lower density and sprawl.
Fear of Terr
orism. In the wake of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the very
errorism.
future of high-rise living and skyscrapers has been called into question. If indeed both
residents and workers in tall buildings around the country feel insecure after the toppling of the twin towers at the World Trade Center, it is possible that demand for the
construction of future skyscrapers will decline. Of course, stacking businesses and
homes atop one another has allowed urban densities to increase, thereby reducing pressure to expand outward. Just how architects, builders, and developers will respond is
still uncertain at this point. Nevertheless, it might be not just tall structures that
people feel vulnerable in, but dense cities as well due to the greater publicity threats
from biological, chemical, and even radioactive onslaughts have received. This may
lead to a greater exodus toward less-densely populated suburbs and rural areas in the
coming decades. As one essayist from the rural West wrote in a national newsmagazine
after the horror of 9-11, the timeless howling of the coyotes never sounded so good.
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The above list is not intended to be exhaustive. And there are different ways
and terms for expressing some of the same diverse concepts. What each of the factors
above has in common is the net effect of reducing population density; that is, increasing land area per person. Now let us look at the other half of the sprawl equation:
Population growth.

Factors Contributing to Population Growth in the United States
At the national level, there are three main factors contributing to population growth:
Births to the native born, immigration, and births to immigrants (i.e. foreign born).
At the metropolitan level, a fourth factor becomes relevant: internal migration (e.g.,
from San Francisco to Portland, or from Los Angeles to Las Vegas).
The United States population stood at 203 million in 1970. By early 1990 it
had grown to 248 million.140 As of January, 2000, the “population clock” at the U.S.
Census Bureau website estimated that over 274 million people call America home.141
By April, 2000, however, something shocking had happened. The U.S. grew to 281
million – adding seven million new residents just three months! Actually, what occurred is that the 2000 Census was conducted, making a decade of estimates based on
the 1990 Census obsolete. (In other words, in January 2000, the nation’s actual population was about seven million greater than what the obsolete estimate on the Census
“population clock” indicated.) This huge discrepancy, virtually all of it accounted for
by immigration levels (especially illegal immigration) much greater than even professional demographers had believed was occurring, was proof positive of the dramatic
demographic consequences current immigration levels are having on the United States.
The upshot is that in the 1990s the U.S. population grew by almost 33 million,
or about 3.3 million (1.2 percent) per year. Only Canada and Australia among developed nations have higher population growth rates. The populations of these countries
are much lower, however (Canada about one-tenth the U.S. population, Australia about
one-twentieth.) The United States actually adds far more people than these two countries combined. In fact, an examination of the Population Reference Bureau’s World
Population Data Sheets showed that the United States annually adds more people than
all developed countries in the world combined. Moreover, the U.S. population is expected to grow by three times as much as the combined population growth of 44 other
developed countries in the world by 2025; that is to say, three-quarters of all growth in
the entire “developed world” will take place in just one nation — our own.142
On January 13, 2000, the Census Bureau released its first projections of the
century, including the first ever to the year 2100. If fertility, mortality, and immigration remain relatively unchanged, the U.S. population is projected to continue its rapid
expansion, surpassing 400 million before 2050 and reaching 571 million by 2100.143
The nearly 300 million people that would be added during this century break down to
an average of almost three million per year — below the 3.3 million per year added in
the 1990s. The 571 million projection for 2100 must be regarded as low since it is
based on legal and illegal migration levels significantly below the average of the last
decade. For example, the Census Bureau has recently updated its mid-range projection
for 2050 from 404 million to 420 million but not yet updated projections for the last
half of the century.144 Let’s look at the components of current U.S. population growth:
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Bir
ths to the N
ativ
irths
Nativ
ativee Born. According to the National Center for Health Statistics
(NCHS), there were 3,944,046 total births in the United States in 1998.145 Approximately 80 percent of these births, or 3,155,000, were to native-born Americans. Overall, native born American women have a total fertility rate (TFR) of about 1.9, which is
below the “replacement level” of 2.1.146 The TFR is a standardized measure of the
number of live births an average woman would have if her actual fertility matched the
age-specific fertility rates for a given year of all women in the group to which she
belongs (i.e., an estimate of how many children an average woman will have during her
life).
A TFR of 1.9 means that native-born Americans are not having enough children to “replace themselves,” and that over several generations, their population growth
will taper off and then actually begin a slow decline. This began to happen when the
TFR of the U.S. native-born population slipped below 2.1 for the first time in the early
1970s. At present, only “population momentum” is pushing growth in the numbers of
native-born Americans, but with less and less force.
People die too, and these deaths must be subtracted from births to derive a “rate
of natural increase” of the native-born population. Using NCHS statistics for the year
1994, there were 3,264,505 births to native-born Americans and 2,074,136 deaths, for
a net natural increase of 1,190,369.147 In addition, a small number of Americans emigrate from the United States every year to settle permanently in other countries. Overall, from 1991 to 1996, the net addition of native born to the U.S. population was
approximately 7,040,000, or 42 percent of the total estimated population growth of
16,750,000.148 It must be remembered that actual growth in this five-year period was
greater than estimated growth (as the 2000 Census revealed) because of higher than
expected immigration. Therefore, the percentage of total population growth due to the
native born was actually well under 40 percent.
Immigration. In the 1990s, total immigration (legal and illegal combined) averaged
far above one million people per year. The 2000 Census showed that during the 1990s,
over 13 million new legal and illegal immigrants arrived in the United States. By the
end of the 1990s, a net of 1.5 million new immigrants were being added to the country
each year. These figures include one million legal immigrants and a net increase in the
illegal alien population of 500,000.149
Immigration levels have risen rapidly in the 38 years since the landmark Immigration and Nationality Act Amendments of 1965, which replaced national origins
quotas with an emphasis on “family reunification.” This initiated a spiraling process of
“chain migration” which continues unabated to this day. The number of legal and
illegal immigrants entering the United States has more than quadrupled over the last
four decades and the number of immigrants living in the United States has more than
tripled, from 9.6 million in the 1970 Census to 31.1 million in the 2000 Census. By
historical standards, the number of immigrants living in the United States is without
precedent. Even at the peak of the great wave of immigration in the early 20th century,
the number of immigrants living in the United States (13.6 million in 1910) was only
about half what it is today.150
With the failure of immigration reform advocates to successfully push reductions in legal immigration through Congress in 1996 – reforms that closely matched
recommendations of the U.S. Immigration Reform Commission chaired by the late
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Rep. Barbara Jordan – and with continued high volumes of illegal migration, there is
no sign on the horizon that the immigration wave will abate anytime soon.
Bir
ths to IImmigrants.
mmigrants. The amount of direct immigration to the country is large and
irths
grew substantially from the 1960s to the ‘70s, the ‘70s to the ‘80s, and the ‘80s to the
‘90s. The full measure of immigration’s contribution to U.S. national population growth
cannot be gauged, however, without including the “downstream” or indirect effect of
births to immigrants. After all, these are births that would not have occurred in the
United States, and would not have boosted U.S. population, had that immigration not
occurred. Yet by and large, official sources of population projections like the Census
Bureau tend to combine births to immigrants and to natives together as “natural increase.” This has led to considerable confusion among many who have misunderstood
these data and thus have understated the influence of immigration on population growth.
On closer examination however, analysts will find that the Census Bureau has
recognized that: “…the impact of immigration is far greater if it is seen to include the
offspring of immigrants over an extended period of time….Most of the importance of
net migration in understanding population growth is the natural increase of the population it adds.” 151 Moreover, as population researcher Ed Lytwak stresses: “The growth
in total numbers of foreign-born women was compounded by much higher fertility in
large segments of the foreign-born population.” 152
Foreign-born women have fertility rates almost 40 percent higher than nativeborn women, according to a 1997 Census Bureau report.153 While the foreign born
accounted for less than 10 percent of the nation’s population in 1996, they accounted
for over 19 percent of the nation’s births, and 34 percent of the nation’s “natural increase” (births minus deaths).154
When immigrants and their offspring are both considered, a fuller appreciation
of how immigration has grown to occupy the central role in forging the nation’s demographic present and future emerges. In 1950, immigration accounted for only 1 percent of total U.S. population
growth. This grew to 5 percent
Table 4. Components of U.S.
in 1960, 13 percent in 1970, 38
Population Growth, 1991-1996
percent in 1980, 58 percent in
Total population growth
16,751,176
1990. Table 4 shows the native1
Native-Born
Share
7,040,510
born vs. foreign-born shares of
Native-Born Percentage
42%
population growth in the first
Net Immigration
6,638,213
half the 1990s. It must be
Net Immigration Percentage
40%
pointed out that the numbers in
Foreign-Born Natural Increase2
3,072,453
Foreign-Born Natural Increase Percentage
18%
Table 4 for 1996 are based on
3
Immigration’s
Total
Share
9,710,666
Census Bureau population estiImmigration’s Total Percentage
58%
mates made prior to the 2000
Census. The 2000 Census re1
Natural increase attributable to native-born population minus emivealed that the actual level of
gration of native-born.
2
immigration was much higher
Natural increase attributable to immigration (i.e., births to foreignborn women minus deaths of the foreign-born.)
than the level used by the Bureau
3
Net immigration plus natural increase of foreign-born.
to generate its mid-decade popuSource: Ed Lytwak. 1999. “A Tale of Two Futures: Changing Shares of
lation numbers.
U.S. Population Growth.” NPG Forum.
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If we examine immigration’s impact on population growth since the 2000 Census, using more accurate estimates for the level of immigration, we find the impact of
immigration is even larger than found in Table 4. Analysis done by the Center for
Immigration Studies shows that new immigrants and births to the foreign born accounted for 86.7 percent of the population growth between 2000 and 2002.155
Census projections show that at the end of this century, the U.S. population is
likely to grow to more than 570 million, based on current trends. Of that growth, 100
percent is likely to be due to post-1970 immigration.156 As a result of the dramatic
growth in immigration rates, the nation’s demographic future has been transformed.
As recently as the late 1980s, the Census Bureau was projecting that America’s population would crest at 302 million in 2040. Now it is forecasting growth with no end in
sight.
igration. The population growth that many urban areas are now experiencInternal M
Migration.
ing is also partly generated by migration from other American cities. This source of
growth has been particularly pronounced in certain towns and cities in states such as
Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Florida, Georgia, and
North Carolina. The causes of this internal migration are various: Structural changes
in the nation’s economy as a result of continuing maturation and globalization, the
emergence of “footloose” industries and fields, the pursuit of places with higher amenities and quality of life, the abandonment of the “snow belt” for the “sun belt,” and so
forth.
Another important cause is internal migration induced by international migration. Geographer William Frey has shown that a good deal of internal migration, especially among the working class or less well educated, may actually be prompted by
immigration from foreign countries into gateway cities like New York, Los Angeles,
and Miami.157 That is, the native born depart certain areas because of economic factors
like intensifying job competition and wage depression or social/cultural factors like
language barriers, ethnic/racial tensions, crime, drugs and gangs, or just an increasingly
uncomfortable feeling of being an outsider in one’s own home town.

Figure 1. Shifting Shares of U.S. Population Growth
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Thus, federal immigration policies are actually a significant, indirect cause of
population growth in many cities and towns with relatively small flows of new, foreignborn immigrants.
In any case, at a national level, internal migration represents a zero sum game
— one city’s loss of population is another’s gain. Thus, in the aggregate, internal migration does not drive population growth in the same way that the previously mentioned
factors do. It simply redistributes the population the country already has. Nevertheless, in some rapidly growing cities, it does represent a significant factor.
The Findings section will quantify the respective contributions of the density
and population factors in the sprawl equation. Specifically, it will show how closely
sprawl is linked to growth in per capita land consumption and population growth.

The Smart Growth Solution
The causes and effects of sprawl cited in the previous two sections have propelled to
prominence what seems to be a promising solution — “Smart Growth.” A broadbased movement has coalesced in the last decade that is anti-sprawl yet pro-growth. As
former Maryland Governor Parris Glendening, one of the highest-ranking political
leaders in the movement, puts it, “It has never been our intention to stop growth. We
never wanted ‘No Growth,’ or even ‘Slow Growth.’ What we opposed was allowing the
State to subsidize the unplanned, or poorly planned growth that was eating up our
countryside at an alarming rate.”158 The Urban Land Institute adds that, “Smart Growth
initiatives are removing obstacles to development that enhances existing communities,
is compatible with the natural environment, and uses tax dollars efficiently while attracting private investment.”159
Smart Growth is supported by a diverse coalition of land use and transportation planners, local, state and federal government agencies and elected officials, environmentalists, charitable foundations, historic preservationists, “new urbanists,” affordable housing advocates, local growth control activists, and even churches and the home
building industry.
mar
Principles of SSmar
martt G
Grrowth. What is Smart Growth? According to the Smart Growth
Network, it “invests time, attention, and resources in restoring community and vitality
to center cities and older suburbs. New Smart Growth is more town-centered, is transit
and pedestrian oriented, and has a greater mix of housing, commercial, and retail uses.
It also preserves open space and many other environmental amenities.”160 The Network emphasizes however, that there is no “one-size-fits-all” Smart Growth solution.
Each community faces its own particular challenges and opportunities.
In its report How Smart Growth Can Stop Sprawl, the Sprawl Watch Clearinghouse promotes a number of strategies to revitalize cities and arrest sprawl, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional consolidation and annexation
State and federal government promotion of regionalism
Regional tax base sharing and other tax reforms
Metro-wide planning and development
Elimination of infrastructure subsidies
Urban Growth Boundaries
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Downtown revitalization and historic preservation
Reclamation of urban “brownfields”
Location-efficient mortgages
Reducing dependency on the automobile
Innovations in zoning and community design
Affordable housing strategies161

Smart Growth’s underlying premise and overarching promise have perhaps best
been articulated by Parris Glendening again: “inner city disinvestment and suburban
sprawl are two sides of the same coin…by curbing sprawl, Maryland can save farmland
and forests while simultaneously revitalizing our older suburbs and urban centers.”162
Maryland’s Smart Growth initiatives encourage municipalities to avoid higher costs for
new infrastructure in outer areas by investing in existing communities and thus qualifying for state tax credits, grants, low-interest loans, and other incentives.
In general, Smart Growth adopts a holistic approach to curbing sprawl that
emphasizes interconnectedness. It explicitly recognizes that one cannot save open countryside only by designating greenbelts and urban growth boundaries and purchasing
open space. An array of other tools that make already developed urban cores and inner
suburbs attractive and affordable must be creatively utilized to keep existing and new
residents from spreading outward. Smart Growth is also about preventing the exodus
of people from rural towns and counties to urban areas by finding new, sustainable
sources of economic vitality for those areas.163
In 1991, a group of innovative architects and planners in California met and
developed the Ahwahnee Principles, the preamble of which states:
Existing patterns of urban and suburban development seriously impair our quality of
life. The symptoms are: more congestion and air pollution resulting from our increased
dependence on automobiles, the loss of precious open space, the need for costly improvements to roads and public services, the inequitable distribution of economic resources,
and the loss of a sense of community. By drawing upon the best from the past and the
present, we can plan communities that will more successfully serve the needs of those who
live and work within them. Such planning should adhere to certain fundamental
principles.
The Ahwahnee Principles include the following:
•

All planning should be in the form of complete and integrated communities containing housing, shops, work places, schools, parks, and civic facilities essential to
the daily life of the residents.

•

Community size should be designed so that housing, jobs, daily needs, and other
activities are within easy walking distance of each other.

•

A community should contain a diversity of housing types to enable citizens from a
wide range of economic levels and age groups to live within its boundaries.

•

The community should have a center focus that combines commercial, civic, cultural, and recreational uses.
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•

The community should contain an ample supply of specialized open space in the
form of squares, greens, and parks whose frequent use is encouraged through placement and design.

•

Public spaces should be designed to encourage the attention and presence of people
at all hours of the day and night.

•

Each community or cluster of communities should have a well-defined edge, such
as agricultural greenbelts or wildlife corridors, permanently protected from
development.

•

Streets, pedestrian paths, and bike paths should contribute to a system of fullyconnected, interesting routes to all destinations. Their design should encourage
pedestrian and bicycle use by being small and spatially defined by buildings, trees
and lighting; and by discouraging high speed traffic.

•

Wherever possible, the natural terrain, drainage, and vegetation of the community
should be preserved with superior examples contained within parks or greenbelts.

•

The community design should help conserve resources and minimize waste.

•

Communities should provide for the efficient use of water through the use of natural drainage, drought tolerant landscaping and recycling.

•

The street orientation, the placement of buildings and the use of shading should
contribute to the energy efficiency of the community.164

These principles not only strive to enhance livability and quality of life, but
also to improve environmental sustainability through an emphasis on resource-conserving design. Many Smart Growth proposals incorporate the ideas behind the
Ahwahnee Principles.
ensity
Smar
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Density
ensity.. What does Smart Growth
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Grrowth and D
martt G
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wth’’s Vie
have to say about population growth? In a word, nothing. The more environmentally
oriented among Smart Growth advocates appear to neither support nor oppose population growth in urbanized areas. By and large, planners, civic officials, private businesses, and developers who support Smart Growth appear to welcome population growth
in their area as a reflection of economic vitality. Smart Growth is thus a means of
allowing population and economic growth to continue while minimizing sprawl, congestion, and other “negative feedbacks” that threaten not only quality of life but also
future growth.
Thus, explicitly or implicitly, Smart Growth means higher population density.
Curbing population and sprawl at the same time can only be accomplished through
ever-higher residential densities. As Richard Lacayo writes in Time magazine: “…smart
growth envisions a nation packaged into town houses and apartments, a country that
rides trains and buses and leaves the car at home.”165
In their pronouncements, most environmentally inclined Smart Growth advocates tend to gloss over the part about rising density. For instance, former Vice Presi53
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dent Al Gore told Time magazine in 1999: “Let’s build more new homes, but build
them in places that help make people’s lives more enjoyable.”166 Nothing in that statement implies having to live closer together or on top of each other, with smaller lots
and yards, or in townhouses and apartments. Other Smart Growth proponents are
quite candid about the need or even the desirability of higher densities. A book published by the Urban Land Institute is entitled Density By Design: New Directions in
Residential Development.167 The publisher describes its contents in this manner: “…case
studies showcase developments of small lot subdivisions, accessory units, housing in
new urbanist communities, higher-density and transit-oriented development, mixedincome and mixed housing types, infill, and adaptive use.”
The 200,000-member National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) is on
record as stating that “Smart Growth means meeting the underlying demand for housing created by an ever-increasing population and prosperous economy by building a
political consensus and employing market-sensitive and innovative land-use planning
concepts…. At the same time, Smart Growth means meeting that housing demand in
‘smarter ways’ by planning for and building to higher densities, preserving meaningful
open space and protecting environmentally-sensitive areas.”168 The NAHB states:
The nation’s population is projected to grow by about 30 million people over the next 10
years. More than a million new households are being formed annually. America’s home
builders will have to construct between 1.3 and 1.5 million new housing units each year
just to meet the underlying demand for shelter during the next decade. This does not
include the additional housing units and support required to meet the housing needs of
more than 5 million Americans who still live in substandard housing or pay more than
50 percent of their incomes for rent.169
Under the heading of “Using Land More Efficiently,” the NAHB states its
support for higher density:
NAHB supports higher density development and innovative land-use policies to encourage mixed-use and pedestrian-friendly developments with access to open space and mass
transit. To generate greater public support for this type of development, however, will
require a change in thinking by people opposed to higher density development in their
own backyards, by local governments that have erected barriers to higher density development and are easily influenced by citizen groups opposed to any new growth and by
typical housing consumers who continue to favor a single-family home on an individual
lot.170
Smart Growth has no shortage of critics, most of them coming from organizations with property rights and free market perspectives, like the Cato Institute, Goldwater
Institute, and the Competitive Enterprise Institute. By and large, the critics question
the extent of the problem in the first place, whether Smart Growth will solve that
problem, and at what cost to freedom, property rights, equity, and prosperity.171
In contrast, the authors of this study share the premise of Smart Growth proponents that sprawl is a serious and growing problem. But we do question whether Smart
Growth can succeed in the face of never-ending, rapid population growth. The fundamental challenge for Smart Growth proponents is two-fold: 1) How to convince Ameri54
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can consumers, neighborhoods, and local governments to make changes and sacrifices
necessary to keep “downtowns livable and affordable so people stay happily bunched
there;”172 and 2) If population continues to grow instead of stabilizing, how to “bunch”
these residents at higher and higher densities without them spilling over into the countryside. In other words, the challenge is to find ways to keep adding straws to the
camel’s back without breaking it.
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Findings
This study focuses on the loss of undeveloped land (cropland, range, pasture, forest,
and other natural habitat and open space) in the United States. As pointed out earlier,
at its most basic level, there can only be three reasons for an increase in developed land:
either each individual is consuming more land, there are more people, or both factors
are working together to create sprawl. This study attempts to quantify the relative roles
of (1) rising per capita land consumption and (2) population growth.

Data Sources
The primary quantification in this study is done by comparing those two factors with
the overall increase in statewide Developed Land between 1982 and 1997 in all states
but Alaska.173 The state data come from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural
Resources Conservation Service. A secondary quantification also compares the two
major sprawl factors but limited to the 100 largest Urbanized Areas (between 1970 and
1990). These data come from the U.S. Census Bureau. Both the state and city data are
useful for understanding sprawl, and for that reason both are used in this analysis.
Examining two very different sets of data gives us more confidence in our results than
if only one were available.
U.S. D
epar
tment of Agricultur
ata. Developed land is defined by the U.S. DeDepar
epartment
Agriculturee’s D
Data.
partment of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) in its 1997
National Resources Inventory (NRI), originally released in December 1999 and then rereleased in January 2001 with revised and corrected figures.174 The NRI is primarily
oriented toward private and non-federal lands, with an emphasis on the quality and
quantity of the nation’s productive resource land base, that is to say, croplands, range,
pasture, and forestlands. But it also quantifies the loss of other non-federally owned
open spaces and natural habitat, as well. The NRCS identifies Developed Lands as
those non-federal lands that have been removed permanently from the rural land base.
The Developed Land category includes:
(1) large tracts of urban and built-up land of 10 acres or more;
(2) small tracts of built-up land between 0.25 acre and 10 acres in size; and
(3) transportation land (roads, railroads, associated rights of way) outside of these builtup areas.175
U.S. Census B
ur
eau
ed A
Bur
ureau
eau’’s Urbaniz
rbanized
Arreas
eas.. Our second measure of sprawl is obtained by
drawing on decennial statistics for population, for urbanized land per average resident,
and for total urbanized land from U.S. Bureau of Census data on Urbanized Areas of
the United States.176 Most recent studies and reports that have attempted to quantify
land consumption due to sprawl have used the same data. (The Census definitions and
methodology for measuring each Urbanized Area are described in Appendix F.)
An “Urbanized Area” (UA), as defined by the Census Bureau, is a continuously
built-up or developed area with a population of at least 50,000.177 It consists of one or
more “central places” as well as densely-settled surrounding areas which the Bureau
terms “urban fringe.” The central place(s) and urban fringe may be thought of as the
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urban core and suburbs of a given UA. The Census Bureau introduced the UA concept
in the 1950 census as part of its efforts to differentiate the urban and rural portions of
the nation’s population (See Appendix F).

Per Capita Consumption Factors Alone Cannot Explain Overall Sprawl
As discussed earlier, most anti-sprawl publications and programs focus their attention
on those factors that increase the average consumption of land by residents, with the
goal of reducing that per capita land consumption. We call this increase “per capita
land consumption growth” or “Per Capita Sprawl.”
D efining ‘P
er Capita SSprawl.
prawl.
‘Per
prawl.’’ To illustrate, we will use Georgia, where the public has
grown increasingly alarmed at the pace of sprawl. Per capita land consumption in
Georgia was 0.419 acres in 1982. It grew to 0.529 acres in 1997. Thus, the Per Capita
Sprawl over that period was 0.110 acres, or 26.2 percent. From this information, it is
obvious that Georgians must address Per Capita Sprawl if they are to slow overall sprawl
in the state.

Table 5. Per Capita Sprawl Compared with Overall Sprawl in 49 States, 1982-1997
State

% Growth in
% Growth in Per Capita
Land Consumption Developed Land Area

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

27 %
-13 %
12 %
2%
5%
12 %
10 %
13 %
26 %
1%
10 %
13 %
15 %
9%
4%
43 %
32 %
28 %
14 %
35 %
21 %
12 %
23 %
10 %
8%
4%

39 %
37 %
23 %
32 %
34 %
16 %
35 %
59 %
67 %
20 %
37 %
18 %
23 %
8%
13 %
52 %
32 %
40 %
35 %
43 %
30 %
27 %
32 %
21 %
18 %
9%

1

State

% Growth in
% Growth in Per Capita
Land Consumption Developed Land Area

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

-26 %
26 %
30 %
17 %
17 %
29 %
11 %
25 %
17 %
5%
39 %
16 %
32 %
8%
36 %
8%
6%
15 %
16 %
3%
61 %
11 %
24 %

40 %
55 %
41 %
48 %
21 %
60 %
6%
30 %
21 %
28 %
41 %
20 %
56 %
15 %
58 %
36 %
41 %
31 %
43 %
34 %
50 %
22 %
17 %

State Average1
Weighted Average2

16 %
16 %

33 %
34 %

Mean of the percentages for all 49 states (Alaska not included in original data).
Developed land and population for all states summed and calculated together.
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. 2000. Summary Report: 1997 National Resources Inventory
(revised December 2000). Table 1. Pp. 11-17; U.S. Census Bureau state population estimates for 1982 and 1997.
2
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The concept of Per Capita Sprawl, or per capita land consumption growth, is
immensely useful because it compresses into a single figure the results of dozens of
factors listed earlier as probable causes of consumption increases. Per capita urban or
developed land consumption is not limited to the size of a person’s house lot or to a
person’s proportion of the land covered by an apartment complex. It also includes a
portion of all the other land that has been converted from rural to urban use to provide
for jobs, industry, commercial establishments, recreation and entertainment, shopping,
parking, transportation, storage, government services, religious and cultural opportunities, waste handling/disposal, and education. In more rural settings, it would include
rural housing and vacation homes and also built-up or heavily modified landscapes
associated with agriculture and resource extraction like food processing facilities, mines,
mills and smelters, quarries, port facilities, sawmills and lumberyards, hydroelectric
dams, and so forth. Thus, the level of per capita land consumption is based both on
direct individual decisions and behavior, and on collective decisions made through the
government and the marketplace. The effect of all urban planning, zoning, development, and transportation decisions shows up in the per capita land consumption figure. The amount of developed land in predominantly rural settings is a function of
similar decisions, as well as those made by federal and state land management agencies,
agribusiness and resource industries.
In the end, per capita land consumption under Natural Resources Conservation Service data is calculated by dividing the total developed land area of a given state
by the total number of residents in that state. Under the Census Bureau data, the total
amount of land in an Urbanized Area is divided by the population of that area. (See
Appendix D for more on calculating per capita land consumption.)
Per Capita SSprawl
prawl and SSmar
mar
martt G
Grrowth. It is very difficult to measure precise effects of
trying to change any one of the planning, consumption, and other behavioral factors as
causes of land consumption growth. But we can determine the overall effect of all
those factors together by looking at the simple statistic of the average amount of developed or urban land per resident in an entire state or any Urbanized Area. If that per
capita land consumption figure goes up markedly, then we know that Smart Growth
efforts related to the above factors either have not been undertaken or are failing to
achieve their desired result of higher densities.
If the per capita figure grows only slightly, or remains the same, and especially
if it decreases, then planning, consumption, and behavioral factors are collectively moving
in the direction desired by the anti-sprawl leaders. It is difficult to determine whether
or not their efforts have any impact, but we do know in such cases that per capita land
consumption patterns are being brought under control.

Per Capita Sprawl Rate Far Less Than Overall Sprawl Rate
Smar
er Capita SSprawl.
prawl. The nationwide “Smart Growth” movemartt G
Grrowth Can Affect P
Per
ment that has emerged to fight sprawl takes aim at some of those many causes of Per
Capita Sprawl, which is measured in the second and fifth columns of Table 5. The
Smart Growth movement is composed of many disparate interests and many variations
can be found among their proposals, but all advocate tools that can slow the increase in
per capita land consumption.
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Figure 2. The Rate of Overall Sprawl Was More Than
Double the Rate of Per Capita Sprawl, 1970-1990
60%

51.5%

Percent Growth
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22.6%

20%
10%
0
Per Capita Sprawl
(per capita land consumption growth)

Overall Sprawl
(total land area growth)

Description: The growth in per capita land consumption for the 100 largest urban
areas combined reflects the combined effects of land use planning, government
subsidies, urban policies, and consumption decisions. While this per capita sprawl
was high, its growth rate was less than half that of overall sprawl.

Our literature search found that most media stories, advocacy programs, governmental reports, and political statements about sprawl have focused almost entirely
on development esthetics, reducing public costs, and the land-use and consumption
factors that cause per capita land growth. This would suggest that Per Capita Sprawl
explains most, if not all, of the Overall Sprawl in the nation’s Urbanized Areas and the
increase in overall developed lands throughout the countryside. Our hypothesis questioned the validity of such a supposition that appears to deny that population growth
explains a significant amount of sprawl.
Per Capita SSprawl
prawl IIss O
nly O
ne P
ar
tor
Only
One
Par
artt of the SStor
toryy. One way to determine if growth in
per capita land consumption indeed explains most of sprawl is to compare the percentage growth of per capita land consumption with the percentage growth of all developed
land, which is what Table 5 does for the 49 states surveyed in the 1997 National Resources Inventory. Using Georgia as an example, we see a 26 percent increase in per
capita land consumption. But the overall development of rural land increased by 67
percent. If the factors causing growth in per capita land consumption were the overwhelming cause of Georgian sprawl, their percentage growth would be nearly as high as
the 67 percent Overall Sprawl, or certainly well over half of 67 percent. Instead, Per
Capita Sprawl was less than half.
Thus, the simple exercise of comparing the two percentage growth rates shows
the invalidity of the supposition that growth in per capita land consumption is the
overwhelming cause of rural land development in Georgia.
When we look at the side-by-side percentage comparisons for all states,
we find:
•

Most states were like Georgia, with the percentage growth in developed land being
considerably larger than the percentage growth in per capita consumption. It was
twice as high in Wisconsin, three times as high in Kansas, four times as high in
Texas, seven times as high in Colorado and 16 times as high in California.
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•

In only six states were the percentages in the two columns close enough to suggest
that nearly all the sprawl was related to growth in per capita land consumption
(Iowa, Louisiana, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Wyoming).

•

In 24 states, per capita land consumption did not grow at even half the rate of
Overall Sprawl.

Obviously something more than just per capita sprawl is at work in producing the
loss of undeveloped land in most states. (That is especially true in Arizona and Nevada
where per capita land consumption did not grow at all. That phenomenon is discussed
later in the report.) By comparison, we find much the same situation in the 100 largest
Urbanized Areas: there, as well, very few of the Per Capita Sprawl percentages are even
close to as high as the Overall Sprawl percentage.
Focusing O
nly on P
er Capita SSprawl
prawl is Too N
arr
ow. Figure 2 shows that for the 100
Only
Per
Narr
arro
largest metropolitan areas combined, Per Capita Sprawl growth was a significant 22.6
percent. But overall sprawl growth was more than twice as high at 51.5 percent. We
can see in both the state and city figures that all the factors leading to growth in per
capita land consumption simply have not produced enough sprawl to explain the overall increase in land development. Clearly per capita land consumption growth is a major factor — but not the overwhelming factor — in America’s urban sprawl and the
overall spread of development in states’ rural areas. Though the statistics for a few
states as well as some of the Urbanized Areas seem to justify a single-factor anti-sprawl
approach, most of the states and cities fit another explanation, one in which both Per
Capita Sprawl and the other major factor — population growth — must be tackled if
Overall Sprawl is to be seriously slowed.
This finding would indicate that most Smart Growth efforts are too narrow to
succeed in substantially halting sprawl. It is not that Smart Growth efforts are focused
on the wrong factors, but that they are focused too narrowly. Obviously, there is another factor involved in sprawl. Without also addressing population growth, Smart
Growth programs as currently envisioned, promoted, and implemented, are destined
to fall far short of protecting agricultural land and natural habitats from the spread of
asphalt, concrete, gravel, and steel.

Per Capita Land Consumption Growth
Compared with Population Growth
How the Two F
actors Wor
k Together
Factors
ork
ogether.. Sticking with our Georgia example, the reason
statewide land development grew by 67.2 percent even though per capita land consumption increased by only 26.2 percent is that Georgia’s population grew by 32.5
percent. To better understand how population growth and per capita land consumption growth interact to produce sprawl, it might help to look at the factors in terms of
a small village with:
• 400 residents
• an average of 0.200 acre land consumption per resident for all housing, employment, retail, recreational, transportation, educational, and other needs
• a fully developed area of the village of 80 acres
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(0.200 acre) * (400 people) = 80 acres
Let’s say we revisit this village a few years later and find that the fully developed
area has expanded 50 percent to 120 acres. There can be only three types of explanation for this overall growth in developed land:
1. Per capita land growth alone: The 400 villagers have expanded their per capita land
consumption by 50 percent from 0.200 acre to 0.300 acre.
(0.300 acre) * (400 people) = 120 acres
This could have happened by households dividing through divorce or children
leaving home and starting new households, by people expanding the size of their
houses and yards, by constructing additional public and commercial buildings, and
by abandoning homes and stores within the old boundaries to move just outside
those boundaries, perhaps adding a shopping mall and large parking lot on the
town’s edge. In whatever way, the 400 villagers have expanded into the surrounding countryside without adding any extra population. Such a situation is precisely
what most of the nation’s Smart Growth programs are designed to address.
2. Population growth alone: The per capita land consumption did not rise at all while
200 additional residents moved into the village, causing a 50 percent increase in
population to 600. This is the situation that best fits the prescription of “population hawks” who believe most problems can be resolved simply by stopping population growth.
(0.200 acre) * (600 people) = 120 acres
3. Combination of per capita land growth and population growth: There may have been
some combination of both per capita land consumption growth and population
growth. One example would be that per capita land use grew 20 percent to 0.240
acre and population grew by 25 percent to 500. This situation requires a twopronged approach.
(0.240 acre) * (500 people) = 120 acres
Notice that although population grew by 25 percent and per capita consumption grew by 20 percent, the total land development grew by a percentage (50 percent)
that is more than the sum of the percentage of both growth factors (25 percent and 20
percent). This is due to “second-order terms” and should not suggest that the two
major factors account for less than 100 percent of the sprawl when working together.
In each state and Urbanized Area, sprawl has occurred under one of those three
scenarios. But, as we found in the comparisons in the previous section, most states and
cities fall in the third scenario. Despite the considerable complexity of sprawl and of
the development of rural land, nearly all the complexity can be boiled down to what
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end up being two rather simple factors in an equation: The amount of Overall Sprawl
in an area is equal to the change in per capita land consumption multiplied by the
change in population.

Lining Up the Two Sprawl Factors Side By Side
Which F
actor IIss a M
or
mpor
tant Cause of SSprawl?
prawl? Once we know that both
Factor
Mor
oree IImpor
mportant
major sprawl factors are causing the growth, we may be interested to know which is the
more important factor. We can learn a lot about the relative importance of each of these
factors in America’s sprawl by lining up the growth percentages in the states side by
side.. In Table 5, we compared an independent variable (growth in per capita land
consumption) with a dependent variable (growth in overall land development). In
Table 6 we compare two independent variables. These are the two factors that produce
overall sprawl. In the table, we find that:

Table 6. Per Capita Sprawl Compared with Population Growth in 49 States, 1982-1997
State

% Growth in Per Capita
Land Consumption

% Population
Growth

27 %
-13 %
12 %
2%
5%
12 %
10 %
13 %
26 %
1%
10 %
13 %
15 %
9%
4%
43 %
32 %
28 %
14 %
35 %
21 %
12 %
23 %
10 %
8%
4%

10 %
58 %
10 %
30 %
27 %
4%
23 %
40 %
33 %
20 %
24 %
5%
7%
-1 %
9%
6%
0%
10 %
19 %
6%
7%
14 %
7%
10 %
9%
5%

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

State

% Growth in Per Capita
Land Consumption

% Population
Growth

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

-26 %
26 %
30 %
17 %
17 %
29 %
11 %
25 %
17 %
5%
39 %
16 %
32 %
8%
36 %
8%
6%
15 %
16 %
3%
61 %
11 %
24 %

90 %
24 %
8%
26 %
3%
23 %
-4 %
4%
3%
22 %
1%
3%
18 %
6%
16 %
26 %
33 %
13 %
23 %
31 %
-7 %
10 %
-5 %

State Average1
Weighted Average2

16 %
16 %

16 %
16 %

1

Mean of the percentages for all 49 states (Alaska not included in original data).
Developed land and population for all states summed and calculated together.
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. 2000. Summary Report: 1997 National Resources Inventory (revised
December 2000). Table 1. Pp. 11-17; U.S. Census Bureau state population estimates for 1982 and 1997.
2
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•

28 states had higher percentage growth in per capita land consumption than in
population.

•

In 20 states, population grew faster than per capita land consumption.

•

In one state (Missouri), per capita land consumption and population grew at
an equal rate (10 percent).

•

In four states, population shrank while per capita land consumption increased.

•

In two states, per capita land consumption declined while the population grew.

•

In no state did both per capita land consumption and population decline.

Percent Growth

We also find that those states that had higher population growth tended to
have less growth in per capita land consumption, i.e. less Per Capita Sprawl. For example, the 10 states with population growth of 25 percent or more averaged only a 4
percent rise in per capita land consumption — that compared to a 16 percent rise in
per capita land consumption averaged for all 49 states.
There could well be a correlation between higher population growth and lower
Per Capita Sprawl, perhaps due to greater regulation and land use planning that become politically feasible with intense population pressure, and that have the net effect
of pushing up densities in an effort to limit sprawl. It also could be that the construction and development industry are not able to keep pace with rapid population growth,
which means that per capita land consumption may eventually rise when industry has
had more time to respond.
Combining the data of all 49 states, we find that growth in both population
and per capita land consumption occurred at the same rate — 16 percent over the 15year period of 1982-1997. We find a similar result when combining data for all 100 of
the Census Bureau’s largest Urbanized Areas. Those results are summarized in Figure 3.
Overall population growth in these cities from 1970-1990 was 23.6 percent and their
Per Capita Sprawl
or per capita land
Figure 3. Rate of Per Capita Sprawl and
consumption
Population Growth Were Similar, 1970-1990
growth was 22.6
percent. Thus, it is
25%
23.6%
22.6%
evident that the
20%
roles of the two
15%
growth factors are
10%
nearly identical in
both the states
5%
from 1982-1997
0
and in the largest
Per Capita Sprawl
Population Growth
(per capita land consumption growth)
cities from 19701990.
Description: The rate of the two factors behind overall sprawl (per capita land
consumption growth and population growth) were nearly identical.
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Scatter P
lot of P
opulation G
prawl. One of the most common and straightPlot
Population
Grrowth and SSprawl.
forward ways of examining the relationship between two variables is to use what is
called a scatter plot. Figure 4 is a scatter plot of the increase in each state’s population
(1982-1997) on the x (horizontal) axis and percent sprawl (1982-1997) on the y (vertical) axis. The scatter plot also shows a straight line, which represents the “best fit” to
the data points. That is, the line smoothes out fluctuations in the data and shows the
pattern or relationship between population growth and sprawl more clearly. The upward or positive slope of the line indicates that there is a positive relationship between
population increase and sprawl — states with more population growth are also states
where more land was developed. If the contention of some observers that sprawl and
population are unrelated was correct, then the line should be flat or even negative. This
is clearly not the case. Of course, the scatter plot does not conclusively prove that
population growth causes sprawl, but it does strongly suggest the two are closely
related.
Scatter P
lot of P
er Capita IIncr
ncr
ease in Land U
se and SSprawl.
prawl. Population growth is
Plot
Per
ncrease
Use
not the only factor affecting sprawl. As already discussed, increases in land use perperson must also play a role in the expansion of developed land. Figure 5 shows a
scatter plot with percent sprawl again on the y-axis, but instead of population growth
on the x axis as in Figure 4, the increase in per capita land use is substituted. The
positive slope of the line indicates that increases in land use per person are also positively correlated with sprawl. Taken together, Figures 4 and 5 indicate that both factors
are important reasons for sprawl.

Percent Sprawl, 1982-1997

Figure 4. Population Growth by Sprawl Percentage

Each dot represents
one of 49 states

- 10%

0

10%

20%
30%
40% 50%
60% 70%
Percent Population Growth, 1982-1997
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Percent Sprawl, 1982-1997

Figure 5. Per Capita Land Increase by Sprawl Percentage
Each dot represents
one of 49 states

- 30 % - 20 % - 10 %
0
10 % 20 % 30 % 40 % 50 % 60 %
Percent Increase in Per Capita Land Consumption, 1982-1997

Top- and Bottom-T
en SSprawling
prawling SStates.
tates. Another simple way to examine the relaBottom-Ten
tionship between population growth and sprawl is to examine the amount of population growth exhibited by those states that sprawled the most and the least. If population growth were not an important underlying cause of sprawl, one would expect that
states which sprawled the most would have very similar rates of population growth as
states that sprawled the least. In fact, the opposite is true. Increases in developed land
are associated with population growth:
•

In the 10 states that had the largest percentage increase in developed land between
1982 and 1997, population grew on average by 19 percent.

•

In contrast, the 10 states that had the smallest percentage increase in developed
land had population growth averaging only 4 percent.

States that sprawled the most grew dramatically more in population than those
with the least sprawl. By itself, of course, this does not prove that population growth is
an important underlying cause of sprawl. But it certainly indicates that where there is
a great deal of sprawl there is also a great deal of population growth.

The Impact of Population Growth and Density Changes on State Sprawl
The discussion above examines population growth in areas that have experienced a lot
or relatively little sprawl. If we look at this question in the opposite direction we again
find a strong relationship between sprawl and population growth. For example, in the
44 states with population growth between 1982 and 1997, the average increase in developed land was 34 percent. In contrast, in the four states with population decline, developed land increased by only 20 percent on average. Even the 20 percent figure is misleadingly high because it reflects a 50 percent development increase in West Virginia,
which is an anomaly.178 While West Virginia ranks high in sprawl, the other three
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Average Percent Population Growth, 1982-1997

Figure 6. States That Sprawled the Most
Experienced Greater Population Growth
Than the States That Sprawled the Least
20 %

19 %

18 %
16 %
14 %
12 %
10 %
8%
6%

4%

4%
2%
0

Top 10 Sprawlers
Bottom 10 Sprawlers
Average Percent Sprawl, 1982-1997

states with population loss rank 43rd, 48th and 49th in the amount of lost undeveloped land. Wyoming had a 17 percent increase in developed land, Iowa an 8 percent
increase and North Dakota a 6 percent increase, for an average of 11 percent, compared
with the 34 percent for states where population grew.
Population IIss Closely Associated with SSprawl.
prawl. Figure 7 shows the relationship between population growth and sprawl by separating the states that had population growth
according to their rate of growth. The figure shows the same general pattern as in the
above discussion:
•

As we have seen, in the four states in which the population declined, developed
land increased 20 percent on average.

•

Of 22 states that grew in population by between 0 and 10 percent, developed land
increased 26 percent on average.
In the seven states with population growth of more than 10 percent and less than
20 percent, there was a 38 percent expansion in developed land on average.

•

•

In the 10 states with population growth of more than 20 percent and less than 30
percent, there was 41 percent expansion in developed land on average.

•

In the six states that grew by more than 30 percent, there was 46 percent expansion
in developed land on average.

Population growth appears closely associated with sprawl. In general, the more
a state grows in population, the more land that is lost to development. Of course, these
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figures also show that even where there is population decline, there is still sprawl, indicating that increase in population is certainly not the only reason for sprawl.
Ranking the SStates
tates bbyy A
bsolute P
opulation G
Absolute
Population
Grrowth. Ranking the 49 states based on
total population change and not percentage change in population confirms yet again
the striking positive relationship between population increase and expansion of developed land. If the states are ranked by absolute population growth from highest to
lowest, then divided into three groups we get the following results:
•

The top third averaged population growth of 1.7 million from 1982 to1997 and
lost on average 871,200 acres to development.

•

The middle third had population growth averaging 365,707 and lost on average
393,619 acres.

•

The bottom third had population growth averaging 56,000 and lost on average
229,000 acres.

Ariz
ona and N
ev
ada: SSuccess
uccess SStories?
tories? Another way to think about the relationship
Arizona
Nev
evada:
between population growth and the expansion of developed land is to look at states in
which land use per person actually went down. That is, there was no Per Capita Sprawl.
There were only two states where land use per person decreased between 1982 and
1997 — Arizona and Nevada. This is a goal of the Smart Growth movement. So in
effect, these states should be a real success story. But in both states, the amount of
sprawl was enormous. Arizona experienced a 40 percent increase in total developed
land while Nevada’s increase was 37 percent. These two states can hardly be described
as success stories if the goal is to preserve open space and protect undeveloped land.

Figure 7. States With High Pop. Growth Rates Have Higher Sprawl Rates, 1982-1997
50 %

46 %

45 %
41 %
Increase in Land Developed

40 %

38 %

35 %
30 %
26 %
25 %
20 %

20 %

15 %
10 %
5%
0
Declined

0 to 10%

10.1 % to 20 %
Percent Population Growth
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Both states had such high population growth that it negated the gains from a
reduction in per capita consumption, with the result that an enormous amount of land
was lost to development. Arizona’s per capita land consumption declined by 13 percent, but with massive population growth of 58 percent the state suffered the loss of
629 square miles of undeveloped land. Nevada reduced per capita land consumption
by 26 percent but still lost 171 square miles to development. The lesson of Arizona and
Nevada is that if there continues to be dramatic increases in population, controlling the
density of new settlements by itself will not prevent very high rates of sprawl.
Land U
se and P
opulation Both M
atter
Use
Population
Matter
atter.. All of the findings in this section indicate
that population growth is an important underlying cause of sprawl. Of course, our
analysis makes clear that increases in per capita land consumption also play a role.
Thus, the Smart Growth movement is correct to focus on factors that would reduce
land use per person. Nonetheless population growth also seems to be central to understanding the loss of rural and undeveloped land. To focus exclusively on per capita land
use as the movement has largely done, however, is almost certainly not going to prevent
massive loss of rural and wild land.

Population Growth’s Share of Sprawl
Even though the above analysis makes clear that population has played a central role in
sprawl, so far we have not attempted to quantify its role in contributing to the expansion of developed land. The side-by-side comparisons in Tables 5 and 6 of the percentage growth in each sprawl factor make it clear which is the more important in any state
and — although such a comparison offers a general sense of the ratio between the two
— some observers may wish for precise figures quantifying the relationship. That is,
some may want to know, “What percentage of a state’s encroachment on undeveloped
land is related to population growth and what percentage is related to increased per
capita land consumption?”
Quantifying the R
ole of P
opulation G
Role
Population
Grrowth. Since both sprawl factors together
account for 100 percent of the sprawl in each state or city, the exercise in this section
will merely convert the relationship between the two sprawl factors into two percentages that will add up to 100. As a result of this exercise, we will be able to say that
around 44 percent of the sprawl in Georgia is related to increases in per capita land
consumption and that around 56 percent of the sprawl is related to population growth.
This is merely a mathematical way of expressing the relationship we already could
observe when looking at the 26.2 percent growth in per capita land consumption and
the 32.5 percent growth in population.
We will use two statistical methods to calculate the relationship. Both are based
on a simple equation. As already mentioned, and as explained more fully in Appendix
D, the amount of land taken up by a city, town, metropolitan area, developed area, or
urbanized area is the simple product of the number of residents times the amount of
land used (or consumed) per resident, as shown in the following equation:
A = (P) * (a)
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Where:
A = Area of urbanized/developed land in acres or square miles
P = Population of the urban/suburban area or state
a = developed or urbanized land per person (i.e. the inverse of density, which is
number of people per unit area of land)
Sprawl then is the increase of ‘A’ over time.
The SSimple
imple Ratio A
ppr
oach. A simple way to calculate the ratio of any two figures to
Appr
pproach.
each other is to add them together to obtain a sum, which can then be divided into
each figure to yield two percentages. The two percentages thus obtained will add up to
100 percent. We call this the “simple ratio” method. For example, in the case of Georgia, we add the per capita consumption growth percentage of 26.2 to the population
growth percentage of 32.5, yielding a sum of 58.7 percent. When we divide 58.7 into
each growth figure we find that:
•

The 26.2 percent growth in per capita consumption is 44 percent of the power of
the two growth figures combined (26.2 / 58.7 = 44 percent).

•

The 32.5 percent growth in population is 56 percent of the power of the two
growth figures combined (32.5 / 58.7 = 56 percent).

Based on that, we can say that 44 percent of Georgia’s sprawl is explained by, or
related to, per capita consumption growth, and that 56 percent of Georgia’s sprawl is
explained by, or related to, population growth.
Simple Ratio Analysis of SStates.
tates. Applying the “simple ratio” to states in Table 7 we
find a great deal of variation from state to state in the source of sprawl: In six states
(Iowa, Louisiana, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Wyoming) 90 percent
or more of the sprawl is related to declining population density (that is, rising per
capita land consumption). In five other states (Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada,
Washington) at the opposite end of the spectrum, 90 percent or more of the sprawl is
explained by population growth. The first group of six states has experienced relatively
low population growth (or even “negative growth”) while the latter group of five states
has undergone explosive growth in the number of residents. The six high per capita
sprawl / low-population growth-states converted 3,305 square miles of rural to developed land in the 15 years from 1982 to 1997. The five low Per Capita Sprawl / highpopulation-growth states lost 3,733 square miles of rural land over the same time period. We find that in the average state (the mean of the 49 state percentages), per capita
sprawl explained 55 percent of the new land development, while population growth
explained 45 percent.
When calculating all the states’ population growth and land consumption growth
together (the weighted average), we find that 50.3 percent of new land development is
related to per capita sprawl and 49.7 percent to population growth. (Both are rounded
to 50 percent in Table 7.) From this, one can easily say that roughly half of the increase
in developed land in the 49 states from 1982 to 1997 was related to increase in land
consumption per state resident, and half to the increase in the number of state
residents.
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Table 7. “Simple Ratio” Method to Apportion Shares of Sprawl (Increase in Developed
Land) Between Per Capita Sprawl and Population Growth in 49 States, 1982-1997

State

% of Total Sprawl Related
to Growth in Per Capita
Land Consumption

% of Total Sprawl
Related to
Population Growth

73 %
0%
55 %
6%
16 %
75 %
30 %
25 %
44 %
5%
29 %
72 %
68 %
100 %
31 %
88 %
100 %
74 %
42 %
85 %
75 %
46 %
77 %
50 %
47 %
44 %

27 %
100 %
45 %
94 %
84 %
25 %
70 %
75 %
56 %
95 %
71 %
28 %
32 %
0%
69 %
22 %
0%
26 %
58 %
15 %
25 %
54 %
23 %
50 %
53 %
56 %

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

State

% of Total Sprawl Related
to Growth in Per Capita
Land Consumption

% of Total Sprawl
Related to
Population Growth

0%
52 %
79 %
40 %
85 %
56 %
100 %
86 %
85 %
19 %
98 %
84 %
64 %
57 %
69 %
24 %
15 %
54 %
41 %
9%
100 %
52 %
100 %

100 %
48 %
21 %
60 %
15 %
44 %
0%
14 %
15 %
81 %
2%
16 %
36 %
43 %
31 %
76 %
85 %
46 %
59 %
91 %
0%
48 %
0%

55 %
50 %

45 %
50 %

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
State Average1
Weighted Average2

1

Mean of the percentages for all 49 states (Alaska not included in original data).
Developed land and population for all states summed and calculated together.
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. 2000. Summary Report: 1997 National Resources Inventory
(revised December 2000). Table 1. Pp. 11-17; U.S. Census Bureau state population estimates for 1982 and 1997.
2

It should be pointed out that while the percentage figures themselves are exact,
this does not mean that actual sprawl corresponds precisely to these percentages. For
example, it is unlikely that all sprawl (100 percent) is due only to population growth in
Arizona and Nevada. Certainly there are places within these two states where sprawling, low-density subdivisions have indeed eliminated desert and cropland. Our analysis of Census and developed land data strongly suggests that in such cases, the overwhelming preponderance of sprawl is due to population growth. Conversely, even in
those states that lost population overall from 1982-1997 (Iowa, Louisiana, North Dakota, West Virginia, Wyoming), and which thus show 100 percent of sprawl related to
“per capita sprawl,” there are certainly places in which population growth has played
some role. But in these states as a whole, it’s a negligible one.
The ‘H
oldr
en M
ethod.
‘Holdr
oldren
Method.
ethod.’’ Apportioning shares of sprawl or the rate of sprawl between
rising per capita land consumption (declining population density) and population growth
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Table 8. “Holdren Method1” to Apportion Shares of Sprawl (Increase in Developed Land)
Between Per Capita Sprawl and Population Growth in 49 States, 1982-1997

State

% of Sprawl Rate Related
to
Population Growth

71 %
0%
54 %
6%
17 %
73 %
32 %
27 %
45 %
3%
31 %
70 %
66 %
100 %
29 %
86 %
100 %
73 %
43 %
84 %
73 %
47 %
76 %
51 %
45 %
44 %

29 %
100 %
46 %
94 %
83 %
27 %
68 %
73 %
55 %
97 %
69 %
30 %
34 %
0%
71 %
14 %
0%
27 %
57 %
16 %
27 %
53 %
24 %
49 %
55 %
56 %

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
1

993
629
415
2,060
649
193
91
2,990
2,485
48
320
769
665
187
346
925
609
316
504
696
1,282
728
553
677
240
148

State

% of Sprawl Rate Related
to
Per Capita Sprawl
Sprawl (1982-1997)
(Declining Density)
in Square Miles

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total Sprawl
State Average2
Weighted Average3

171
328
801
581
856
2,250
90
1,295
520
417
1,819
52
1,169
191
1,353
3,563
299
117
1,226
825
453
670
147
38,708
N/A
147

% of Sprawl Rate Related
to
Population Growth

0%
51 %
76 %
40 %
84 %
55 %
100 %
84 %
82 %
20 %
96 %
81 %
62 %
58 %
68 %
25 %
17 %
53 %
43 %
8%
100 %
51 %
100 %
N/A
55 %
48 %

Percentages obtained from the Holdren Apportioning Method explained in Appendix E.
Mean of the percentages for all 49 states (Alaska not included in original data).
3
Developed land and population for all states summed and calculated together.
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. 2000. Summary report: 1997 National Resources Inventory (revised, December 2000). Table 1. Pp. 11-17; U.S.
Census Bureau state population estimates for 1982 and 1997.
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100 %
49 %
24 %
60 %
16 %
45 %
0%
16 %
18 %
80 %
4%
19 %
38 %
42 %
32 %
75 %
83 %
47 %
57 %
92 %
0%
49 %
0%
N/A
45 %
52 %
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can also be accomplished by means of applying a more mathematically rigorous method
first described and partially developed by Harvard physicist John Holdren, internationally honored in 2000 for his achievements in environmental science.179
This method can be applied to virtually any type of resource use. Perhaps its
best-known application has been in understanding how total U.S. energy use has risen
in recent decades. The method enables analysts to apportion shares of the total rate of
increase of energy consumption in a state, country, or the world as a whole to (1) the
change in per capita energy use and to (2) the change in population.
The Holdren method can also help us understand how much of the sprawl rate
is related to declining population density, or rising per capita land use, and how much
should be attributed to population growth. As in the case of national energy consumption, the question here is how much of the increased total consumption of rural land
(Overall Sprawl) is related to per capita change in land consumption (per capita sprawl)
and how much is related to increase in the number of land consumers (population
growth). See Appendix E for further description.
For all the complexity of this method and its use of logarithms, it produces
only slightly different results in Table 8 than the ones in Table 7 from the more transparent calculation explained above (the “simple ratio” method).
For now, we will simply provide the equation from the Holdren method that
we use to determine the percentages brought about by rising population and falling
density:
Population’s share of growth rate = Annualized average population growth rate /
Annualized average land development growth rate
The term “annualized” means that the natural logarithm (ln) is applied to the
rate of increase in each of the factors. This avoids the distorting effect of what is called
in mathematical parlance a “second-order term.”
Another way of expressing this mathematical relationship is the following:
ln (final population / initial population) +
ln (final per capita land area / initial per capita land area) =
ln (final total land area / initial total land area)
Once these numbers are obtained, to find the percentage of the growth rate
due to either population or density, either factor can simply be divided by the land area
factor (and multiplied by 100 to convert to percent). For a more complete explanation, please refer to Appendix E.
Holdren notes that this kind of numerical analysis cannot reveal the whole,
complex story of population’s role in rising energy consumption, because of
“nonlinearities.” That is, in the numerical equation, population and per capita consumption are treated strictly as if they were separate, independent variables, when in
fact, in the real world, they may interact with each other. In other words, they are likely
to be interdependent in many cases. For instance, per capita energy use may depend on
population size or growth rate, and so forth. But teasing these complexities apart in an
effort to quantify them is all but impossible.
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Analogously, in
Table 9. Regression Coefficients and Standard
a number of sprawl
Errors for Increase in Developed Land, 1982-1997
cases there is probably
(Measured in 1,000 of Acres)
some degree of interaction between the
Coefficent
amount of total urbanVariables
(Standard Error)
ized or developed land,
1982 State Population in 10,000s
-0.515*
per capita land con(0.122)
sumption, and population size or growth
1.649*
Population Change 1982-97 in 10,000s
rates. Overall sprawl is
(314)
not entirely a depen0.417*
1982 Developed Land in 1,000 Acres
dent variable, and per
(0.046)
capita land consumption growth and popu-0.060*
1982 Per Capita Land Use,
lation growth are not
(0.012)
1,000 Acres per 10,000 Residents
entirely independent
0.258*
Per Capita Change 1982-97 in Land Use,
variables. For instance,
(0.054)
1,000
Acres
per
10,000
Residents
high rates of sprawl
under the pressure of
97.994
Constant
rapid
population
(70,411)
growth probably gener0.864
Adjusted R2
ate political pressure to
implement more strin181.374
Standard Error
gent land use controls
and zoning, which may
49
N, observations
lead to higher residen* p < 0.01
tial densities than
would occur otherwise.
In general though, this numerical analysis allows us to quantify, with fairly high
confidence in the broad accuracy of the results, the relative strength of the two factors
— per capita land consumption and population — in forcing urban sprawl and land
development.
Holdr
en M
ethod Analysis of SStates.
tates. Table 8 reports the results of the Holdren method
oldren
Method
using the state data. In comparison to the simple ratio method found in Table 7, the
results in Table 8 obtain very similar results when looking at the nation as a whole. The
state average (mean) for the two methods produces identical results: 55 percent of
overall sprawl related to per capita consumption and 45 percent related to population
growth. The weighted averages (obtained by aggregating the figures for growth in
population and developed land for all 49 states) are very close for both methods. In the
simple ratio method, the weighted average shows 51 percent of total sprawl related to
per capita consumption, and 49 percent to population growth. In the Holdren method,
these percentages are essentially reversed — 48 percent for per capita sprawl and 52
percent for population. Overall, analysis of the NRI data on increase in developed land
for 48 contiguous states plus Hawaii from 1982-1997 strongly suggests that per capita
sprawl (rising land consumption per person) explains roughly half of sprawl, and population growth the other half.
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Regr
ession Analysis of SState
tate D
ata. While the “simple ratio” and “Holdren” formulas
egression
Data.
above are very useful for apportioning the total amount of sprawl attributable to changes
in per capita land use or population growth, they do not provide an estimate of how
much land is actually lost to development, holding other factors constant. For example, the developed area of California and Vermont expanded by roughly the same
percentage (32 percent and 31 percent, respectively) between 1982 and 1997. However, because California had a much larger developed area to begin with, its 32 percent
expansion was 2,060 square miles while the 31 percent increase for Vermont was only
117 square miles. In order to address this question, we performed a regression with the
state data. While regression is a very different approach than that utilized in the this
study so far, the results that follow buttress the above analysis by showing the importance of population growth as a cause of sprawl, even after controlling for other factors.
The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression model takes the following form:
Acres lost to development 1982-97 in 1000si = α + β1 X + β2 X + β3 X + β4 X + β5 X + ε
where β1 X is state population in 1982; β2 X is change in state population 1982-97; β3
X is acres of developed land in 1982; β4 X is per capita land use in 1982; β5 X is change
in per capita land use 1982-97 and ε is an error term.
Results of R
egr
ession U
sing SState
tate D
ata. Table 9 reports the results of the regression.
Regr
egression
Using
Data.
All of the variables are significant at the 0.01 level. The high R-squared indicates the
strength of the statistical model. Turning to our variable of interest, population growth,
we find that it behaves as expected. The results show that each 10,000-person increase
in state population between 1982 and 1997, resulted in 1,600 acres of previously undeveloped land being developed. This is the case even after controlling for other factors
such as the initial size of the state’s population or the total land area that was developed
at the start of the time period in 1982. Also as expected, Table 9 shows that changes in
per capita land use accounted for a good deal of the increase in developed land. For
each 1,000-acre increase in the amount of developed land used per 10,000 people, 256
acres were developed within a state over the time period of the study. Overall the
regression results lend strong support to our earlier findings indicating that population
growth is an important underlying reason for sprawl.

Population Growth & Sprawl – Analysis of City Data
So far we have examined only the state data. However, the nation’s largest urbanized
areas also provide an important source of additional information on the role of population in creating sprawl. Although the urbanized area data measure sprawl in a different
way than the state data, the results below lend strong support to the conclusion that
population growth is a critically important part of the sprawl equation.
prawling Cities. Table 10 reports the
Population G
Grrowth in the Worst and Least SSprawling
average population growth for cities with the largest and smallest percentage increases
in urbanized area (sprawl). Tables with all data for the 100 largest Urbanized Areas can
be viewed on-line at http://www.sprawlcity.org/hbis/index.html. As in the case of
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states, this exercise shows that inTable 10. Population Growth in Cities
creases in urbanized area are associwith the Largest and Smallest Increase
ated with population growth. Probably the starkest contrast can be
in Urbanized Area, 1970-1990
found by comparing the top-10
Average Population Change for
worst sprawlers with the 10 cities
Cities in these Catagories
that sprawled the least. In the 10
Top Five Sprawlers
126 %
worst cities, population grew by 103
Top Ten Sprawlers
103 %
percent on average between 1970
Top Twenty Sprawlers
86 %
and 1990. In contrast, in the 10 citBottom Twenty Sprawlers
7%
ies that sprawled the least, populaBottom Ten Sprawlers
7%
Bottom
Five
Sprawlers
-5
%
tion grew by only 7 percent on
average.
All 100 Largest Cities
42 %
The same general pattern
exists if we look at the top and bottom five sprawlers as well and the top- and bottom-20 sprawlers. While other factors
surely have also played a role, it is clear that those cities that expanded the most in size
had dramatically higher levels of population growth than those cities that expanded the
least. On its face, this indicates that there is likely to be a causal relationship between
population growth and sprawl.
The IImpact
mpact of P
opulation G
prawl. Table 11 examines the relationPopulation
Grrowth on City SSprawl.
ship between population and sprawl from the opposite direction as Table 10. Of the
100 Urbanized Areas examined in this study, 11 declined in population, while 89 experienced population growth between 1970 and 1990.

Table 11. Population, Density, & Sprawl in the 100 Largest Cities,
1970-1990
Of the 100 Largest U.S. Cities:

Number of Cities

Average Sprawl
(% Increase in Urbanized Area)

Cities that Declined in Population

11

26 %

Cities that Grew in Population

89

75 %

Cities that Grew in Population by
Less than 10 Percent

16

38 %

Cities that Grew in Population
Between 10 and 30 Percent

24

54 %

Cities that Grew in Population
Between 31 and 50 Percent

17

72 %

Cities that Grew in Population
More than 50 Percent

32

112 %

Cities that Increased in Density

18

52 %

Cities that Declined in Density

82

74 %

100

70 %

All 100 Largest U.S. Cities
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•

In the 11 cities that declined in population, urbanized area increased in size by 26
percent on average. This means that the density of these cities (land per person)
fell, and the built-up area expanded. Thus, even without population growth there
is still significant sprawl.

•

However, the expansion in urbanized area in cities that declined in population was
modest in comparison to the 89 cities where population increased. The built-up
area of cities that grew in population expanded in size 75 percent on average — or
almost triple that of the 11 cities that declined in population.

The relationship between sprawl and population growth holds for cities with
differing levels of population growth; with more population growth comes more sprawl.
In the 16 cities that grew in population by 10 percent or less between 1970 and 1990
(but whose population did not decline), urbanized area expanded 38 percent — more
than in cities that declined in population but considerably less than in the cities where
population increased more dramatically. Cities that grew in population by between 10
and 30 percent sprawled 54 percent on average. Cities that grew between 31 and 50
percent sprawled 72 percent on average. Cities that grew in population by more than
50 percent sprawled on average 112 percent. These findings confirm the common
sense, but often unacknowledged proposition, that there is a strong positive relationship between sprawl and population growth. This relationship is depicted graphically
in Figure 8.
Denser SSettlement
ettlement D
id N
ot bbyy IItself
tself P
ent SSprawl.
prawl. A central goal of Smart Growth
Did
Not
Prrev
event
is to slow or even stop the conversion of rural and less developed areas to urbanized
land by preventing a decline in density. Thus places where density increased should be
the success stories. Between 1970 and 1990, there were 18 cities where the density of
their urbanized areas either remained the same or increased (another way of saying that
the per capita land consumption declined). However, these cities experienced very
significant sprawl. As the bottom of Table 11 shows, the urbanized area of these 18
cities, which reduced per capita consumption by increasing density, expanded 52 per-

Figure 8. Average Sprawl of Cities Grouped by % Population Growth
112%

Average Sprawl, 1970-1990

120%
100%
80%

72%

60%
40%

54%
38%
26%

20%
0
No Population
Growth

Under 10%

10.1% to 30%

30.1% to 50%

Average Percent Sprawl, 1970-1990
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cent on average into the surrounding rural area. The reason these 18 cities sprawled so
much despite an increase in density is that their population grew even faster than did
their density. The population of these 18 cities increased 86 percent on average, while
density increased only 17 percent. As a result, these 18 cities encroached on rural and
undeveloped areas at a 52 percent rate, less than the average city which sprawled 70
percent, but considerably more than the 26 percent increase in cities that experienced
population decline.
Applying the H
oldr
en M
ethod to the U
rbaniz
ed Ar
eas. As we have seen, the Holdren
Holdr
oldren
Method
Urbaniz
rbanized
Areas.
formula can be used to apportion the amount of sprawl related to increases in land use
per person and increases in population. Using this approach reveals results very similar
to those of the analysis done on the states, with roughly half (52 percent) of sprawl
related to population growth and 48 percent related to increases in per capita land use.
Taking the measure of all cities and states analyzed, population growth accounts
for slightly more than half of sprawl in the nation’s cities, and somewhat less than half
in the nation’s states. In sum, it would appear that population growth accounts for
about half of sprawl. The other half of sprawl reflects an increase in land per resident,
which itself is the outcome of at least two-dozen factors. Thus, it is reasonable to
conclude that of the dozens of factors contributing to sprawl, population growth is the
single most important. It is also reasonable to conclude that population growth has
approximately the same influence on sprawl as all the other factors combined.
Ther
easons for SSprawl
prawl fr
om P
lace to P
lace. As Table
Theree IIss G
Grreat Variation in the R
Reasons
from
Place
Place.
11 indicates, there is tremendous variation in the percent of sprawl due to population
growth vs. declining density in the nation’s 100 largest urbanized areas between 1970
and 1990. In 18 of the cities, population growth accounted for 100 percent of sprawl.
In 11 cities, population growth accounted for 0 percent of sprawl. In the remaining
71 cities, some combination of population growth and declining density was responsible for sprawl. Thus focusing on just one factor such as density or population growth
cannot solve the problem. Clearly a multifaceted approach that addresses all of the
causes of sprawl is necessary.
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Policy Implications
Necessity of Tackling Both Major Sprawl Factors
Local, state, and national officials who want to greatly reduce the urbanization and
development of rural land must adopt a two-pronged attack. They will have to address
both the consumption factor and the population factor. This study’s examination of
data from the U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service and from the U.S. Census
Bureau marshals strong and broad evidence from multiple analyses of two distinct and
reliable data sources to show that sprawl in this country cannot be substantially stopped
without a two-pronged attack.
The oft-heard assumption of many advocates of the Smart Growth movement
that population growth is only a minor — or inconsequential — factor in the conversion of rural land to development is shown to be false.
Although such a contention is true in several urbanized areas and in a few
states, it is not true in the overwhelming majority of cities and states, where population
growth is a significant factor or the primary factor in sprawl. And in the country as a
whole, roughly 50 percent of all losses of undeveloped land appears to be related to
population growth.
Expressed more dramatically, the analyses in this study suggest that population
growth has about the same impact on sprawl as do all other factors combined. To
neglect the population factor in the anti-sprawl fight would be to ignore essentially half
the problem.
At the same time, one must be careful not to overstate the role of population
growth or to over-promise what U.S. population stabilization would bring. Under
current conditions, even if all population growth were stopped, farmlands and wildlife
habitat around the nation’s cities would continue to suffer large amounts of sprawl.
Local, state, and national governments desiring an end to sprawl must work on stopping the factors that increase the developed land per person, as well as factors that
increase population. This study disproves the contentions of certain “population hawks”
that problems like sprawl could be largely resolved if the country would just stabilize its
population.
Focusing on only one set of factors appears to guarantee failure in stopping
sprawl. Even with a successful single-pronged approach, cities will sprawl just as far; it
simply will take them longer to get there.
Some earlier studies have failed to discover the necessity of the two-pronged
approach because they did not focus on elimination of rural land – the permanent
removal of farmland and natural habitat through the process of urban and other development. Instead, they focused on esthetics, efficiency, order, capital and operating costs
to local governments, and other urban-planning criteria. While those other aspects of
sprawl are legitimate and important, the actual loss of farmland and natural habitat and
the never-ending expansion of our cities are among the greatest reasons Americans are
clamoring for public policies to combat sprawl. And they are the main reasons why
sprawl is so damaging environmentally. Hence, this study focused on quantifying that
urban growth spreading out over rural land. Whether the development was attractive
or ugly, well-planned or chaotic, densely populated or sparsely populated, did not matter in this study, which objectively stuck to analyzing actual acres of lost rural land.
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Once public officials focus on actual loss of rural land, they cannot avoid the
importance of population growth this study has found. Interestingly, this is not the
first study to analyze sprawl’s relationship to population.
The findings of this study are in line, for example, with those of President
Clinton’s Council on Sustainable Development. It declared in 1996 that environmental sustainability in this country is not possible without U.S. population stabilization.
Sprawl is one of the environmentally unsustainable trends of this country. The President’s
Council recommended that the country “move toward stabilization of U.S. population,” a recommendation that this study found will provide great relief from sprawl.180
Local IInfluence
nfluence on P
opulation G
Population
Grrowth. Local and state officials who take seriously
the findings of this study and the desire of citizens to dramatically curb sprawl have a
number of tools to reduce population growth in their jurisdictions.
To wield such tools would require officials to go against a Babbitry strain of
American polity that runs through our entire history — the desire of nearly every
mayor and governor to preside over a larger and larger population that qualifies for
more and more state and federal dollars and that enjoys greater visibility and clout on
the national scene; the desire of nearly every newspaper publisher to have a neverending increase in potential subscribers and in consumers for the businesses buying ad
space. While various polls have suggested that most Americans would prefer that population growth in their communities stop or dramatically slow down, many public officials claim bragging rights for successfully promoting exactly the opposite outcome.
Local officials and the people they represent are in a tug of war over sprawl.
This study shows that it is not possible for the public to achieve the victory it desires
over sprawl if local officials continue to subsidize and entice local population growth.
While most Americans appear to prefer less or no population growth in their locales,
there are indications that the prevailing sentiment among local and state officials is to
back policies that encourage higher population regardless of what it does to the per
capita standard of living and quality of life of the residents they serve. To these officials,
population growth is an intrinsic public good that nearly always must be pursued. This
can be seen in urbanized areas like Pittsburgh, which benefits from a stabilized population by having no population-induced sprawl and having overall sprawl that is far below the national average. In such cities, many civic leaders clamor for ways to boost the
population. They offer subsidies and tax breaks to lure companies to locate there and
they advocate population growth inducements even through enticing low-wage foreign workers who require more public subsidy than other kinds of population growth.181
A growing body of literature has explored the forms of public subsidies for local population growth. A recent study by sprawl expert Eben Fodor for a group called Alternatives to Growth Oregon attempted to quantify the amount of subsidy each year to
entice population increase and land development. The Fodor study is particularly
interesting because it finds such large subsidies of growth in a state that may very well
be the nation’s leader in trying to control growth.182
The study found that in the year 2000, Oregon taxpayers were forced to provide $738 million in uncompensated infrastructure subsidies for new growth. This
included the costs of additional roads, sewage treatment, fire stations, libraries, schools,
etc. A recent survey showed that 73 percent of Portland-area residents believe that new
development should pay all of those costs so that the public provides no subsidy.183
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When total public subsidies were calculated, Fodor estimated a $1.14 billion net taxpayer expense for enticing more of the population growth that is driving most of the
Oregon sprawl that the public detests.
Removing these giant taxpayer subsidies to local growth and forcing the purchasers of newly developed land to pay the true costs of that development would surely
decrease the number of newcomers into a town, at least for the short run. It would also
have the effect of deflecting the population growth to other towns or areas.
National IInfluence
nfluence on P
opulation G
Population
Grrowth. In other than the very short-term, local
and state officials can only be so successful in slowing population growth in their jurisdiction if the national population continues to grow by more than three million people
a year.
Those 30 million and more new Americans each decade will nearly all settle in
some local community, even if every one of the communities stops subsidizing population growth.
As was noted above, there are three sources of our national population growth —
native fertility (in conjunction with increasing lifespans), immigration, and immigrant
fertility. We know this about their contribution to long-term growth:
•

Native fertility remains well below replacement level and has not been a source of
long-term U.S. population growth since 1971.184

•

Immigration and immigrant fertility (births to foreign-born mothers), on the other
hand, are far above replacement level and the sole source of long-term population
growth in the United States.185

Nearly all long-term population growth in the United States is in the hands of
federal policy makers who have quadrupled traditional annual immigration numbers
to an average of a million a year since 1990 and allowed illegal migration to rise to more
than 700,000 permanent settlers a year.186
As long as the federal government pours that volume of population growth
into the nation, most local communities are going to experience sprawl regardless of
local disincentives for population growth.

Federal Immigration Policies: No. 1 Force in U.S. Sprawl
Because present immigration levels and immigrant fertility are generating nearly all
long-term U.S. population growth and are responsible for about two-thirds of current
short-term growth, it appears on the surface that federal immigration policy is the
single most influential policy in dealing with sprawl.187
The policy implication would be that long-term success of local communities
in combating sprawl is heavily dependent on whether the federal government decides
to stop forcing massive population growth through elevated levels of immigration.
It is not possible to create a precise ranking of the two-dozen or more factors
that increase per capita land consumption. But each of them can claim only a small
fraction of the roughly 50 percent of sprawl that is related to per capita consumption
growth. The other 50 percent of sprawl, however, is related to population growth and is
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divided only two ways — between native fertility and immigration (new immigrants
and immigrant fertility). New immigrants and immigrant fertility account for the majority of U.S. population growth. Thus, it would appear that immigration is a far larger
factor in sprawl than any other.
Although the above logic makes sense statistically, personal knowledge about
this era’s immigrants causes many people to doubt that immigration could really be a
significant factor in sprawl.
A common perception about immigrants is that they are poor and dwell at
high-density levels in the nation’s urban cores. How can a people who crowd into the
inner cities be held responsible for sprawl on the outskirts? When immigration is
publicly blamed for increasing sprawl, it is not uncommon to see letters to the editor
appear in local newspapers arguing that it is not densely-clustered, apartment-dwelling
immigrants but hyper-consuming American natives who build the big houses in the
suburbs, who build the freeways to access them and the strip malls to service them, and
who use up all the land.
Growth fr
om IImmigrant
mmigrant vs. N
ativ
es. The hypothesis that often is advanced suggests
from
Nativ
atives.
that although population growth from American natives causes sprawl, population
growth from immigration does not. That hypothesis is challenged by the four primary
ways that population growth from immigration causes sprawl:
(1) Direct settlement by immigrants in the suburbs;
(2) High fertility creates larger second generation of households, and children
of immigrants desert urban cores by higher margins;
(3) Immigrants facilitate movement of natives to outer edges;
(4) Natives flee immigrant concentrations.
Dir
ect SSettlement
ettlement bbyy IImmigrants
mmigrants in the SSuburbs.
uburbs. Perceptions are heavily colored by
irect
the behavior of immigrants when they first arrive. Indeed, new immigrants are nearly
twice as likely to live a central city as are natives.188 Nonetheless, Census data reveal
that even among new immigrants, the majority (56 percent) live outside the central city
of a metropolitan area — where the sprawl occurs. As a 2000 article in Preservation
magazine noted: “Suburbs are on their way to becoming the most common place of
residence for Hispanic Americans and Asian Americans, the groups that make up most
of the country’s foreign-born population.”189
From the large Mexican community in the Washington, D.C., outer suburb of
Manassas, Va., to the Hmong of California’s Central Valley and the Somalis of Fargo,
N.D., recent immigrants are settling outside America’s core cities. As two sociologists
remark with regard to contemporary immigrants: “For these newcomers, the ‘port-ofentry’ to the American Dream is more likely to be the suburban arches of McDonald’s
than the smoke-stacks of a downtown factory.”190 With more than a quarter of all
adult immigrants holding a college degree and participating heavily in well-paid professions, it should not be surprising to find them well-represented among the home-
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builders and home-buyers pushing the urban edge into pastures, fields, woods, and
wetland. In the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area, for example, 89 percent of
immigrants lived outside of the District of Columbia, according to the 1990
Census.191
It should not be surprising to find that most immigrants want to live like Americans. The predominant motivation of immigrants in coming to America is to increase
their consumption to American levels; they leave family, home, country, and culture to
move to the United States in order to consume more food, education, health care,
consumer goods, housing, and land. The American Dream is most commonly described in terms of increasing their standard of living — not living packed in apartments so as to protect more open space or riding in a bus to reduce traffic congestion
and air pollution instead of owning and driving a car as soon as they can afford it.
Immigration may help explain part of the reason why average commuting times
across the country are increasing so rapidly, according to a 2003 Christian Science Monitor
report. “Immigration is the great wild card,” said Alan Pisarski, a travel consultant and
author of Commuting in America. “I’m seeing the impact of immigration on almost
everything.”
Robert Lang, director of the Metropolitan Institute at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, indicated that immigration is contributing to increasing traffic congestion
because the fast-growing foreign-born population is moving quickly to the suburbs and
because “immigrants are moving very quickly from public transportation to cars.” Immigrants start behaving like Americans as fast as they can. Whatever high-consumption, environmentally damaging lifestyle the average American may have will be multiplied millions of times a decade by the arrival of millions of immigrants because each of
them, on average, will largely emulate American consumption patterns.192
Immigrant families move to the outer edges for the same reason so many native
families do — cheaper rents, more square footage and bigger yards for the money, and
the perception of more safety for their children. The fact that most immigrants make
considerably less money than natives actually increases the pressure on them to live in
the outer fringes in many areas such as Atlanta because that is where land, houses, and
apartments are cheaper than in most of the rest of a metropolitan area — and also
because their jobs are in those outlying areas. The Los Angeles Times reported that growing numbers of immigrants in California are skipping even the outer edges of the metropolitan areas and creating population booms in rural areas in part because of the
perception that “compared with gang- and drug-infested inner-city neighborhoods,
even end-of-the-road farm hamlets are preferable.”193
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ouseholds. Because immigrants have a fertility rate that is at least 40 percent higher than that of American
natives, the children of immigrants are an even more important cause of sprawl than
the immigrants themselves.194 While American natives have a “sub-replacement” fertility rate around 1.9 that creates a slightly smaller size of each succeeding generation,
the high average fertility of immigrant families produces larger succeeding generations.195
The Total Fertility Rate (TFR) for Hispanic foreign-born women (a large majority of
new female entrants each year) is around 3.2.196 Thus the second generation is substantially larger than the first generation of immigrants and requires more housing and
places to work, shop, and recreate.
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The children of immigrants have another increased direct impact on sprawl:
They grow up with even stronger desires than the original immigrants to live outside
the core cities. In many cities, the largest flow in the exodus from core city to suburbs
may be the children of immigrants.
Only 31 percent of adult children (21 and over) of immigrants live in the nation’s
central cities. This falls to 28 percent for those over age 35 and compares to 27 percent
for all American natives. For the children of immigrants who have settled down and
purchased a home only 24 percent have done so in the nation’s central cities.197
Thus, assimilation to the American land-consumption patterns appears to be
complete by the second generation. The children of immigrants shun core-city living
in the same proportion as natives. This points to one of the great weaknesses of American core cities: Many of them are places that not only fail to attract as many American
natives to live in them as move out, but they cannot attract even half of the mostly
third-world immigrants.198 And, of the immigrants they do entice to live in their
neighborhoods, those core cities cannot hold onto a significant part of their children
once they become adults. Until American core cities become places where American
natives — whether the children of immigrants or of natives — want to live, the land in
those cities will be underutilized and urban flight will continue to be a major source of
sprawl.
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dges. Immigration can faFacilitate
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Nativ
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cilitate the movement of natives to the suburbs in two ways.
First, immigrant home-buyers purchasing homes from natives enable the latter
to liquidate their fixed assets in urban cores and reinvest in suburban homes. Except
for the most wealthy of natives who build new homes at the edge of urban areas, they
would not be able or willing to finance the new construction if there were not buyers
for the homes where they previously lived in the core cities and existing suburbs.
This concept might appear to be contradicted in the urbanized areas that had
significant sprawl despite having no population growth, and even population decline.
The Pittsburgh Urbanized Area, for example, lost 9.1 percent of its population between 1970 and 1990 and had little immigration but still sprawled by 30.5 percent.
Nevertheless, this rate of sprawl was still far less than for other cities; in fact, cities that
experienced population growth sprawled three times faster than did Pittsburgh.199 But
with no population growth in Pittsburgh, who was buying the old homes and moving
into the old apartments to enable so many people to build new homes beyond the
urban boundaries?
The primary answer is found by looking at changing household size. The average household nationwide became 16 percent smaller between 1970 and 1990. Thus,
even if the population of an average city remained exactly the same, it would need
roughly 16 percent more housing units to accommodate that same size population. It
is reasonable to assume that, all other things remaining the same, an urbanized area like
Pittsburgh would sprawl around 16 percent just in response to the 16 percent decline
in household size and the resulting increase in households per 100,000 population. It
would not have to sprawl that much if at least some of the extra households could be
provided new housing in undeveloped or underdeveloped parcels in the existing urban
area. But the existing patterns of development would have had to change. Without
change, the decline in size of households would create sprawl.
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The causes of the decline of American household size are many. They include
increased ratio of home-buying adults to dependent children in the population, an
increased divorce rate, fewer children in families, delayed age of marriage, the financial
ability and the will for unmarried adults to live apart from their parents and in single
households rather than group households, and the increased longevity of senior adults
who often are widowed or otherwise single and who rarely have children in the
household.
Over the long-term, smaller households should be able to live in smaller houses
and apartments. It should be possible to have more households per square mile. But
over the short-term, the exact opposite often occurs. When a couple divorces, for example, one adult stays in the previous home and the other usually moves into another.
In another example, a person may die and the surviving spouse might occupy the same
home space. For declining household size not to create sprawl while the population
remains the same or is growing, the remaining divorced spouse would need to build
another dwelling in the back yard, or the surviving widow(er) would need to subdivide the apartment. The number of households per square mile of city would have to
increase. In reality over the short-term, though, that kind of major in-filling and subdividing has not occurred, and the additional households created by declining household size have caused new dwellings to be constructed outside of the existing urban
boundary.
The second way that high immigration facilitates additional development on
the edges of cities while enlarging the size of the new houses and lots is by providing
widespread availability of cheap, low-skill labor. This amounts to a transfer of wealth
that makes expansive suburban lifestyles more affordable for middle-class natives. This
includes everything from construction to landscaping and maintenance. If cheap foreign-born construction and landscaping labor were not available, for example, there
would be far fewer people building houses with one-acre to five-acre yards which the
owners have no desire to maintain on their own. In fact, the insistence of some affluent
suburbanites that they cannot survive without their foreign-born housekeeping, childrearing, and landscaping labor is one of the pressures on Congress to keep immigration
at its high levels.
Nativ
es F
lee IImmigrant
mmigrant Concentrations. From Dade County, Fla., (the Miami area)
atives
Flee
to the Greater Los Angeles Basin, large waves of immigration have been responsible for
the flight of natives to the suburbs — or out of certain regions or states altogether.
Neither native-born Americans, nor older immigrants, nor the children of immigrants
prefer to live in areas of high immigration. When immigrants first arrive in the United
States, they tend to settle disproportionately in the urban cores or older suburbs. Existing residents of those areas — whether white, Hispanic, black, or Asian — often dislike
the cultural changes and instability associated with a heavy immigration influx and
move away. Analyzing Census Bureau data on internal migration, University of Michigan geographer William Frey has shown that “immigration exerts a pronounced impact on both the magnitude and selectivity of out-migration from high immigration
metro areas.”200
In the 1980s and 1990s, natives began moving en masse out of entire regions
like southern California and southern Florida, for other parts of the same states or for
other states altogether. California experienced an exodus of working-class whites of
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nearly 100,000 households. Many retirees pulled up stakes from California and headed
for Nevada, Arizona, Washington, and Oregon. Numerous whites, in particular, have
moved to more rural regions, like the Rocky Mountain West, bringing change and
development pressures in their wake.201 Other states with high concentrations of new
immigrants also saw net losses of their white populations. “Between 1985 and 1990,
New York lost more than a half-million whites in its exchanges with other states; Texas
and Illinois lost more than a quarter-million; New Jersey lost nearly 200,000 and Massachusetts lost 114,000.”202
Blacks and other minorities have also been forsaking high-immigration inner
cities for the suburbs.203 They go in pursuit of affordable housing, better schools, less
crime, lower living costs, more elbow room, greenery, and open space. “After decades
in which America’s cities worried primarily about white flight, cities are now facing the
increasingly rapid departure of middle and working class minorities,” wrote Karen De
Witt in The New York Times.204
Perhaps nowhere has “black flight” been more pronounced than in South-Central Los Angeles, where as recently as 20 years ago residents were almost exclusively
African American. As Michael A. Fletcher wrote in The Washington Post, “South Central was synonymous with black Los Angeles.”205 An extended quote from Fletcher
reveals the anxiety felt by blacks as other groups increasingly displace them:
To be sure, the new immigrants have renewed old neighborhoods, created new businesses and enriched the culture of Los Angeles. But the exploding diversity also has
changed the nature of racial conflict and drawn new groups into battles that once
were waged almost exclusively between blacks and whites. Here, black and Latino
civil servants square off over public jobs. Black activists and Asian storeowners fight
over control of local businesses. And Latino and Asian gangs battle for control of
their turf.
In Los Angeles, there are suburban developments, such as Monterey Park, that are
almost exclusively Chinese.
Nowhere is that more vivid than in the county’s South Central corridor, where the
number of Latinos is overwhelming the African American population. Much as
blacks demanded a fairer share of the power and resources from whites a generation
ago, Latinos are now demanding that blacks and others share jobs, special school
programs and political control. And like whites before them, many African Americans feel threatened by those demands.

Calling attention to this kind of racial and ethnic discord is not to cast aspersions on any one group. It is not a question of one minority group being in the right
and another group being in the wrong. It is simply to acknowledge that rapid cultural
and social change can be very uncomfortable or even distressing for anyone, and that
tumultuous rates of change in high-immigration American cities since 1980 have led
to the massive out-migration of native residents of all backgrounds. Most black Americans from high-immigration zones in Los Angeles who have moved away have gone to
places like the San Fernando Valley, and Ventura, Orange, Riverside, and San Bernar86
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dino counties, as well as to desert communities even further away.206 Others have
gone further yet. Recent Census data confirm that there is a historic migration underway of African Americans back to the urban and rural South.207

Overall Impact of Immigration on Sprawl
Population growth from immigration does not have exactly the same effects on sprawl
as does population growth from native fertility, native population momentum, and
native migration between urbanized areas. In some ways, immigrant growth causes less
sprawl than native growth, and in some ways, immigrant growth causes more. A few
examples of these differences include:
•

Immigrant growth is less of a cause of sprawl than is native growth because immigrants on average are poorer and consume less.

•

Immigrant growth is a bit less of a cause of sprawl because immigrants are a bit
more likely to settle in core cities than natives.

•

But immigrants are similar to American natives who move into a core city in that
they cause sprawl by facilitating construction on the outskirts by purchasing the
homes of those doing the constructing.

•

Immigrants cause sprawl in a similar way as natives by settling in the suburbs at
about the same rate as natives.

•

Immigrants are much more a cause of sprawl than natives when it comes to fertility; immigrants produce much larger second generations of households which are
just as likely to live outside the core city as natives.

•

Immigrants moving into a core city or older suburb are also more of a cause of
sprawl than are natives because the presence of immigrants in large concentrations
creates cultural change that drives natives and older immigrants away from their
existing neighborhoods.

While there are no precise measurements of each of those effects, it should be clear to
an objective observer that population growth from immigration produces about the
same level of sprawl that one would expect from any kind of population growth.
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Conclusion
This study emphasizes the role of population growth because the urban planning approach embodied by Smart Growth already exerts an important influence on the thinking
of political leaders, urban planners, the public, and even some developers. Population
growth and the immigration policies that drive it exert no such influence on the sprawl
debate. To the extent that population is discussed in the context of sprawl it has generally been dismissed as a cause. It is often argued, for example, that since sprawl occurs
where there is no population growth, increases in population must be a minor factor in
sprawl. As a moment’s reflection should reveal, such observations only make sense if
one asserts that population growth is the only factor generating sprawl. We make no
such argument. Our findings show that population growth is a key factor, but it is by
no means the only factor. There are certainly individual places where population growth
played little or no role in sprawl, just as there are places where population growth
accounted for all of sprawl. But, overall, our analysis shows that nationally increases in
population accounted for about half the loss of undeveloped rural land. Thus reducing
population growth by reducing immigration must become an important part of any
long-term effort to save rural land.
Our conclusion that population growth accounts for half of sprawl is not only
consistent with the available evidence, it is also consistent with common sense. Those
most directly involved in sprawl certainly believe that population is one of main reasons for sprawl. In fact, the president of the National Association of Home Builders
chided the Sierra Club for its 1999 sprawl report because it “…failed to acknowledge
the significant underlying forces driving growth in suburban America — a rapidly increasing population and consumer preferences.” Homebuilders and real estate developers are clearly pleased with the high rate of U.S. population growth. But they, of
course, have a very different point of view from anti-sprawl organizations as well as
most Americans.
Assuming population growth continues to drive about half of all sprawl, as it
has in recent decades, federal immigration policy would appear to be the single largest
factor in determining how much sprawl will occur over the next 50-100 years. Population growth can only be dealt with effectively on a national scale by reducing immigration because new immigration and births to immigrants now account for most of the
increase in the U.S. population. Local efforts to discourage population growth by, say,
low-density zoning, will almost certainly result in “leapfrog” development and legal
challenges given the population pressure America faces as a result of immigration.
Moreover, intensified Smart Growth programs in the face of rapid population growth
will increase governmental regulation of land use, erode cherished American freedoms,
and almost certainly undermine political support for Smart Growth policies.
While our conclusions may seem obvious to most readers, some may find them
controversial. Part of the reason most anti-sprawl organizations ignore population growth
is that they are unaware of its role. It is our hope that this study will help correct this.
However, some involved in anti-sprawl efforts avoid dealing with population growth
because they know that doing so will inevitably lead to a debate over U.S. immigration
policy, making it seem as if immigrants are being “blamed” for sprawl. This is something that anti-sprawl organizations understandably wish to avoid. But such concerns
seem misplaced since anti-sprawl organizations can make clear that immigration must
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be reduced due to rapid population increase rather than because of the ethnic characteristics of immigrants. It might also be helpful for such organizations to indicate their
support for policies designed to help immigrants already here integrate into American
society. Moreover, advocating less immigration in the future for conservationist reasons is likely to be politically popular given that public opinion polls show most Americans, including minorities, want less immigration.
While significantly reducing immigration may be very helpful in reducing sprawl,
some may worry that doing so might harm the economy. The available data suggest
otherwise, however. A 1997 report by the National Academy of Sciences entitled The
New Americans concluded that the net economic benefits from immigration are very
small and are, in fact, entirely outweighed by the fiscal drain immigrants impose on
taxpayers. The nation’s leading immigration economist, George Borjas of Harvard, comes
to much the same conclusion in his recent book Heaven’s Door. Policymakers can reduce future immigration secure in the knowledge that doing so will not harm America’s
economy.
At present, about 11 million people are allowed to settle legally in the United
States each decade. Bringing this number down to three million, coupled with increased efforts to reduce illegal immigration, still would allow the United States to
accept more immigrants than any other country in the world. One may favor high
immigration for any number of reasons, but our study makes clear that those concerned about sprawl must at least understand that dramatically increasing the size of
the U.S. population though immigration has enormous long-term implications for the
preservation of rural land. It is very difficult to see how it could be otherwise.
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Appendix A
Glossary
Central P
lace – The Census Bureau delineates an urbanized area (UA) as one or more
Place
“central places” and the “urban fringe” (the adjacent densely settled surrounding territory) that together have a minimum of 50,000 persons. A central place functions as
the dominant center of each UA. The identification of a UA central place permits the
comparison of this dominant center with the remaining territory in the UA. A central
place generally is the most densely populated and oldest city in a metropolitan area.
Density – Shorthand for population density, or the number of residents per unit area,
usually measured in number of residents per acre or square mile. Density is the mathematical inverse or opposite of land consumption per person (per capita). For example,
a density of five persons or residents per acre equals 3,200 per square mile. This in turn
equals a per capita land consumption of 0.2 acre per person
Dev
eloped Land – As defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Reeveloped
sources Conservation Service in its National Resource Inventories, issued every five
years since 1982, built-up or paved land that is at least one-quarter acre in area. Developed land can include built-up areas outside of urbanized areas, towns, or cities.
For
eign Born – Can be used as a noun or an adjective, describing a person born in a
oreign
country other than the United States. Excludes those born abroad of American parents.
High-D
ensity – A large number of residents per unit area, usually measured in terms
igh-Density
of residents per acre or square mile. While there is no precise, agreed-upon criterion of
high-density residential development, a density of approximately 5,000 per square mile
would be considered relatively high-density.
Immigration – Permanent movement (i.e. settlement) of a foreign-born person to the
United States under U.S. legal permission.
Immigrant F
er
tility – Fertility of foreign-born immigrants to the United States, usuFer
ertility
ally expressed in terms of the Total Fertility Rate (TFR) of women, which is the average
total number of children born to women of a defined group during the course of their
reproductive years.
Lo
w-D
ensity – Relatively low population density, or low number of residents per unit
Low-D
w-Density
area (acre or square mile). Urban / suburban densities of 1,000-2,000 per square mile
would be considered low-density.
Nativ
ativee Born – A person born in the United States.
Ne w U
rbanism – A movement that sees urban centers as potentially vibrant commuUrbanism
nities that can mix and harmonize residential and commercial uses in clever ways to
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make cities satisfying and safe places to live and work. New urbanism supports such
concepts as higher density in urban cores, mixed uses, mass transit, close proximity of
dwellings to workplace, and others. New urbanism sees relentless sprawl in America as
one consequence of the abandonment of our central cities.
Per Capita SSprawl
prawl – Sprawl that is driven by increase in per capita land consumption,
that is, land consumption per resident, of an urbanized area, developed area, town, or
city; per capita sprawl is measured in terms the increase in acres or square miles of
developed or urbanized acres of land per person. Per capita sprawl and populationdriven sprawl add up to 100 percent.
Population-driv
en SSprawl
prawl – Sprawl that is driven by increase in the population of an
opulation-driven
urbanized or developed area. Population-driven and per capita sprawl add up to 100
percent.
Population G
Grrowth – Increase in the number of residents of a given area, such as a
town, city, urbanized area, state, or country over time. Population growth is equal to
the total births of native-born residents minus the total deaths of native-born residents
minus the emigration of native-born residents PLUS total immigration of the foreign
born plus births to the foreign born minus deaths of the foreign born minus emigration of the foreign born (i.e. return to the country of their birth or a third country). In
recent years, annual population growth in the United States as a whole has been running three million or more per year on average.
R ural Land – Undeveloped lands outside of urban areas, including farmland,
pastureland, rangeland, and natural or semi-natural habitats, like forests, woodlands,
wetlands, grasslands or prairie, and deserts. Rural lands may be flat or mountainous,
and publicly or privately owned.
Smar
martt G
Grrowth – The use of a variety of land-use, planning, statutory, regulatory and
other tools to reduce haphazard, low-density, and poorly planned development in a
given region.
Smar
ovement – A loose, eclectic coalition of environmentalists, local
martt G
Grrowth M
Mo
growth-control activists, New Urbanists, municipal and regional planners, think-tanks,
the federal government and many state governments, and even some home-builders
united by their desire to slow the rate of sprawl.
Sprawl – As defined in this study, the increase in the physical area of a town or city over
time, as undeveloped or rural land at its periphery is permanently converted to developed or urbanized land as population and/or per capita land consumption grow.
Coree – Used in this report as another description for “central location” as deUrban Cor
fined by the Census Bureau. The urban core is the entire city that anchors a metropolitan area, and usually is at its center. It generally is the oldest, most densely populated
and most built-up portion of an urbanized area.
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Urban F
ringe – Built-up areas near the edge of an urbanized area, generally with lower
Fringe
population density than the urban core; generally corresponds to the suburbs of a town
or city.
Urbaniz
ed Ar
ea – As defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, an area of contiguous census
rbanized
Area
blocks or block groups with a population of at least 50,000 and an average population
density of at least 1,000 residents per square mile.
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Appendix B
Raw Data for 49 States, 1982-1997
Population
State
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total:

Per Capita Land Use
(acres/person)

Total Land Use
(in 1,000 acres)

1997

1982

1997

1982

1997

4,320,281
4,552,207
2,524,007
32,217,708
3,891,293
3,268,514
735,024
14,683,350
7,486,094
1,189,322
1,210,638
12,011,509
5,872,370
2,854,396
2,616,339
3,907,816
4,351,390
1,245,215
5,092,914
6,115,476
9,779,984
4,687,726
2,731,826
5,407,113
878,706
1,656,042
1,675,581
1,173,239
8,054,178
1,722,939
18,143,184
7,428,672
640,945
11,212,498
3,314,259
3,243,254
12,015,888
986,966
3,790,066
730,855
5,378,433
19,355,427
2,065,397
588,665
6,732,878
5,604,105
1,815,588
5,200,235
480,031

0.412
0.377
0.498
0.167
0.404
0.239
0.279
0.312
0.419
0.150
0.565
0.235
0.336
0.548
0.716
0.311
0.283
0.448
0.213
0.179
0.299
0.416
0.438
0.423
1.093
0.703
0.309
0.400
0.170
0.573
0.150
0.402
1.396
0.259
0.497
0.359
0.238
0.176
0.421
1.213
0.324
0.410
0.302
0.468
0.335
0.359
0.299
0.421
1.086

0.521
0.328
0.558
0.169
0.424
0.267
0.307
0.353
0.529
0.151
0.624
0.265
0.385
0.596
0.741
0.445
0.373
0.572
0.243
0.242
0.363
0.466
0.540
0.466
1.175
0.728
0.228
0.502
0.221
0.669
0.175
0.519
1.547
0.322
0.581
0.377
0.331
0.203
0.553
1.313
0.441
0.443
0.320
0.539
0.390
0.368
0.481
0.465
1.341

1,616.6
1,088.6
1,143.4
4,138.0
1,236.5
750.6
167.0
3,271.4
2,367.0
149.2
550.2
2,688.6
1,834.8
1,582.2
1,718.5
1,145.3
1,233.9
509.5
913.0
1,034.0
2,725.3
1,719.9
1,120.2
2,083.9
878.6
1,111.5
272.2
379.0
1,265.5
781.0
2,635.8
2,416.7
934.2
2,782.8
1,593.5
955.6
2,818.8
167.5
1,348.9
837.4
1,504.7
6,286.5
470.1
242.7
1,841.3
1,537.2
583.9
1,989.2
549.9

2,252.3
1,491.4
1,409.1
5,456.1
1,651.7
873.9
225.5
5,184.8
3,957.3
179.7
754.9
3,180.9
2,260.4
1,702.1
1,939.9
1,737.5
1,623.8
712.0
1,235.7
1,479.2
3,545.5
2,185.5
1,474.0
2,517.4
1,032.3
1,205.9
381.4
588.6
1,778.2
1,152.7
3,183.6
3,856.4
991.8
3,611.3
1,926.3
1,222.3
3,983.2
200.6
2,097.3
959.7
2,370.6
8,567.0
661.6
317.5
2,625.8
2,065.0
873.6
2,417.9
643.7

230,580,672 266,640,543

0.429

0.493

72,972.1

97,744.9

1982
3,925,266
2,889,861
2,294,257
24,820,009
3,061,564
3,139,013
599,148
10,471,407
5,649,792
993,780
973,721
11,423,412
5,467,922
2,888,189
2,401,202
3,683,445
4,352,608
1,136,684
4,282,923
5,771,222
9,115,198
4,131,450
2,556,777
4,929,451
803,986
1,581,780
881,537
947,719
7,430,968
1,363,823
17,589,738
6,019,101
668,972
10,757,087
3,206,123
2,664,922
11,845,146
954,170
3,207,614
690,597
4,646,041
15,331,415
1,558,314
519,109
5,492,783
4,276,552
1,949,604
4,728,870
506,400

Source: U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. 2000. Summary Report: 1997 National Resources Inventory (revised December 2000). Pp. 11-17.
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Appendix C
Percent Change in Land Development and Sprawl Factors for
49 states, 1982-1997
The “sprawl” in the 4th and 5th columns is the increase in the size of the contiguous
developed area of each state from 1982 to 1997, as measured by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. The raw data used to calculate those changes and the ones in the 2nd
and 3rd columns can be found in Appendix B. The “sprawl apportionment” in the 6th
and 7th columns is the result of applying the “Holdren method” to the USDA data.
That method is explained in Appendix E.
Read the following table like this (using the first line of Alabama as an example): From
cent while the
1982 to 1997, the population of the state of Alabama grew by 10.1 per
percent
cent
average amount of urban land for each resident grew by 26.6 per
percent
cent. These two
es of previously rural land.
factors combined to cause the urbanization of 635,700 acr
acres
cent increase (percent sprawl) in the total land
That sprawl amounted to a 39.3 per
percent
developed in Alabama. When considering the two sprawl-inducing factors together, we
cent of the 635,700 acr
es of sprawl was related to population growth,
find that 28.9 per
percent
acres
cent was related to land-use factors that increased per capita land
while 71.1 per
percent
consumption.
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Percent Change in Land Development and Sprawl Factors, 1982-1997
Sprawl Factors: % Growth

Overall Sprawl

Sprawl Apportionment

Population

Per Capita Land
Consumption

Percent Growth
in Land Area

Growth in
Developed Land
(in 1,000 acres)

Population
Growth Factor’s
Portion

Per Capita Land
Use Factor’s
Portion

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

10.1 %
57.5 %
10.0 %
29.8 %
27.1 %
4.1 %
22.7 %
40.2 %
32.5 %
19.7 %
24.3 %
5.1 %
7.4 %
-1.2 %
9.0 %
6.1 %
0.0 %
9.5 %
18.9 %
6.0 %
7.3 %
13.5 %
6.8 %
9.7 %
9.3 %
4.7 %
90.1 %
23.8 %
8.4 %
26.3 %
3.1 %
23.4 %
-4.2 %
4.2 %
3.4 %
21.7 %
1.4 %
3.4 %
18.2 %
5.8 %
15.8 %
26.2 %
32.5 %
13.4 %
22.6 %
31.0 %
-6.9 %
10.0 %
-5.2 %

26.6 %
-13.0 %
12.0 %
1.6 %
5.1 %
11.8 %
10.1 %
13.0 %
26.2 %
0.6 %
10.4 %
12.5 %
14.7 %
8.9 %
3.6 %
43.0 %
31.6 %
27.6 %
13.8 %
35.0 %
21.3 %
12.0 %
23.2 %
10.1 %
7.5 %
3.6 %
-26.3 %
25.5 %
29.6 %
16.8 %
17.1 %
29.3 %
10.8 %
24.5 %
16.9 %
5.1 %
39.3 %
15.8 %
31.6 %
8.3 %
36.1 %
7.9 %
6.2 %
15.4 %
16.3 %
2.5 %
60.7 %
10.5 %
23.5 %

39.3 %
37.0 %
23.2 %
31.9 %
33.6 %
16.4 %
35.0 %
58.5 %
67.2 %
20.4 %
37.2 %
18.3 %
23.2 %
7.6 %
12.9 %
51.7 %
31.6 %
39.7 %
35.3 %
43.1 %
30.1 %
27.1 %
31.6 %
20.8 %
17.5 %
8.5 %
40.1 %
55.3 %
40.5 %
47.6 %
20.8 %
59.6 %
6.2 %
29.8 %
20.9 %
27.9 %
41.3 %
19.8 %
55.5 %
14.6 %
57.5 %
36.3 %
40.7 %
30.8 %
42.6 %
34.3 %
49.6 %
21.6 %
17.1 %

635.7
402.8
265.7
1,318.1
415.2
123.3
58.5
1,913.4
1,590.3
30.5
204.7
492.3
425.6
119.9
221.4
592.2
389.9
202.5
322.7
445.2
820.2
465.6
353.8
433.5
153.7
94.4
109.2
209.6
512.7
371.7
547.8
1,439.7
57.6
828.5
332.8
266.7
1,164.4
33.1
748.4
122.3
865.9
2,280.5
191.5
74.8
784.5
527.8
289.7
428.7
93.8

28.9 %
144.3 %
45.7 %
94.3 %
82.8 %
26.6 %
68.1 %
73.4 %
54.8 %
96.6 %
68.9 %
29.9 %
34.2 %
-16.1 %
70.8 %
14.2 %
-0.1 %
27.3 %
57.2 %
16.2 %
26.8 %
52.7 %
24.1 %
48.9 %
55.1 %
56.3 %
190.4 %
48.5 %
23.7 %
60.0 %
16.4 %
45.0 %
-71.5 %
15.9 %
17.5 %
79.8 %
4.1 %
18.7 %
37.8 %
41.6 %
32.2 %
75.3 %
82.4 %
46.8 %
57.4 %
91.6 %
-17.7 %
48.7 %
-34.0 %

71.1 %
-44.3 %
54.3 %
5.7 %
17.2 %
73.4 %
31.9 %
26.6 %
45.2 %
3.4 %
31.1 %
70.1 %
65.8 %
116.1 %
29.2 %
85.8 %
100.1 %
72.7 %
42.8 %
83.8 %
73.2 %
47.3 %
75.9 %
51.1 %
44.9 %
43.7 %
-90.4 %
51.5 %
76.3 %
40.0 %
83.6 %
55.0 %
171.5 %
84.1 %
82.5 %
20.2 %
95.9 %
81.3 %
62.2 %
58.4 %
67.8 %
24.7 %
17.6 %
53.2 %
42.6 %
8.4 %
117.7 %
51.3 %
134.0 %

Average:

15.5 %

16.2 %

32.8 %

505.6

49.7 %

50.3 %

State
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Appendix D
Calculating Per Capita Land Consumption
The per person land consumption in each state can be expressed as:
(1)

a=A/P

where:
a = area of developed or urbanized land area for the average resident
A = Area of total developed or urbanized land in a state
P = Population of that state
For example, Minnesota in 1997 had 4,687,726 residents and about 2,185,500 developed acres. Thus, per capita developed land use for all purposes was around .466 acres
(about a half an acre) per resident.
The land used per person is the total developed land area divided by the total number
of people. This is the inverse of population density, which is the number of people per
unit area of land. When per capita land consumption goes up, density goes down;
when per capita land consumption goes down, density goes up.
The developed land area of the state can be expressed as:
(2)

A=Pxa

This can be stated as: the total developed square miles (or acres) of a state can be simply
expressed or “factored” into the product of the Population of the state (viz., P) multiplied by the per capita urban land consumption (viz., a). This second equation (2) is
the basis for attributing or apportioning the shares of sprawl (viz. growth in A) back
onto two contributing factors, the growth in P and the growth in a.
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Appendix E
The Holdren Apportioning Method
A method for quantifying the respective contributions of population growth and changes
in consumption per capita of any type of resource consumption was laid out in a landmark 1991 paper by Harvard physicist Prof. John Holdren.208 Although Dr. Holdren’s
paper dealt specifically with the role of population growth in rising energy consumption, the method can be applied to many types of population/resource consumption
analyses. In the case of sprawl, the resource under consideration is rural land, namely
the expansion over time of the total acres of development in a state.
As stated in Appendix D, the total land area developed in a state can be expressed as:
(1)

A=Pxa

Where:
A = Area of total acres of development in state
P = Population of that state
a = area of state used by the average resident (per capita land use)
Following the logic in Holdren’s paper, if over a period of time ∆t (e.g., a year or
decade), the population grows by an increment ∆P and the per capita land use changes
by ∆a, the total urbanized land area grows by ∆A which is given by substituting in
equation. (1):
(2)

A + ∆A = (P + ∆P) x (a + ∆a)

Subtracting eqn. (1) from eqn. (2) and dividing through by A to compute the relative
change (i.e., ∆A/A) in urbanized land area over time interval ∆t yields:
(3)

∆A/A

= ∆P/P + ∆a/a + (∆P/P) x (∆a/a)

Now equation (3) is quite general and makes no assumption about the growth model
or time interval. On a year-to-year basis, the percentage increments in P and a are small
(i.e., single digit percentages), so the second order term in equation (3) can be ignored.
Hence following the Holdren paradigm, eqn. (3) states that the percentage growth in
urbanized land area (viz., 100 percent x ∆A/A ) is the sum of the percentage growth in
the population ( 100 percent x ∆P/P) plus the percentage growth in the per capita land
use (100 percent x ∆a/a). Stated in words, equation (3) becomes:
(4)

Overall percentage land area growth = Overall percentage population growth +
Overall percentage per capita growth

In essence, the Holdren methodology quantifies population growth’s share of total land
consumption (sprawl) by finding the ratio of the overall percentage change in popula101
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tion over a period of time to the overall percentage change in land area consumed for
the same period. This can be expressed as:

(5)

Population share of growth =

(Overall percentage population growth)
(Overall percentage land area growth)

The same form applies for per capita land use:

(6)

(Overall percentage per capita land use growth)
Per cap. land use share of growth = (Overall percentage land area growth)

The above two equations follow the relationship based on Prof. Holdren’s equation (5)
in his 1991 paper. A common growth model follows the form (say for population):
(7)

P(t) = P0 (1 + gP )t

Where P(t) is population at time t, P0 is the initial population and gP the growth rate
over the interval. Solving for gP the growth rate yields:
(8)

ln (1 + gP) = (1/t) ln (P(t)/P0)

Since ln (1 + x) approximately equals x for small values of x, equation (8) can be written
as:
(9)

gP = (1/t) ln (P(t)/P0).

The same form of derivation of growth rates can be written for land area (A) and per
capita land use (a)
(10)

gA = (1/t) ln (A(t)/A0)

(11)

ga = (1/t) ln (a(t)/a0)

These three equations for the growth rates allow you to restate the Holdren result of
equation (4) as:
(12)

gP + ga = gA

Substituting the formulae (equations 9 through 11) for the growth rates and relating
the initial and final values of the variables P, a and A over the period of interest into
equation (12), the actual calculational relationship becomes:
(13)

ln (final population / initial population) +
ln (final per capita land area / initial per capita land area) =
ln (final total land area / initial total land area)
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In other words, the natural logarithm (ln) of the ratio of the final to initial population,
plus the logarithm of the ratio of the final to initial per capita land area (i.e., land
consumption per resident), equals the logarithm of the final to the initial total land
area.
In the case of Minnesota from 1982 to 1997, this formula would appear as:
(14)

ln (4,687,726 residents / 4,131,450 residents) +
ln (0.466 acre per resident / 0.416 acre per resident) =
ln (2,185,500 acres / 1,719,900 acres)

Computing the ratios yields:
(15)

ln (1.134) + ln (1.120) = ln (1.270)
0.1258 + 0.1133 = 0.2390

Then applying equations (5) and (6), the percentage contributions of population growth and per capita land area growth are obtained by dividing (i.e., normalizing
to 100 percent) each side by 0.250:

(16)

0.1258 + 0.1133
0.2390 0.2390

= 0.2390
0.2390

Performing these divisions yields:
(17)

0.53

+ 0.47

=

1.0

Thus, we note that in the case of the Minnesota from 1982 to 1997, the share
of sprawl due to population growth was 53 percent [100 percent x (0.1258 / 0.2390)],
while declining density (i.e., an increase in land area per capita) accounted for 47 percent [100 percent x (0.1133 / 0.2390)]. Note that the sum of both percentages equals
100 percent.
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Appendix F
About the Census Bureau’s Urbanized Areas
Generally speaking, an Urbanized Area must exhibit a pattern of continuous development outward from a central core. Although there are special provisions for “jumps,”
and certain other exceptions, by and large, new areas added every 10 years by the Census Bureau to the adjacent urban fringe must be contiguous to that fringe and must
have a population density of at least 1,000 people per square mile.
Population density can be determined by dividing the population of census
tracts and blocks by their land area. In actuality, the Bureau does not ascertain what
percentage of a given tract or block is paved or built upon; it is simply assumed to be
“urbanized” if it has a population density of 1,000 per square mile. The Bureau allows
exceptions to the density criterion when other criteria for “jumps,” non-residential
urban land use, closure of indentations and enclaves, and undevelopable territory
are met.
Delineating Urbanized Areas is a large, labor-intensive endeavor. In order to
more efficiently and accurately delineate Urbanized Areas in the 1990 census, the Census Bureau automated much of the task by using the TIGER (Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing) database and customized UA delineation software. In the near future, we will issue another study that analyzes the Urbanized Areas
data that have only recently become available from the 2000 Census.
Differ
ence fr
om MSA D
esignation. Urbanized Areas are smaller in area than the
ifference
from
Designation.
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) that are mentioned far more commonly in the
media and other public discussion. The Census Bureau describes an MSA as “a large
population nucleus, together with adjacent communities having a high degree of social
and economic integration with that core.”209 The major difference between the Urbanized Area and the MSA is that the latter includes the entire land mass of every
county that contains a part of a city and its suburbs. That means the outer parts of an
MSA are rural. An Urbanized Area, on the other hand, includes whole counties only if
every square mile of them is urbanized. And in the outer counties, only the land that is
indeed urbanized is counted.
An MSA often lumps together cities that have substantially grown out toward
each other but which may still contain some rural land between them. For example,
Los Angeles and its contiguous suburbs in Orange and Los Angeles counties, Simi
Valley and its suburbs, Oxnard-Ventura and their suburbs, and San Bernardino and
Riverside and their suburbs are all classified as a single CMSA (Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area). But because there is some rural land remaining between the
suburbs of one and the suburbs of another, these places are considered to be four separate Urbanized Areas.
Usefulness as a M
easuring Tool. The 1,000-people-per-square-mile threshold for clasMeasuring
sification as part of an Urbanized Area is not without its critics. For example, urban
expert David Rusk believes that the growth in Urbanized Land Areas since 1950, as
documented in successive Census Bureau reports, understates the actual loss of rural
environments to sprawl.210 The 1,000 density threshold (equal to about one dwelling
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per two acres) is arguably too dense to convey a rural “feel” and allow for unfettered
rural livelihoods, like farming. On the other hand, there is still a substantial amount of
open space left when there is an average of two acres (about two football fields) for each
house. Nonetheless, the practice of designating a given site as either urban or rural,
with no intermediate classification, is indeed an over-simplification.
Yet for the purposes of this study, shortcomings of the Census designations
have little effect on the outcome. Since this study has defined sprawl as the progressive
loss of open space to built-up space — unpaved lands to paved-over ground in other
words — the 1,000-per-square-mile criterion is as defensible a threshold between urban and rural zones as any. Moreover, it allows use of the Census Bureau’s nationwide,
unrivalled stock of information. The strength of the Census Bureau’s uniform data set
lies in calculating changes from rural to urban areas rather than in precisely defining
the line that divides them. The shortcoming of the Census Bureau measurement is in
calculating total development, not in calculating change. This study focuses on the
change.
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